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ABSTRACT 

/ 
The narratives written by Birago Diop and Bernard Dadie have 

been the subject of considerable discussion by literary critics. So 

far, however, there are no critical studies which take into account 

information provided by the ethnologists whose research has revealed 

the system of African cosmology and mythology. 

The objective of this study is to re-examine the tales of 

Birago Diop and Bernard Dadie in the light of the cosmological and 

mythological framework provided by the ethnologists' studies and also 

take into consideration the information furnished by ethnological 

studies devoted to the oral African folktale. It will be demonstrated 

i_hat the two authors have remained conceptually faithful to the 

traditional oral African tale while adding a new dimension to it by 

clothing it in literary style. 

The first chapter discusses the purposes and the organization 

of this study and examines the status of scholarship on the narratives 

of Diop and Dadie'. 

In Chapter two, the recurring themes of water, death, 

strange lands, the tree, and the impossible restitution are traced 

and analyzed as they appear in the tales of Diop and Dadie. It 

will be shown that they have the same significance in their written 

versions as they do both in the oral tales and in the system of 

mythology and cosmology as presented by the ethnologists. 

viii 



The discussion of these themes as found in the stories of 

the authors establishes that the literary innovations made necessary 

by the transcribing of the oral tale into writing did not prevent 

their accurate presentation of basic African concepts. In addition 

to the analysis of major themes in Diop's and in Dadie's stories, 

their main recurring characters are studied in detail. The examination 

of the mythological basis of the chief protagonists serves the same 

purpose as the discussion of the themes—it helps to demonstrate a 

relationship between the hare, the hyena, and the spider and African 

mythology and to show that in their use of these protagonists as well, 

the authors rendered a true portrayal of African beliefs. 

Chapter three analyzes in depth Dadie s "Araignee, mauvais 

pere," comparing it with Rattray's recorded oral version in an effort 

to understand Dadie's contribution to the new written tradition of 

African folktale. The chapter also offers a comparative study of Diop's 

"Bouki, pensionnaire" and the earlier version by Demaison entitled 

V 
"Le lion et l'hyene." The techniques Diop employed in uniting the 

African oral tale and the Western short story are examined. 

It has been necessary, because of the nature of the information 

being examined, to follow each section with a conclusion which reviews 

the findings of that section. In addition, the general conclusion 

discusses the roles of Dadie and Diop in the contemporary development 

of the African folktale. The conclusion is followed by informational 

appendices concerning the vital force concept of Placide Tempels, 

necessary for a fuller comprehension of Chapter two, and the lives of 

the two writers under discussion. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Purposes of This Study 

In the study of African^- Francophone literature, the names 

• 
of Birago Diop and Bernard Dadie are prominent as two writers who 

contributed greatly to the international dissemination and appre

ciation of African culture through the medium of the tale. Soth 

African and non-African critics of their works have praised these 

authors for their realistic portrayal of aspects of the daily life and 

culture of Africa." However, none of the critical analyses takes 

into account the supporting mythological and cosmological structure 

of the. Diop and Dadie tales. The many ethnological studies germane 

to this topic have been largely ignored although they illuminate 

considerably the structure of African beliefs which a close reading 

of the narratives reveals. 

The primary sources for cosmological background are some of 

the many books and articles which are products of the research qj; 

ethnologists who have visited and lived among Africans, making notes 

about their myths, beliefs, and rites. The other sources for ethno

logical information are the studies which have been produced by associ

ates of the Iristitut d'Ethnologie in Paris. The members have utilized 

1. "African" as used throughout this study refers to the 
Blacks who inhabit the African continent. 

2. The critical acclaim has been primarily of Diop's vorks 
which were the first of their kind published in a volume. 

1 
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some of the studies alluded to above in their research on the oral 

African folktales which they gathered in the field or occasionally 

gleaned from anthropological collections. Their findings prove that 

the oral tale reflects African mythology and cosmology. These 

studies, however, consistently exclude consideration of any written 

versions of the African folktale since the ethnologists contend that 

the act of transcribing the tales into writing inevitably leads to 

distortion. In order that their conclusions may be valid, these 

ethnologists are forced to confine their research to the terse, 

unadorned oral tale as it is circulated among the people. 

Although limited to the oral tale, the research of these 

specialists is vital, for it demonstrates clearly that while the 

oral African folktale has entertainment, and instructive functions, 

it may also reflect the essence, the underlying structure of African 

thought. In the labyrinth of symbolism contained in the cosmology and 

mythology revealed by the ethnologists can he seen confirmation of 

the integration of African thought and the interaction of the forces 

of which life is composed. The frequent mention and treatment of 

themes such as death, trees, water, and the long quests to far-off 

lands are so much more than aspects of local color; they are symbolic 

links between life and death. 

/ 
When the narratives of Dadie and Diop are assessed against 

this evidence, it becomes apparent that they treat these same themes 

and contain in entirety or in part some of the myths which form 
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parts of the oral tales. Therefore, while the highly stylized tales 

of Diop and Dadie are of little value to the research of the ethnol

ogists, the reverse is emphatically not so. Evaluated against the 

data on the oral tale, the stories of Dadie and Diop assume a signif

icance far deeper than that assigned by the critiques published 

thus far. 

The first purpose of this study, then, is tc examine the 

volumes of narratives composed by Dadie and Diop in light of these 

persistent themes or recurring motifs and to offer a mythological 

and cosmological reading as this mythology and cosmology has been 

defined by ethnological research. 

The exclusion of Diop and Dadie from the ethnologists' 

studies poses the question of the authenticity of the stories of these 

writers. Since the reading given their works in this study will 

demonstrate thtit both writers rendered faithful portrayals of the 

substance of African culture, that exclusion could only have been 

because of the literary "innovations" the authors employed. In order 

to render African culture comprehensible through the folktale, Diop 

and Dadie" found it necessary to make concessions. To the oral tale, 

which was never a vehicle for cultural exposition beyond the African 

continent, they added details about customs, descriptive passages, 

lengthy sentences—in brief they employed Western techniques of 

short-story writing. They were obliged to do so because the African 

oral folktale is a skeletal structure which relates the barest facts 

of the plotline. An oral tale can not be said to be "good" or "bad" 
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until the griot (story-teller) has exercised his artistry. He 

creates the dramatic tension, the ccmedy, the life of the tale 

through gesture, tone of voice, facial expression, and a spontaneity 

which only a live, creative performance can offer. The adjustments 

Diop and Dadi/ made were meant to compensate the Western reader for 

the absence of the griot and for the Western lack of knowledge 

concerning African customs—a knowledge which is assumed before an 

African audience. Without special knowledge and without a griot, 

the written word becomes supremely important. Character delineation, 

brief explications of customs, humor, emotions—all these must be 

written into the tale. 

Both Dadie and Diop faced a problem: how to translate these 

elements into writing without catering to the Western thirst for the 

exotic and how to keep the structure of their written stories as 

close as possible to the structure of the oral tale. The methods 

each employed to integrate the oral and the written tale explain the 

stylistic differences in their works. 

Thus, the second purpose of this study is to explore the 

techniques each writer used to solve the problems involved in recording 

the oral tale in writing and to what degree they distorted the oral 

tale in doing so. 

Major Studies Consulted iji_ the Preparation 
of This Dissertation 

In order to assess and evaluate the underlying mythological and 

cosmological structure of the Dadie and Diop stories, information was 
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drawn from selected studies published by Marcel Griaule, Genevieve 

Calame-Griaule, Marie-Cecile and Edmond Ortigues, Hans Abraharasson, 

Denise Paulme, and Bohumil Holas, among others, to provide the 

necessary major elements of a referential framework. 

In 1945 Marcel Griaule's fifteen years of visits to the 

A 
Dogon were rewarded by Ogotemmeli, who revealed to him the system of 

Dogon thought. Griaule assembled the information into an introduction 

to the Dogon conception of the ordering of the world which he published 

three years later under the title Dleu d'eau: entretiens avec Ogotemmeli. 

The book would wait seventeen years for translation despite its 

importance as an initiator into what is perhaps the most complete 

system of African thought extant. 

Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen collaborated in 1965 to 

publish Le renard pale, a book which assembled the many articles they 

had written about Dogon rites and mythology. It is a detailed 

presentation of Dogon mythology which is important in this study 

for understanding of the protagonist in the hare cycle. 

Of Genevieve Calame-Griaule's many articles, use was made 

primarily of two works published by her and her associates: "Le fiieme 

de l'arbre dans les contes africains" (1969 and 1970), and "L'homme-

hyene dans la tradition soudanaise" (1961). In the first article, the 

researchers have gathered tales in which the tree appears in order to 

analyze the various and changing roles of the tree in African thought. 

/ 
The second article, which reappeared in 1963 in Presence Africaine, is 
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a study indispensable for the comprehension of the role of the 

hyena in the West African folktale. 

Marie-Cecile and Edmond Ortigues are psychiatrists who directed 

a psychiatric clinic in Dakar. They published their experiences in 

Oedipe Africaln in 1960. This work, which not only contains valuable 

information concerning myths and beliefs, is also of particular 

importance since it illustrates and exposes the tensions raised as 

new concepts come into conflict with traditional beliefs in a rapidly 

changing Africa. 

Hann Abrahamsson and Der.ise Paulme both published the results 

of extensive research which examine African beliefs concerning death. 

Their works, The Origin of Death and "Two Themes on the Origin of 

Death in West Africa" appeared in 1951 and 1967, respectively. 

While Abrahamsson gathered tales from every part of Black Africa, 

Paulme limited her investigation to the region of West Africa, 

analyzing in depth the significance of two motifs in African 

cosmology. 

D. Paulme and her students are also responsible for the 

publication of the symposium "Le theme de 1'impossible restitution ou 

le cadeau prestigieux" in 1968, a study most helpful in the understanding 

• 
of the quests found in the tales of Dadie and Diop. 

The analysis of the character of Kacou (uncle) Ananze is 

based upon information in Bohumil Holas' Les dieux d'Afrique noire. 

Holas explains the divine genealogy of the spider and the different 
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conceptions of the spider held by various tribes to whom the cycle 

\ 
of Ananze tales is relevant. 

The Diaeli: le livre de la sagesse noire of Andre Demaison 

and R. S. Rattray's collection, Akan-Ashanti Folk-Tales, provided the 

examples of recorded oral tales needed for a comparative study of the 

structure of the tales written by the two authors to be discussed here. 

Some essays consulted on the structure of the oral folktale 

and the problems of transition from oral to written literature which 

were found to be pertinent were "The Making and Breaking of Friendship 

as a Structural Frame in African Folk Tales" (Alan Dundes, 1971), 

"Folk Narrative" (Linda Degh, 1972), "The Interpretation of Myth: 

Theory and Practice" (A. J. Greimas, 1971), and The Singer of Tales 

(Albert B. Lord, 1971). 

To these studies must be added those concentrating on the 

folktales written by Diop and Dadie, To date, only one study has been 

exclusively devoted to Diop—the doctoral thesis of M. Kane, Les 

contes d'Amadou Koumba: du conte traditionnel au conte moderne 

(1968), in which Diop's techniques of composition are exhaustively 

/ 

studied. No comprehensive study devoted to the narrative of Dadie 

has yet been published. Two other studies which examine the tradi

tional (oral) tale are Roland Colin's Les contes noirs de l'ouest 

africain (1957), a sociological study, and Marcelle Colardelle-

\ • 
Diarrassouba's Le lievre et I'araignee dans les contes de 1 ouest 

africain (1975), a detailed examination of the chief tricksters 

and their foils. 
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In addition to the studies mentioned above, numerous articles 

and commen'aries found in anthologies, histories and surveys of 

African literature, and introductions to various editions of the 

/ 
works of Dadie and Diop were consulted. 

Organization o_f This Study 

Chapter one establishes the reasons for this research, 

sketches the objectives of this study, and provides a bibliographical 

outline of the studies pertinent to the subject of this dissertation. 

The greater portion of this study, Chapter two, contains six 

sections which concentrate upon an examination of how the narratives 

of Diop and Dadie" reflect fundamental tenets of African cosmology and 

mythology, and how the findings of ethnological researchers coincide 

with the literary textual presentation. The stories are studied 

within an ontological framework because seen in that light they are 

significant illustrations of how the African in his daily life attempts 

to respect and preserve the vital force and the harmony with the cosmos. 

The discussions on the tree and water examine the diverse 

roles these two elements may have and the dichotomy in their symbolism, 

while the exploration of death reveals how Africans have reconciled 

themselves to this phenomenon. The examination of the themes of the 

impossible restitution and the strange lands demonstrate the importance 

to the African of the initiatory process in man's journey toward 

perfection. Finally, the main protagonists are studied and the 

possible connection of these characters to the godhead, fountain of 

life and wisdom, is traced. 
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Chapter three consists of two sections. The first of these 

compares one Dadie tale with an earlier oral version of the same 

tale. Such a comparison shows precisely the nature of the changes 

made by this author in translating the tales to the written page. 

The second section of this chapter studies an earlier written version 

of Diop's "Bouki, pensionnaire" and compares the two in an effort to 

define Diop's techniques. In the case of both writers, the older tales 

are compared with their newer versions for structure, tone, charac

terization, setting, and perspective. 

Informational appendices which offer an interpretation of 

Placide Tempels' concept of the vital force as a statement of 

African philosophy, and the biographical backgrounds of Birago Diop and 

Bernard Dadie are attached as a handy reference for the reader who 

may wish to clarify some philosophical or biographical allusions made 

in the body of the text. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE MYTHOLOGICAL AND COSMOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE NARRATIVES 

The exploration of the themes of water, the tree, death, the 

strange lands, and the impossible restitution constitute the major 

portion of this study. These motifs were selected during the initial 

reading of Diop's and Dadie's narratives because they recurred with 

sufficient frequency to raise a question about their significance 

beyond their surface value as parts of the plotline or vehicles 

employed to stimulate action. 

These prominent themes were, consequently, isolated for 

investigation, and ethnological studies which, (a) describe the 

cosmology and mythology of African peoples, and (b) analyze the oral 

African folktale were read. The data gathered which related to the 

selected themes were then examined and compared with the roles of 

these themes in the Dadie and Diop stories. 

The ways in which these themes are presented and an analysis 

of Dadie's and Diop's thematic development within the framework of 

African cosmology and mythology will be discussed in the following 

pages. 

Figure 1 has been added to aid readers in the geographical 

and ethnological identification of the areas studied by the 

ethnologists. 

10 



Figure 1. Some Ethnologies Mentioned in This Study"'" 

1. Trarza (Mauritania) 
2. Fulani or Peul (Senegal, Nigeria, Cameroon) 
3. Wolof (Senegal) 
4. Serer (Senegal) 
5. Diola (Senegal) 
6. Songhay (Mali) 
7. Bozo (Mali) 
8. Dogon (Mali) 
9. Bambara (Mali) 
10. Senufo (Ivory Coast) 
11. Baoule (Ivory Coast) 
12. Bete (Ivory Coast) 
13. Agni (Ivory Coast) 
14. Ashanti (Ghana) 
15. Dagomba (Togo) 
16. Krachi (Togo) 
17. Ewe (Togo) 
18. Edo (Nigeria) 
19. Ekoi (Nigeria) 
20. Ibibio (Nigeria) 
21. Limba (Sier.:n Leone) 
22. Guro (Ivory Coast) 
23. Sama (Upper Volta) 
24. Mossi (Upper Volta) 
25. Yatenga (Upper Volta) 
26. Gurmantchi (Upper Volta) 
27. Fanti (Ghana) 
28. Fon (Dahomey) 
29. Ngala (Congo) 
30. Mongo (Congo) 
31. Yaka (Congo) 
32. Dualla (Cameroon) 
33. Kamba (Kenya) 
34. Kikuyu (Kenya) 

1. Information on the location of tribal groups was taken 
from the map "The Peoples of Africa," published in National Geographic 
in December of 1971. This was the most complete ethnographic map 
available. Unfortunately all of the tribal groups mentioned in this 
study do not appear on the map. Also, variances in spelling may have 
prohibited proper identification of some tribes. I was unable to 
locate the Kra, Kono, Korengo, Ngongo, and Fo. 
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Figure 1. Some Ethnologies Mentioned in This Study 



The Water Tlieipe 

In the discussion of the significance of water in the 

narratives of Dadie and Diop, the following stories were examined 

/ 
Dadie 

"Araignee et son fils" 

"Araignee, raauvais pere" 

"Gnamintchie" 

"La bataille des oiseaux et des animaux" 

"La cruche" 

"La dot" 

"La legende baoule" 

"La legende de la furoee" 

"La lueur du soleil couchant" 

"Le chasseur et le boa" 

"Le pagne noir" 

A 
"L'homnie qui voulait etre roi" 

"Nenuphar, reine des eaux" 

"Petite histoire d'une grosse tortue" 

"Taweloro" 

Diop 

"Bouki, pensionnaire" 

"Fari, l'anesse" 

"Khary Gaye" 



"La cuiller sale" 

"Le fou du marabout" 

"Le poisson grappailleur" 

"Les deux gendres" 

"Les maraelles" 

"Maman caiman" 

"Petit mari" 

"Sa Dagga" 

"Samba-de-la-nuit" 

"Tel Sa M'Baye" 
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It was after the great God Amma in his loneliness decided 

upon union with the earth that the disorders began, so the Dogon say. 

The earth resisted penetration of her female member (the ant hill) 

by raising the clitoris (termite mound) which God excised. From this 

first imperfect union was spawned the imperfect and lone jackal, 

symbol of God's frustrations. In the wake of continued sexual 

activity between God and earth, the first twins—one male, one 

female—were born. They were verdant by virtue of the stubby green 

hairs which grew all over their bodies. They were human from the 

loins up, serpent from the loins down. Red-eyed with forked tongue 

and serpentine arms, their bodies gleamed. They were Nummo—water— 

fashioned of divine essence as was God. In that divinity they were 

omnipresent because water is needed for the life of all things and is 

to be found in all things. 

The twin Nummo, at home in the firmament to receive instruction 

from Amma, looked down upon their traumatized mother, the earth. 

Seizing ten clusters of tendrils from celestial plants, the Nummo 

2 
descended and fashioned the first pagne. As they worked, they 

spoke and the words were carried on the warm moisture of their breaths 

into the fabric of the loincloth. 

2. This was the first "word" spoken to initiate the 
establishment of world order. 



That first word (the loincloth), which the Nummo used to 

conceal their mother's genitalia, attracted the jackal. He longed 

to possess knowledge of this word. Violating the loincloth, he 

entered the ant hill thereby committing the incestuous act which 

initiated the first menstrual flow. In the process, the jackal came 

into possession of the knowledge he sought, but it was granted to 

him only to divulge it to diviners. 

Amma, repulsed by the now impure earth, molded male and 

female organs of clay from which the primordial couple took substance. 

This couple gave birth to eight offspring (four male, four female)— 

founders of the eight Dogon families. These progeny, although 

primarily of the sex determined by the external organ, were androg

ynous and capable of impregnating themselves by means of the word 

carried on their moist breaths as they spoke to themselves. This 

ability was their special endowment and could not be inherited by 

their offspring. Many years passed and the earth was peopled when 

the eldest of the original eight ancestors approached the anthill, 

entered it, (leaving a bowl to show that he had passed into the earth) 

and was regenerated by the twin Nummo into a water spirit (a Nummo). 

He was then dispatched to the firmament to live with Amma. The other 

founders followed and were likewise transformed. Only the 

3. The first man and woman each had a dual soul. Amma 
superimposed the female soul on the male and male soul on the female. 
This quality is retained until the rites of puberty are performed. 
The removal of the prepuce divests the male of his female soul; 
the excision of the clitoris rids the female of her male soul. 
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seventh^ remained to take possession of the earth's womb. He was 

to become the master of speech and to him was granted knowledge of the 

second word which was to be spread among men. Merging his mouth with 

the rim of the anthill, the seventh Nummo grew eighty pointed teeth 

on which he wove the second word with his forked tongue and the eighty 

cotton threads which he had spat out."* 

When all the Nummo (including the regenerating twins) were 

again in the firmament, discord broke out, Godly injunctions were 

disregarded, and the transformed eight left heaven permanently. The 

smith Nummo descended first in a granary containing all the elements 

necessary to sustain human life—grain, animals, plants-—all elements 

A .  Seven is considered the perfect number as it is the total 
of the female four and the male three. The womb has four forms. Forms 
five through eight are female. Form 5: (oval) portends sickly, 
misshapen babies; Form 6: (triangular) portends male twins; Form 
7: (split) portends twins of both sexes; Form 8: (rectangular) 
portends female twins. The male sexual organ has three shapes. 
Thick is suited to female numbers five and eight; Long is suited to 
female forms six and seven; triangular is suited to no female form. 
This symbolism should not be considered universal. Kerharo and Bouquet 
attest to having found areas in the Ivory Coast and Upper Volta 
where the symbolism was reversed. According to evidence gathered by 
Viviana Piques (see page 119 of this study), the number is reversed in 
northern Africa. In the configuration described on page ng can be 
counted the seven parts of the human body; head, spinal column, two 
arms, stomach, two legs. The parts of the upper half (equated with the 
male) number four, while the parts of the lower half (associated with 
the female) number three. 

5. This second "word" taught man the art of weaving. As the 
Nummo worked, its words were heard by the ant who in turn carried the 
"word" to man. Man had been accustomed to listening to the ant. 
Having observed the organization of the ant colony, man had learned 
how to improve his own life. 



except fire. At risk to his own life, the snith Nummo pilfered a 

piece of the sun. Under attack by the twin Nummo for this theft, 

he and the granary skidded to earth on the rainbow. With the arrival 

of the granary—the third word—the order of the world was to be 

perfected. 

Each of the remaining ancestors descended in hierarchic order 

bearing the symbols of his office. Each assumed human form once on 

earth, all except the seventh Nummo—the master of speech. He 

metamorphosed into a snake and attempted to destroy the seed in the 

granary. This was his angry reaction to a breach of protocol. Ke 

had been preceded in descent by the eighth Nummo, speech itself. 

Ordered by the first Nummo, the smith, men killed the serpent and 

severed his head. The smith buried the head beneath his working 

stool and the body of the serpent was consumed by the men. 

It is from Marcel Griaule's Conversations with Ogotemmeli^ that 

this outline of the god-of-water myth is drawn. This material is used 

as a basis for determining the significance of water in Africa because 

the Ogo, a Dogon people sheltered in their homes by a mountainous 

terrain, were noted for their resistance to all foreign influences." 

The system of thought divulged to Griaule represents, therefore, a 

purity of African thought not often found. This does not mean that the 

6. In this granary—the third "word"—were contained the symbols 
of the zodiac. For a full discussion see the "Th?Lrty-second day" in 
Conversations with Ogotemmeli by Marcel Griaule, pp. 210-217. 

7. Marcel Griaule, Conversations with Ogotemmeli, trans. Robert 
Redfield (London: Oxford University Press,1965), pp. 24-34. Hereafter 
cited as Conversations. 



Nummo are part of the thought system of all Africa. However, those 

acquainted with African folktales are aware of the many appearances of 

serpents and water, and knowledge of the existence of a Dogon myth 

raises the possibility of the existence of similar myths in other 

cultures. The Dagomba of Togo, who have had a close association with 

the Ashanti, worship a python, Wunwon, who inhabits a hollow with 

g 
thick trees set in a swamp. Wunwon is said to bring the rains when 

they are needed. Among some \\blof peopJes, Ninkinanka, a huge snake 

who dwells in forests or swamps is believed to be capable of visiting 

q 
death on those who merely glance at him. The Agni worship Asom, 

10 
a serpent with a priestly cult. It is possible that Asom and 

Ninkinanka form parts of lost mythologies similar to that of the 

Dogon Nummo. The Numrno myth at least furnishes a prototype which 

makes clear the significance of water: it is the great purifier, it 

is a regenerative force, it is the source of life. The Nummo were 

water. The serpentine form of their glistening bodies recalled the 

shimmering track of water. From their misty breaths did proceed the 

first words which set in motion the ordering and improving of life. 

8. A. W. Cardinall, Tales Told in Togoland (1931; rpt. London 
Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 70. 

9. Cardinall, p. 71. 

10. Amon d'Aby, Croyances religieuses et coutumes juridiques 
des Agni de la cSte d'Ivoire (Paris: G.P. Maisonneuve et Larose, 
1960). n. p. 



The original Dogon ancestors were reborn in the womb of the earth 

by their regenerative forces and given immortality as water spirits. 

In this act of regeneration one can see water's relationship 

with death, for a thing must die in order to be reborn. Before their 

transformation the eight ancestors had first to experience death. 

Thus water, as well as giver of life, is restorer of life. It is the 

terminus and origin of the cycle. It is the nexus between the two 

states of being. Deprived of water, life dies; given water, life 

is regenerated. 

The terms "life" and "death" in this context are intended to 

be taken symbolically as well as literally. Life, therefore, not only 

means the capacity to breathe, but also includes the positive aspects 

of living—happiness, kinship, fecundity, affection, security. In 

the tales of Dadie and Dicp the symbolic, positive aspects of life 

are often given or restored in the vicinity of water or following 

contact with water. 

Obviously, by death is meant the opposite of the values just 

enumerated. Death signifies sterility in one's life—extreme want, 

lack of affection, unhappiness, inability to procreate, loss of one's 

place in society, as well as the cessation of breathing. In the stories 

of the two authors, the presence of life's negative aspects shown in 

association with a lack of water may be construed as part of the 

symbolism surrounding water. 

11. It is possible to see similarities with various Christian 
services of Baptism. 
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Similarities with tjie Numroo Mythology 

Neither Diop nor Dadie recounts a tale which corresponds in 

its entirety to the Dogon water god myth. Yet there are the fragments, 

the bits and pieces of incidents and descriptions which so resemble 

parts of the Nummo myth as to make comparison irresistible. It is 

12 in Diop's story entitled "Khary Gave," as well as in two tales by 

Dadie, "Araignee et son fils"13 and "Le chasseur et le boa"-*-^ that 

the greatest number of images and symbols reminiscent of the Nummo 

mythology are to be found. 

The little girl, Khary Gaye, had been well brought up by her 

mother and had given her parents ample opportunity to be proud of 

her social discretion. When her mother died, Khary's father married 

a woman who was jealous of the girl and who abused her; when he 

died, Khary was left in her care. One day Khary was sent to the well 

to fill a huge mahogany calabash. It was a task she could never hope 

to accomplish, but she rejected the inadequate help of the toad, 

the lizard, and the turtle. It was a huge python who filled the 

heavy bowl and hoisted it to her head declaring that he would return 

for payment one day. As the other girls began to find husbands, Khary 

was hurt by her undesirability and lamented her loneliness. 

12. Birago Diop, ̂'Khary Gaye" in Les nouveaux contes d' 
Amadou Koumba (Paris: Presence Africaine, 1958), p. 83. Hereafter 
cited as Nouveaux contes. 

13. Bernard Dadie, Le pagne noir (Paris: Presence 
Africaine, 1955), p. 143. Hereafter cited as Pagne. 

s 
14. Dadie, Pagne, p. 97. 



Finally the serpent reappeared and summoned her. When Khary reached 

the well, the python had become a handsome man with a white horse. 

He took Khary as his bride and they went off to live in the sea where 

they reared children and prospered. When Khary wished to revisit 

her village, the "Prince of the Great River," as her husband was 

called, bade her keep their secret and instructed her on how to call 

him when it was time for their return. Khary's daughter broke the 

prohibition, and the "prince" was killed. Dying, he sent his son 

into the river forever and transformed mother and daughter into 

turtledove and euphoria bush. Happiness was lost because Khary Gaye 

had failed to train her daughter as well as she herself had been 

trained. 

From this resume, the reader can identify in the handsome 

man and his horse a theme foreign to Africa—that of the prince 

charming come on horseback to rescue the distressed damsel. It is 

only in remembering that the young man is "Prince of the Great River" 

and that he has appeared before Khary Gaye as a python that the theme 

assumes added significance. 

The python's relationship to water is established immediately. 

First, he is a serpent, an aquatic symbol because of its form and 

movement. Second, the python appears to Khary Gaye at the well. 

Third, it is the serpent who gives her the water she needs. The act 

is at once real and symbolic. The girl's life is a living death. 

She is without kinship, without affection, and much abused. The 

gift of water helps Khary Gaye to fulfill the demands made of her 



that day, but it also presages the abundant life to come when next 

the serpent and the girl meet. It is to be a life which will contrast 

drastically with the one she has been leading. 

The "Prince of the Great River" never appears in the anthro

pomorphic form of the twin Nummo; this is a minor matter, for the 

dichotomy of his being is quite evident. He acknowledges that he is 

serpent and man. "Je t'avais aidee a porter ta lourde calebasse sur 

A "1  ̂
la te'te, je viens chercher mon du," he tells Khary Gaye. It is 

the young man who now greets the girl with these words. He has come 

to remove her from the emotional desolation, rejection, unkindness, and 

malevolent influences of symbolic death. What will be hers instead 

are riches—material and spiritual. She will know the love of a kind 

and generous husband, she will bear two children, she will experience 

no want. All these—the symbols of meaningful life—will be found in 

the water where the "prince" takes her to live. 

There are further analogies with the Nummo myth. Life in the 

river kingdom is paradise, a paradise Khary Gaye is destined to lose 

as the Nummo lost heaven. "Le Prince du Grand Fleuve" places a 

prohibition upon his wife and children. They are instructed that during 

their visit to the village on land they may not reveal the source of 

their wealth—a specific injunction against speech. They are further 

commanded to speak the words "ceinture rompue" at the water's edge 

in seven days so that the "prince" may return for them. 

15. Diop, "Khary Gaye" in Nouveaux contes, p. 95. 



It will be recalled that disobedience to Amma precipitated the 

departure of the Nummo from heaven, and that speech (the eighth 

Nummo) preceded the master of speech (the seventh Nummo) to earth 

thereby causing all kinds of disorders, such as the death of the master 

of speech. This confusion is duplicated in the tale when the prohi

bitions given by the python are disregarded. The daughter speaks on 

the proscribed subject, and the "word" as given by the serpent to call 

him forth from his watery domain on the seventh day, is spoken by the 

wrong persons. The "prince" arose from the water to be killed by 

man—fittingly enough on land, a symbol of death in this tale. 

While the son is permitted to return to the water, Khary 

Gaye and her daughter are condemned to remain on land in a state of 

living death, forever to lament the loss of paradise. The daughter 

will cry; her mother will chant "ceinture rompue, demeure ruinee." 

the ceinture rompue is the disobeyed injunction; the demeure ruinee 

is lost paradise, lost fullness of life. More symbolically the "broken 

belt" is the severed umbilical cord which, once cut, deprives Khary 

Gaye of the warmth and life-giving moisture of the river/womb. 

A weaker parallel with the Nummo myth exists in Dadie's 

tales "Araignee et son fils"^ and "Le chasseur et le boa,"^ 

where the serpent/water/life association is found. In the first of 

these two tales, Araignon, son of Kacou Ananze, has been disowned. 

16. Dadie, Pagne, p. 143. 

17. Dadie, Pagne, p. 97. 



It is a time of severe drought and he has refused to do his share 

in feeding the family. Off to make his own way, Araignon comes upon 

a forest abundantly green and well-watered. Here live multi-colored 

fish, bejeweled birds, and trees which drop golden leaves. Araignon 

turns to see an immense boa beside a spring. The spider courteously 

complies with the snake's request that he tell his story. The serpent, 

as a reward, gives him a kingdom to rule. There is a spoken prohibition, 

of course: the boa must not be seen. Many years later when Kacou 

Ananze visits the land and breaks the interdiction, all the wealth 

vanishes. 

The proximity of the snake to the water, and the fact that the 

serpent restores to Araignon a life of abundance are the only 

similarities with the Nummo myth. An additional supportive element 

may be found in the location of the water. Araignon has just left 

a drought-stricken land and passed through barren stretches. When 

he reaches the strange forest, he realizes that he has entered a 

land where human beings have never before set foot. Isolated as he is 

from his relatives and stranded in sterile lands, he may at this point 

be considered symbolically "dead." It is significant that Araignon 

finds the serpent, water, and a full life at this time. 

Other allusions are present in the second of these tales, "Le 

chasseur et le boa." The hunter, taking desperate measures against 

hunger, sets traps all about on land, in trees, near the waterholes. 

Pointedly and persistently, all animals evade them. What the hunter 

finally snares in a trap by the water is a red-eyed boa. The serpent, 



in gratitude for having his life spared, leads the hunter to a 

village of boas and genies where the hunter receives two gourds. 

Enclosed in one is the gift of material abundance and influence 

over men; in the other is the knowledge of speech of all animals. 

It should be noted that the boa, which might just as easily 

have been ensnared in the traps in the trees, is taken in a trap by 

the water. The serpent then leads the hunter many miles and years 

from the community of men to a land symbolic of death by virtue of 

its isolation. As noted previously, serpent and water lead to a 

symbolic death and regeneration; of similar importance is the hunter' 

ability to understand the speech of all animals. As in the previous 

examples, the gift is misused. When the dog recites the impending 

calamities to the citizens of the hunter's new realms, the latter 

uses the information to exploit his subjects rather than to help 

them. The hunter is punished by a loss of his paradise: he must 

either die or forfeit his riches. 

Water as the Giver of Life 

While there are no further reminders of the Nummo mythology 

present (serpent/water/life), scattered incidents and descriptive 

passages in other tales reflect the significance of water. Dadie's 

"Nenuphar, reine des eaux11"^ is one example. 

18. Bernard Dadie, Legendes Africaines (Paris: Seghers, 
1966), p. 42. Hereafter cited as Legendes. 



The author opens the story with the description of a forest 

of lush vegetation come to life under the influence of the waters 

of dew and storm. Here resides the god of thunder whom God has given 

a wife, children, and absolute power. One by one the wife and 

children "disappear." When the god of thunder complains of his 

loneliness to the creator, God gives him a child which will be 

perpetually reborn. From the water of the thunder's tear is born 

the water lily. The beautiful child of thunder sprouts continually 

on the river's surface. There could be no more fitting illustration 

of the life-giving attributes of water. 

More allusions to the water myth are found in "Une petite 

19 20 ' 
histoire d'une grosse tortue" and "La dot," both by Dadie. When 

the tortoise finds itself imprisoned in the stomach of the hyena, it 

bites its captor, forcing the hyena to follow the brook to the 

stream, the stream to the river, the river to the sea into which 

the tortoise plunges to be protected and nourished. 

In "La dot" the spider has repaired to the sea to pause, 

rest, reflect, and be inspired before beginning the quest for the 

hand of the daughter of God. "Par quoi," asks Kacou Ananze, "me 

21 
fallait-il commencer? Par l'eauou par la terre?" 

X \ 
19. Bernard Dadie, Les belles histoires de Kacou Ananze, 

l'araignee (Paris: F. Nathan, 1963), p. 175. 

20. Dadie, Pagne, p. 133 . 

21. Dadie, Pagne, p. 134. 
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The presence and importance of water are also emphasized in 

Diop's "Le poisson grappailleur,"^2 "Tel Sa M'Baye,""^ "Maman 

24 25 
ca'iman," and "Sa Dagga." Konko, the scrounging fish of the 

first title, borrows from the partridge the regalia he needs to survive 

on land and goes gleaning in the fields. At the approach of men, 

the partridge reclaims his wings and abandons the fish. Konko avoids 

the stewing pot only because he has been granted the power to speak 

three times on land. Taken before the king to demonstrate his ability, 

he can not do so, for he has spent his miraculous power. The fish 

is taken away and abandoned to the sea. Immediately his voice is 

restored. 

Konko, when he forsook his life's element, came to grief. 

He is deserted (symbolic death) arid very nearly dies physically. 

He has power of the word (restored only in water) which saves him. 

Once returned to water, Konko has abundant life again. 

In the remaining stories, the allusions are much more brief. 

Sa M'Baye, the protagonist of "Tel Sa M'Baye," is asleep in the 

middle of his fields and has purposely stationed himself near cool, 

fresh water. The armies of Moors and the Wolof in "Maman cabman" are 

22. Birago Diop, Contes et lavanes (Paris: Presence Africaine, 
1963), p. 47. Hereafter cited as Lavanes. 

23. Diop, Lavanes, p. 131. 

24. Birago Diop, Les contes d'Amadou Koumba (Paris: 
Presence Africaine, 1961), p. 49. Hereafter cited as Contes. 

25. Diop, Lavanes, p. 191. 



deployed in strategies meant to lure each other away from the river. 

A thirsty army is a weakened army and one more easily defeated. The 

fishermen of "Sa Dagga" put to sea each day in search of a share 

of the ocean's bounty with which they will sustain their lives. 

The narratives traced thus far in this examination have 

shown the ways in which the presence of water sustains life physically 

and spiritually. However, the importance of water is more frequently 

emphasized by inversion of the symbolism—that is by focusing upon the 

effects the lack of water can have. Such a lack affects the entire 

life chain. The sun scorches the earth, the wind whips away rich 

soil. Vegetation disappears and waterholes dry up. Fires break 

out destroying bush and village alike. The animals die or seek 

refuge in green territories. When the herbivores leave, the 

carnivores have no prey. Finally, man himself will starve. Before 

he does, tne sheer drive to survive will lead to aberrations in 

normally cordial relationships, force abnegations of treaties, 

eclipse friendship and kinship ties, render those usually gluttonous 

more intensely so. 

In the Diop stories, Bouki and his children devour his 

mother-in-law's reserves of food while watching her and his wife 

26 
slowly starve (Les deux gendres). He seeks dangerous asylum at the 

27 
lion's table (Bouki, pensionnaire). Farileads her court into the 

26. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 137. 

27. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 167. 



village of men in order to seduce them into feeding the donkeys 

,E , ,,A > 28 
(Fan, 1 anesse) . 

In Dadie's "Araignee, mauvais pare,"^ the spider reserves 

the best food for himself while consigning the scraps to his family. 

He repudiates his son, who, according to African traditions, may not 

be driven from his home without putting serious stress on the life 

forces which bind the family together. War between the birds and the 

animals for the possession of shrinking water holes is imminent in 

30 
"La bataille des oiseaux et des animaux."' The hunter, ruler of his 

own realm, neglects a monarch's traditional responsibilities by 

selling provisions to his subjects at exorbitant rates (Le chasseur 

et le boa). 

The force motivating all of these incidents is drought. So 

vital is water that its absence disturbs the order of all life. Only 

the reappearance of water can stave off the impending devastation and 

restore life in all its bounty to the fields, to the forest, to the 

animals, and to man. 

28. Diop, Contes, p. 13. 

29. Dadie, Legendes, p. 74. 

30. Dadie, Legendes, p. 37. 

31. Dadie, Pagne, p. 102. For a summary of this story see 
page 24 of this study.' 
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Water and the Word 

The linage of water as a conveyor of the word is set out in 

the Nummo mythology. The first and second words were woven by the 

water spirits. The third word was brought by them to earth in the 

granary. Dadie on several occasions refers to water as bearer of the 

word in his descriptions: 

...Elle [la riviere] emporte les rires des jeunes filles, 
les chansons des lavandieres....Chacun ne vient-il pas 
chaque jour lui conter un peu de ce qu'il pense, un peu de 
ce dont il souf f re?32.. .Les sources jasaient en roulant 
de petits cailloux blancs, les roseayx et les herbes, 
sur les berges, dans l'eau claire, ecrivaient, on ne 
sait quel message;....33 

...L'eau coulait. Sur la riv^, dans les paletuviers 
elle contait mille aventures a la terre qui jamais ne 
bouge,....L'eau en remuant des milliers de brindilles 
sur la rive, contait ses aventures a la terre attentive, 
captivee par Jes nouvelles attrayantes que lui disait 
l'eau indiscrete toujours bavarde qui ecoutait le 
dialogue du chasseur et du boa pour aller le conter 
plus loin....34 

In "Maman ca'iman" (Diop)35 to be found the best illustration 

of that motif. The children of Mama crocodile have begun to believe 

the malicious gossip that their mother is stupid. They recall that 

she spends most of the time reciting to them tales of men in whom 

32. Dadie, "L'homme qui voulait etre roi" in Pagne, p. 155. 

33. Dadie, "Araignee et son fils" in Pagne, p. 145. A 
summary of this narrative is found on page 23 of this study. 

34. Dadie, "Le chasseur et le boa" in Pagne, p. 98. See 
page 24 of this study for a summary of the narrative. 

35. Diop, Contes, p. 49. 



they have no interest. Therefore, when the river and the birds warn 

of an impending war and destruction coming their way, they do not 

heed their mother's advice to flee. The war comes and men fill the 

river with their blood. However, the war still seems to be of little 

consequence to the crocodiles until a remedy is prescribed by a 

sorcerer for the festering wound sustained by the Moorish prince 

in the course of the battle. The wound can be healed only by applying 

to it the brains cf a freshly-killed young crocodile. 

The tales recited by Maman c.a'iman are those having to do with 

the history of man in sub-Sahara West Africa. Mother crocodile 

resides in the mud of the river banks or she spends long hours in 

the river itself. She journeys from river to river carrying, by 

means of her watery conveyor, the memories and stories she has heard. 

Even though it is the crocodile who has the memories, the water, 

which sustains the life of the crocodile, is at least indirectly the 

repository and preserver of life past, present, and future. 

From the past come memories of ancient Ghana, trade in gold 

and human lives, the onslaught of Islam, the waxing and waning of 

empires. The river bore the memory of the corpses and of the blood 

it had housed in its bosom as it wended its way through western 

Africa. 

In the present, the crocodile hears the chattering of women 

laundering on the bank, the gossip of the animals who come to drink, 

the rustling of bird's wings passing above all bringing news of 
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men's activities. All this she bears off with her on the tides 

to circle and recircle the rivers forever. 

As to the future, the river turned diviner and altered its 

color from gold to white to red in order to warn of the destruction 

and death which were imminent. There in the source of life is the 

story of life. The source of life becomes guardian of man's 

history, observer of his saga in the word carried by the crocodile 

on the river's currents. 

Water and Death 

The dual symbolism of water has already been clearly illustrated 

in the Dogon myth. The original Dogon ancestors died and were 

resurrected by the water spirits. Some time later the first mortal 

man, Lebe, died. Lebe was of the eighth family (descendants of the 

eighth Nummo, the word) and was the oldest living man. He died, was 

buried, and was swallowed by the seventh Nummo (resurrected since his 

death upon his arrival on earth) who regurgitated him as a group of 

o £ 
colored stones laid out in the outline of a human skeleton. 

Stagnant water was left in the tomb. That impure water, a symbol of 

36. The seventh Nummo, master of the word, had been eaten 
by man. Its head had^been placed beneath the smith's seat. How he 
came to life Ogotemmeli does not say. When questioned by Griaule, 
the priest merely said that the seventh Nummo had not really died; 
men were supposed to think that he had. However, the discussion 
of the mythology surrounding the hare and the hyena on page 150 
of this study may shed some light on this resurrection. 
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human corruption, was washed away by the rains from heaven. It 

37 carved out pools, rivers, and valleys in its trek. 

The first deaths, then, took place in water, and four 

specifics surrounding the nature of those deaths emerge: the deaths 

were nonpunitive, regeneration occurred, human corruption was noted, 

and purification took place, When these specifics are compared with 

OO 
the deaths which occur in water in "Le fou du marabout," "Petit 

mari,"39 and "Les uiamelles'"^ by Diop, some differences immediately 

become apparent. While there is human corruption in his stories which 

the death in water purges, there is no regeneration and the element 

of punishment has been introduced. 

A graphic example is found in "Le fou du marabout." As 

M'Baba stood on the banks of the river reciting profane verses with 

the sacred verses of the Koran, the sands slipped from beneath his 

feet, carrying him to a watery grave. The Koranic scriptures were 

not to be mocked. 

The punitive tone reaches its fullest expression in "Petit 

mari." The hint of an incestuous love haunts the tale. When her 

brother shares the shade of the palaver tree in the company of tfie 

other men of the village,especially after having successfully endured 

the rites of circumcision, Khary's childish taunt, "petit mari" becomes 

37. Griau'le, Conversations, p. 57. 

38. Diop, Lavanes, p. 144. 

39. Diop, Contes, p. 119. 

40. Diop, Contes, p. 31. 
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revelatory of an unsanctioned passion. Neither her brother's shame 

nor the beatings administered by him could force Khary to exercise 

restraint. N'Diongane, unable to enlist his mother's aid, marches 

into the sea. The despairing mother suffocates Khary in the wet 

sands of the shore and then drowns herself. 

The deaths in this story are violent, two suicides and a 

murder. They were necessitated by the impure affection which tainted 

the entire family. So great was the offense that the line was made 

extinct. These deaths were an expurgation of as well as a punishment 

for an affection morally outrageous to the community. With these 

deaths by water there is a purification, a washing away of a contam

ination. 

In "Les mamelles" there is yet another suicide by water. 

Khary is a hunchback who was never able to adjust to her deformity or 

to take lightly the teasing of others. She set herself apart from 

others and was unkind when she could not avoid contact with them. 

Intending to help her, Khary's husband took a second hunchbacked 

bride. Khary's chagrin only increased because her rival bore the 

deformity with grace. The discipline of Koumba, the second wife, 

was rewarded when a spirit told her how to shed her hump. A jealous 

Khary learns the secret but instead of losing her hump, she is given 

Koumba's as well. Incensed, Khary drowns herself in the sea. 

Water, which has been shown to be a source of life here once 

again extinguishes life in a punitive action. Khary, perhaps assisting 



in her own punishment out of a sense of shame over her deformity 

and the superiority of her rival, rushes into the acquiescing ocean. 

She had already isolated herself by her unacceptable behavior, her 

self-pity, and her jealousy. The obliging water does not swallow her 

entirely but leaves visible the offending humps, the symbol of Khary' 

malice and malevolence, as a reminder to the intemperate. This 

rejection of the humps by the sea recalls the Nummo regurgitation 

of human corruption. 

Water as a Pual Symbol 

In some of the narratives water has a positive symbolism— 

life giver, life sustainer, refresher, bearer of the word. In other 

narratives water means punishment and death. This study now 

examines those tales in which these opposing aspects—life and death-

are united, that is, tales in which the hero passes through water to 

die and to be restored to life, or comes into close association with 

water and is thereafter restored to a full life. In these stories 

immersion in or association with water is not punitive. What must be 

remembered is that they concern real death and symbolic death. By 

the definition used here, death does not always mean the cessation of 

breathing just as life means more than mere respiration. 

It is perhaps best to begin with Dadie's "Taweloro," 

a tale dealing not only with passage through water and regeneration, 

but which also contains the element of punishment which is absent 

• • 
41. Dadie, Legendes, p. 77. 



from the other stories in this category. This Dadie tale is similar 

to Diop's "Petit mari." It is the story of the child Taweloro, 

whose extraordinarily long gestation in the fluids of the womb 

portended that she would be born with unrivaled beauty. The child 

becomes the victim of abnormally possessive parents, particularly 

her mother. She is never allowed to marry on the pretext that 

happiness is only to be found in residing with her parents. 

Taweloro drowns herself in the sea and is reborn as a siren. 

Once again an unnatural affection is expunged by suicidal 

drowning. The sea, in cleansing the community of this unwholesome 

element, punishes as well. However, Taweloro is regenerated. 

Water claims her life, but it also restores it to her in the form 

of an anthropomorphic figure, half fish and half human. Reborn in 

the sea, Taweloro will find the fulfillment of her life there. 

A 2 
In "Samba-de-la-nuit" symbolic death and symbolic rebirth 

are found, Samba, impatient to be born, extricates himself from his 

mother's womb, severs the umbilical cord, and begins walking about 

and issuing orders immediately. He accompanies his seven brothers, 

despite their disapproval, on their search for brides. When they 

reach a large river, they are ferried across by a crocodile. On the 

other side they find a desolate land inhabited by an old woman and her 

seven daughters. After feeding and housing the brothers, the woman 

attempts to kill them but succeeds only in killing her daughters. 

42. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 109. 
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Samba and his brothers flee and escape death three times more. 

They reach home safely but without brides. 

Samba has three contacts with water. The first is in the womb 

of his mother which in the most fundamental sense gives him life. 

The second occurs during his travels with his seven brothers. The 

group crosses a large body of water. They find on the other side a 

strange land. There are no fields, no animals, no water in this 

land. Its inhabitants are women without men, and, therefore, women 

without fecundity who may be considered "dead" in African thinking. 

The old woman is a sorceress who can produce food miraculously, 

causing it to spring from the earth. In brief, the land contains 

all the symbols of a sterile existence. Life in this land is a kind 

of death. The third contact with water occurs during the return trip. 

The eight travelers must recross the river in order to reach their 

village where the material and emotional necessities of life are to 

be found. There is no immersion in water, but the fact that the 

brothers must cross and recross water to enter a dead land and return 

to a living land is a sign of the dual nature of the water symbolism. 

43 
"La cuiller sale," which further demonstrates the dual role 

of water, is the story of the orphan Binta who is forced to leave home. 

Binta's stepmother orders her to wash the spoon in the Sea of Danyane 

it is to be found in one of those strange and distant lands. Einta 

makes the perilous journey with the assistance of those bizarre 

43. Diop. Nouveaux contes, p. 177. 
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creatures to whom she has been polite while en route. She obeys the 

directives of the Mother of Beasts who lives at the sea, washes her 

spoon, and returns home wealthy. Her stepsister (the anti-heroine) 

makes the same journey; however, as she is impolite and disobedient, 

her search ends in death. 

Binta is successful because she has acquired social grace and 

knows how to be polite, helpful, humble, brave, and persistent. 

She reaches the sea and washes her spoon, and then she begins her 

trek back to her village, alive and laden with riches. Her contact 

with the sea is succeeded by a life spiritually and materially full. 

The stepsister, too, reaches the sea and cleanses her spoon; however, 

owing to her rudeness, contact with the sea is followed by death. 

The symbolic use of water can also be found in Dadie's stories. 

The sea in the narrative "La cruche,"^ for example, lies significantly 

between the land of the living and another land where after a series 

of trials Koffi is led into the presence of his deceased mother. 

Koffi does not recross the river as does Samba. He enters the strange 

land via water, passes through that land, and reemerges in his own 

village. It is nonetheless a passage which symbolizes a kind of 

death and rebirth in association with water. 

The dual significance of water is no less apparent in Dadie's 

/ / 45 
"La legende de la fumee," in spite of the fact that the protagonist 

44. Dadie, Pagne, p. 24. 

/ / 
45. Dadie, Legendes, p. 53. 



does not traverse a body of water. Codjo declares that he will visit 

the domain of Death: "Je vais en chercher un [a vase] au pays de 

la Mort. Au pays d'ou l'on ne revient pas."^ Dadie describes this 

country: "...il parvint au pays de la Mort, la-bas a la source de 

la mer, la-bas a la source de la vie...11^ The description confirms 

the dual aspect of water. The source of the sea, the source of life 

are to be found where Death dwells. It is at this source that the 

cycle of life commences. 

This dichotomy in the nature of water is emphasized once again 

in Dadie's ''L'homme qui voulait etre roi."4® The argument between the 

brook and the river enumerates the ways in which the gentle brook 

assists man: as a repository of the songs of the ancestors, as 

trusted bearer of his daily adventures, as source for drinking, as a 

reflector of earth's beauties. The river, on the other hand, carries 

• 
the corpses of men in its swift rush toward the sea. Here Dadie has 

juxtaposed the activities of two bodies of water. The activities of 

one are related to life; the activities of the other, to death. 

Life and death are once again associated with water. 

49 
Further examples exist in "Le pagne noir" and in 

"Gnamintchie"^ where there are symbolic contacts with death and water 

46. Dadie, Legendes, p. 55 , 

47. Dadie, Legendes, p. 59. 
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which presage a renewal of life. Aiwa, the heroine of "Le pagne noir," 

is forced from her horce to search for water capable of cleansing the 

black loincloth. The child';? journey lasts many months. Before 

reaching the water she seeks, Aiwa stops at three springs whose 

waters will not wet the fibers of the loincloth. As these springs 

do not purify, their sole function appears to be that of compelling 

Aiwa to continue her journey toward the land of the dead. There she 

finds a fourth spring"^ whose water the loincloth absorbs in a 

symbolic purification. Only the waters found in the land of the dead 

had the capacity to purify, to send Aiwa back to her village successful 

and prepared to accede to a full, happy life. 

Gnamintchie, the matchless hunter, was instructed by his father 

to search for his ring, were it ever lost, in the lands belonging to 

\ 

Death: "...si par une circonstance fortuite, cette bague venait a 

^ / /\ 
disparaxtre, il devait aller la chercher chez la fee de la Foret sans 

' a / \ 
Lune...mais aller chez la fee de la Foret sans Lune equivaut a partxr 

52 au Pays de la Mort." At the time indicated by his father, 

Gnamintchie searches for the ring there. The ring, which bestows upon 

Gnamintchie his full hunting powers, is brought forth from the sea in 

Death's domain by a feminine apparition surrounded by flame. Since 

Gnamintchie was to be the greatest of hunters, he had need of the 

skills embodied in the ring. He was therefore symbolically "dead" 

51. Dadie, Pagne, p. 22. See footnote six in this section 
of this study. 

52. Dadie, Legendes, p. 82. 



without these skills and they were restored to him only after an 

association with death and with water. 

Finally, there is the "Legende baoule." Awa (queen) 

Pokou and her people, pursued by their enemies, arrive at the 

banks of the raging Comol: river. In order to reach the other shore 

and commence a new life, the people must cross the river. The 

crossing may only be effected by the sacrificial drowning of the baby 

prince. The river exacts one life in exchange for a new life for 

many. As the people cross the water via the bridge of hippopotami, 

they leave behind the old life and all the "dead" things in it— 

strife, power struggles, and the insecurity these create. Puzzled 

at first by the raging torrents which barred their escape to a new 

life, the people wondered, "Etait-ce la l'Eau qui les faisait vivre 

naguere, l'Eau, leur grande amie?"^ They were aware that the 

"passage by water" meant a new and full life. 

To complete the discussion of the significance of water, 

another story by Birago Diop must be mentioned here. While it appears 

to offer further evidence of the water symbolism, certain elements 

A 55 
contradict the original water myth. Fari of "Fari, I'anesse" 

is the leader of a group of metamorphosed female animals who are 

residing in the village of men in order to be fed so that they will 

not starve in time of drought. Diop raises the daily promenades of 

/ • 
53. Dadie, Legendes, p. 36. 

' / 
54. Dadie, Legendes, p. 36. 

55. Diop, Contes, p. 13. 



the donkeys into the bush to the level of ritual. The metamorphosis 

to their original form takes place in the bush away from man. The 

women then walk into the water chanting and reemerge as animals. 

One is persuaded that these conditions are necessary for the transfor

mation to take place. This would give each element of uhe ceremony, 

including water, a special significance. However, Diop destroys 

the symbolism in the end. The king's griot chants the song, not the 

donkeys; they are in the village during their final metamorphosis, 

not in the bush; and they are not transformed while in the water, 

but while reclining on land. 

Whether or not this means some portion of a myth or tradition 

has been lost can not be ascertained. Perhaps the ending of the tale 

has been distorted by foreign influences. 

Water, as used in this tale, functions as a life-giving 

symbol only to the extent that the donkeys are able to use it to 

refresh and renew themselves. In the village of men, they lead 

pampered lives, but it is beside the spring, in the presence of water, 

that they are able to enjoy life to the fullest. 

Summary of the Water Theme 

It is quite evident that the relationship between water, life, 

and death as revealed in the Dogon myth reappears in the tales of 

/ 
Birago Diop and of Bernard Dadie. As has been shown, it is often 

possible to match the similarities point for point to the symbolism 

in the prototype myth. 



Water in its role as the fount and sustainer of life has 

been found in the Diop stories "Rhary Gaye," "Le poisson grappailleur 

/ 
and "Tel Sa M'Baye." It occurs in Dadie's "Gnamintchie," 

"Araignee et son fils," "Le chasseur et le boa," "Nenuphar, reine des 

eaux," "La dot," and "Une petite histoire d'une grosse Lortue." 

Inversion of the symbolism was found in Diop's "Bouki, pensionnaire" 

and "Les deux gendres" and in "Araignee, mauvais pere" and "La 

bataille des oiseaux et des animaux" written by Dadi^. 

In all of these tales water is seen as the source from which 

life and comforts of life emanate just as the water spirits and the 

rains of the prototype myth are responsible for giving food, crafts, 

and life to man. The Nummo wove the first pagne and taught man how 

to clothe himself. They brought with them knowledge of fire, 

smithing, agricultural techniques. The rains fell and nourished the 

earth so that it might produce all the materials needed for man's 

survival and comfort. 

Another aspect of the symbolism of the Nummo water spirits is 

their regenerative power. This role, too, is paralleled in the 

stories of Diop and Dadie"". "Samba-de-la-nuit" and "Le poisson 

grappailleur" illustrate this symbolism in Diop's narratives, while 

Dadie's "Taweloro," "La legende baoule" demonstrate the regenerative 

powers of water among the Agni. It will be recalled that the original 

ancestors of the Dogon myth enter the earth to be transformed into 

water spirits by the waters beneath the earth. Their regeneration 

meant immortality for them and made them capable of improving life for 

man. 
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According to the prototype myth, water was not only the 

giver, sustainer, and restorer of life, but also disseminator of the 

"word." Each re-ordering of creation—that is each of the three 

"words"—was uttered by the Nummo water spirits. These "words" 

went forth on the moisture of their breaths. Thus it was water 

which told men what the Creator expected of them and how they were 

to live. The "word" brought life, nourishment, skills, and order. 

Everything vital to man merged in the "word"; therefore, it was 

important that it be heard and understood. Yet the conflict between 

speech (the eighth Nummo) and the master of speech (the seventh 

Nummo) presaged the problem that man was to have with the "word" 

and its proper application. An example of the integration on this 

water/word symbolism into the popular tale can be seen in Maman 

caiman's dispensing of knowledge by means of her watery conveyor, and 

in the disobedience to the "word" as pronounced by the prince/pvthon. 

As for the purificatory powers in water, they are illustrated 

in the "Petit mari" and "Les mamelles" of Diop. The symbolism in these 

narratives corresponds to the rains in the Dogon myth which washed away 

the natural corruption of the first man—the corruption embodied in 

the stagnant water left in his tomb. 

Some of the narratives which illustrate the death/water 

symbolism also introduce an element which goes beyond regeneration 

and purification: they add punishment which, it has been noted, is 

not present in the Dogon myth. In the myth of the Nummo, the deaths 

which occurred in water were but passages to rebirth. Man's 



corruption was noted, but there was no hint of chastisement. 

The Dogon ancestors entered the waters under the earth sensing that 

a special destiny awaited them. 

While the voluntary, "suicidal" entry of the ancestors into 

the ant hill and the murder of the seventh Nummo might seem to provide 

examples for these incidents in the Diop and Dadie tales, there 

remains a difference of motives. The reason for the original 

"suicides" has been mentioned: the eight ancestors knew it was time 

for the fulfillment of their destinies. The murder of the seventh 

Nummo by men was committed on the order of the first Nummo so that the 

third and final re-ordering of the world might be accomplished. 

The Dogon myth is devoid of despair and the need to punish which surround 

the suicides and murders in the tales. The reason for the addition 

of the violent and punitive elements to the stories is perhaps more 

closely related to local attitudes concerning pride, death, and 

religion. 

Aside from the elements of punishment and the violent 

motivation for suicides and murders found in the narratives written 

by Dadie and by Diop, the meaning of water in their tales parallels 

that found in the myth. This does not imply that either author 

used the Dogon myth as a prototype. On the contrary, Dr. Diop has 

stated that his choice of stories was not based on mythological or 

cosmological considerations. What the parallel does imply is that 

water has a common symbolism in "..'est Africa. The existence of rites 

surrounding serpents and water among several peoples of West Africa 
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has already been mentioned. It may be that if any of these rituals 

were recorded in full, African studies would be enriched by the 

addition of mythologies not unlike that of the Nummo myth. The 

/ 
parallels between the water symbolism in the Dadie and Diop narratives 

and the Nummo myth has a third significance: it demonstrates that 

in the transition to writing, basic African concepts concerning the 

role of water in man's existence were preserved by the authors. 



The Death Theme 

In the discussion of the significance of death in the 

narratives of Dadie and Diop, the following stories were examined 

/ 
Dadie 

"La legende baoule" 

"La legende de la fumee" 

"La lueur du soleil couchant" 

"La mort des hommes" 

"La saunerie de la vieille d'Amafi" 

"L'aveu" 

/ 

"Le boeuf de l'araignee" 

"Le chasseur et le boa" 

"Nenuphar, reine des eaux" 

"Taweloro" 

Diop 

"Khary Gaye" 

"La peau de Bouki" 

"Le fou du marabout" 

"Les mamelles" 

"Le tam-tam de lion" 

"L'os" 

"Petit mari" 

"Samba-de-la nuit" 
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Ethnological research on death in the African folktale has 

been limited to two studies on the origin of death. The first, a 

compilation of legends from all of Africa, The Origin of Death by 

Hans Abrahams son,"'" lists the motifs which the Africans use to explain 

the coming of death as the following: 

1. The message that failed 

2. Death in a bundle 

3. Sleep and death 

4. The forbidden fruit 

5. The premature burial 

6. The divine test 

7. Begetting and death 

8. Man buys death 

9. Discord in the first family 

10. Death as personification 

11. Death makes men glad 

12. Death came with disease 

13. Death as punishment (Moral corruption, disobedience 

to commandments, disruption of social order are typical 

offenses.) 

1. Hans Abrahamsson, The Origin of Death (Uppsala: 
Almquist and Wiksells, 1951), p. 1. 



Other compilers of African tales place some of the same 

tales in different categories. For example, death in a bundle is 

called by Susan Feldman "death as a choice," and tales similar to 

Abrahamsson's "the divine test" are seen by others as "death and 

medicine" motifs. 

The second study specifically devoted to death is "Two Themes 

3 
on the Origin of Death in West Africa" by Denise Paulme. This 

article reveals the discovery of two additional motifs—death as 

creditor and death as marriage—and offers a critical interpretation 

of the significance of these motifs in African thought. 

The motifs listed by Paulme and Abrahamsson are of obvious 

'4 
importance in clarifying the two stories written by Dadie about 

the origin of death; they also provide valuable insight into the 

majority of stories by Diop and Dadie in which death appears as an 

established and accepted phenomenon of life. Thus the two studies 

mentioned served as background material against which most aspects 

of the theme of death as found in the Diop and Dadie narratives may 

be assessed. 

2. Susan Feldman, African Myths and Tales (New York: Dell, 
1963), pp. 114-116. 

3. Denise Paulme, "Two Themes on the Origin of Death in 
West Africa," Man. 2 (1967), 48-61. 

4. The tales are "La saunerie de la vieille d'Amafi," and 
"La mort des hommes." 
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The Origin of Death Narratives 

Death Came with Disease and the Distorted Message 

Dadie uses two of the categories enumerated: death came with 

disease and the message that failed. Although the two motifs appear 

in two separate tales, their composition makes them interdependent. 

It is necessary to discuss "death came with disease" first in order 

to comprehend what the author has done. Eefore doing so, it should 

• 
be understood that in contrast to the Dadie method, the oral African 

folktales do not usually combine two explanations for death. Some 

of the tales recorded by Abrahamsson are proof of this fact. 

In a Dogon tale, Airana is supposed to have blown disease into 

the barn where Ya Sannua's husband had been hidden. Tnree days later 

the husband died, and sickness and death came to man. The Ngongo say 

that Mitete^ invented sickness and passed it on to his tribesmen 

who died. In Gabon, a tradition says that Raychow, the first man, 

sent his son into a pit to duel with the son of the king of the pit. 

Raychow's son defeated the spirit and won the right to have whatever 

he desired. The young man chose a medicine to conquer every disease, 

or so he thought. He neglected to request a medicine for Krawkraw. 

Therefore, man was condemned to die of this disease. Finally, 

the Korongo believe that God sent disease and death to punish man 

for mocking the Creator. 

This mocking of God and his taking offense at such treatment 

are of interest here, for they resemble the attitude found in Dadie's 

5. Abrahamsson, pp. 102-104. The identity of Mitete was not 
given. 



"La saunerie de la vieille d'Amafi."^ Before God was driven off 

by the pestle of the old woman pounding salt, he had walked familiarly 

among men—talking to them, fondling their children. The old and 

hideous woman, whom all men had rejected and of whom the devil himself 

was afraid, remonstrated with God: "Retirez-vous plus loin, un dieu 

\ • x 

n a pas a vivre parmi ses creatures. Cachez-vous a leur vue, ainsi 

7 
elles vous chercheront et vous craindront." So God withdrew and men 

began to sicken and "disappear." Thus, God is portrayed as being 

petulant and hurt by rejection, meting out punishment in the form 

of fatal illnesses. The author does not say that men died, but the 

meaning of the "disappearances" becomes clearer when he links this 

g 
tale with "La mort des hommes." 

In the latter, Dadie continues the story begun in "La 

saunerie de la vieille d'Amafi." The consequences of the rejection 

of God are recounted. Tired of "disappearing," men dispatched the 

dog to tell God that they consented to die on two conditions: that 

the moon should disappear forever and that men should rise again. 

When the dog did not return, they sent the goat, which delivered a 

false message saying that men agreed to die in appreciation for the 

spectacle of seeing the moon's constant rebirth. God agreed to this 

and death settled permanently among men. 

/ /• 
6. Dadie, Legendes, p. 39. 

7. Dadie, Legendes, p. 41. 

/ / 

8. Dadie, Legendes, p. 45. 



The Agni and the Baoule are Ashanti peoples; that the Ashanti 

version of the "distorted message" resembles che two Dadie narratives 

should not be surprising then. The oral Ashanti tale says that the 

women of the village beat God with their pestles to drive him away, 

for his presence made them uncomfortable as they ground their grain. 

God withdrew but sent the goat to inform man of death. Men would die 

and be resurrected; that was God's plan. However, the goat dallied 

in the bush and it was the sheep that delivered the false message 

that men would die forever. God then proposed to men that they 

would multiply as a foil to death. 

Have the Agni-BaouleT borrowed illness and an explanation for 

death from another culture and appended it to their own death/ 

message motif, or is the distortion the work of Dadie, the griot? 

As there are no examples of mixed motifs in the oral tales, it seems 

likely that the combining in this instance was the work of the 

author. Whatever may be the actual answer, the Dadie stories 

/ 

promote doubt as to whether or not the Agni-Baoule perceive of 

death as sent by God or as an independent rival which sought to 

replace God. 

/ 
In the first portion of the Dadie story which deals with the 

rejection of God, an important alteration has been made. The women 

of the Ashanti tale, who are legitimate and accepted members of their 

community, have been replaced by an old woman who was malevolent, 

isolated, and rejected. She was of the type suspected of sorcery 

in Africa. Even after the rejection of God by the Ashanti women, 



relations between God and man remained amiable for man still had an 

opportunity for immortality. But the rejection of God in the Dadie 

narrative is effected by someone "outside" the community. In "La mort 

des hommes Dadie completes the old woman s description in the following 

manner: "Peste, Variole, Typhoide, Pian, Coqueluche, que sais-je 

, / 
encore?...ces nouveaux arrivants n etaient pas de bon augure. 

N*etaient-ils pas des metamorphoses d'une certaine 'Vieille d'Amafi1 

dont les anciens parlent souvent?"^ In this passage the author gives 

added dimension to the old woman. She has become pestilence personified. 

She is an entity, independent of God, who has wedged herself between 

him and his creatures. Having forced God's retreat, she has assumed 

the rule of the realm through the spread of sickness and death. 

By adding this aspect, Dadie has changed the nature of 

death from one story to the next. In "La saunerie de la vieille 

d'Amafi" where the true nature of the old woman is left undefined, 

God appears to have sent mortal illnesses among men after being 

ejected from the community. However, "La mort des hommes" establishes 

that the old woman has acted independently and that death was not a 

punishment exacted by God. "La vieille d'Amafi" was never a part 

of the community. Her origins were unknown. She was a malicious 

force which festered and grew. She was not sent by God and in fact 

appears to have been a challenge to him. Dadie's version of the 

death/disease motif corresponds to other tales of this type in which 

death is deserved by man because of some imperfection in his behavior. 

9. Dadie', Legendes, p .  45. 



Yet in none of the other tales does the character of pestilence 

"develop" as it does in this author's work and become independent, 

acting on its own. 

The second half of the Ashanti tale and "La mort des hommes" 

move beyond the rejection of God to the "perverted message." There 

are some differences between the two. The message is initiated by 

God in the Ashanti folktale and it is left to man to accept the 

conditions of the wrong message. This tale also explains the 

propagation of the human species. The Dadie story emphasizes man's 

solicitation of God's forebearance in the matter of dying, and an 

impatient Creator agrees to the first terms received from man— 

that he rejects immortality. 

A rivalry with the moon, absent from the Ashanti tale, has 

been added. One wonders how this aspect developed. There are cultures 

in Africa in which the moon and the sun are important deities, but 

the ethnologists fail to mention any such traditions among the 

Ashanti or the Agni-Baoul^. This element, too, may be one adopted 

s 
by Dadie from another tradition. There is a Hottentot tale which says 

that the moon sent the original message to man that like him (the 

moon) man would rise after death. The messenger, an insect, was 

overtaken by the hare who told man that in death he would perish 

forever. The Yaka recount that Nzambi sent a dog and a goat to say 

that when the new moon appeared it would darken once and disappear 

forever but that dead men would rise. The goat stopped to graze 

and the dog reversed the message in delivering it. It is from 
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tales such as these that the idea of man's rivalry with the moon 

in "La mort des hommes" may have been borrowed. 

Despite the differences noted betweer the Ashanti tale and 

"La mort des hommes," the two versions agrer? that death is sent by 

God and comes after the commission of a fault. It may, therefore, be 

/ 
perceived that men deserve death. Thus Dadi.e offers a second perspec

tive—that death is divine chastisement. He seems to have deftly 

reconciled the portraits of death as an independent agent and as 

agent of God. The deaths brought on by sickness in "La saunerie de 

la vieille d'Amafi" were apparently not accepted as permanent since 

man believed that he still possessed the. power to bargain; that is why 

the message was sent in "La mort des hommes." Once the message was 

received and its terms accepted, death became permanent. Since the 

first deaths were temporary, it is logical to assume that the distorted 

message is viewed among the Agni-Baoule' as the true reason for man's 

mortality. 

This motif—"the message that failed"—is widespread and 

shared by many African cultures. An Akamba (Kenya) tale records that 

God pitied men and did not wish their deaths to be permanent. He 

sent a message, via the chameleon, to the effect that men would be 

resurrected. The chameleon was stancnering through ths message when 

the weaver bird arrived and interrupted it saving chat iscn were to 

die permanently. Men accepted his message. 
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A Dagomba (Togo) story tells of how the dog was sent to God 

with a message meant to put an end to man's bondage, for in those 

days there was not death, only eternal slavery. The dog stopped to 

eat and the goat delivered the wrong message requesting death as an 

end to the bondage. And so men die. 

A Fo version speaks of pronouncements rather than messages. 

God placed a calabash afloat on the water saying that as it remained 

on the water, so man would remain on earth. It was the spider who 

cast a stone into the water and bade God change his edict. As the 

stone vanished, men were to vanish; God complied. The spider attempted 

to reverse the procedure after the death of its mother, but God 

remained steadfast. 

The Ekoi say that the sky-god Obassi sent the frog to 

announce that death was irreversible and the duck to say that man would 

be resurrected. The frog delivered his message; the duck paused to 

drink palm oil and forgot to complete the errand. 

Finally, there is a Dualla tale about chimpanzees who could 

not decide whether or not men ought to die. They appointed two 

judges who were to come to them carrying burdens. They would accept 

the message of the first to arrive. The lizard chose to carry dry 

leaves while the chameleon carried stones. The lizard, naturally, 

arrived first decreeing that man should die. The chameleon bearing 



a recipe for immortality (man should stand nine days beneath a 

pepper tree to regain his youth) and a heavier burden, came too 

late.10 

These examples of tales illustrating the death/message and 

the death/disease motifs are indicative of the variety which exists 

in their employment from culture to culture and provides a fuller 

background against which to assess Dadie's narratives. 

In the motif of "the message that failed," Dadie's stories 

and those gathered by ethnologists have the following aspects in 

common: 

1. There is a message sent. 

2. It may originate with God or a god (the moon) or nan. 

3. The message contains the promise of immortality. 

4. There are usually two messengers. 

5. The carrier of the preferred message fails, succumbing 

to temptation of some sort. 

6. The message is perverted by the second messenger. 

7. There is no opportunity for redemption once the wrong 

message is received. 

No such common ground exists in the death/disease motif. Each 

plotline is unique and the tales are alike only in that sickness is 

introduced (usually by God) among men to bring about human mortality. 

However, the death/disease motif does fit into the general outline for 

10. These tales are summarized from pp. 4-34 of Abrahainmsson. 
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all tales of the origin of death theme no matter which motif is 

used. In all such stories, the purpose is to explain how death came 

about and to show which imperfection (accident, mistake, faulty 

judgment) was responsible for the imposition of death. 

Death as Choice 

Death as portrayed in one Dadie' story bears a deceptively 

close resemblance to one of the origin-of-death motifs, death as 

choice. This motif is set forth in the two prototype tales which 

follow. One of them, a tale from Madagascar, tells how the first 

human couple preferred to gain immortality through their children 

rather than to live on forever in loneliness, while the Ngala 

(Congo) have it that a man was given a choice between two bundles: 

one small, the other large. He went to consult with others in the 

village, and the choice was left to two women who selected the 

large bundle which contained all the world's vanities and death. 

The Dadie story, "Le chasseur et le boa,"^ relates how 

a hunter who has been given riches and a domain to rule violates 

his trust and exploits his subjects in their time of need. As 

punishment he is allowed to choose death or penury. The tale is 

brought to a close without the reader being informed as to which the 

hunter chooses. 

Despite its affinities with the prototype tales, the 

Dadie story belongs to the dilemma tradition. The element which 

11. Dadie, Pagne, p. 97. See p.24 of this study for a 
summary of the story. 
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separates his narrative from the death-as-choice motif is the reader's 

lack of knowledge of the hunter's final choice. In the case of the 

example tales, the reader knows that by careful deliberation and by 

chance selection death was chosen. The reader's ignorance of the 

hunter's decision in "Le chasseur et le boa" removes that story from 

the death-as-choice category. 

The Non-Origin-of-Death Narratives 

The stories in this section are those in which death is 

an established fact. In these stories the question of how death came 

to be is no longer being posed, rather interest centers on the 

theme of why men continue to die. What will become apparent in the 

following discussion is that the reasons for both—the origin of 

death and the recurrence of death—are identical. Also, these motifs 

are found in narratives in which no deaths occur and sometimes as 

parts of plotlines in narratives belonging to other traditions, such 

12 
as the enfant terrible. 

Death as Creditor 

D. Pauline's article "Two Themes on the Origin of Death in 

West Africa" establishes a basic pattern in the death-as-creditor 

motif consisting of these elements: death may be sent or may be 

seen to act independently; man's debt to death may be consciously or 

12. See page 64 of this study for a definition of enfant 
terrible. Additional references on pages 95, 125, 126,and 127. 
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unconsciously contracted; the debt, whether knowingly assumed or not, 

must be repaid "meat for meat." There are three tales studied by 

Paulme which are illustrative of this basic pattern. 

The first is told by the Dan. A hunter went into the bush 

where he came upon Death (a fellow hunter) roasting meat. The hunter 

visited with Death several days, sharing Death's bounty, unaware that 

he was contracting a debt. Once the hunter had returned to his 

village, Death came to claim payment which he took in the form of the 

life of the hunter's child. 

The second, a Dogon tale, describes how God offers to sell 

a man a cow in exchange for death. While the man refuses, a woman 

accepts although she does not intend to pay. Death, however, will be 

paid: it claims the woman's husband. 

The third story from the Kra reco-ints how a boy has become 

accustomed to visiting Death in the bush and supping at his host's 

table. On one occasion he leaves his brother and sister as companions 

to Death. Alarmed at their failure to return home, the boy revisits 

Death only to find the flesh and bones of his relatives strewn about. 

The lad kills Death and restores his brother and sister'to life. 

Inadvertently, he resuscitates one of Death's eyes as well with the 

results that at each blink of that eye, a man dies. 

If one keeps this pattern in mind, the plotline of Dadie's 

 ̂ 2.3 
"Le boeuf de l'araignee" is considerably clarified. The story 

13. Dadie, Pagne, p. 53. 



begins with an offer from God. He has created a tree which houses all 

the evils of the world. So ugly is this creation, that it is the 

constant object of complaints from man and beast alike. God agrees 

to have the tree felled, but only if this task can be accomplished 

by a penis. As a reward for the satisfactory completion of this feat, 

God offers his prize cow. Naturally, Kacou Ananze accepts the challenge 

and being Kacou Ananze, he does not plan to keep the bargain. By 

ruse he manages to hew the tree down with an axe, and he wins the cow. 

Kacou Ananze leads the animal away, dresses and cooks it, and is about 

to devour it when a "stranger" falls from the sky. The "stranger" 

professes to have been sent by God. "Dieu m'envoie te tenir com-

pagnie, parce que tu es dans mon royaume.Nothing in this isolated 

area where Kacou Ananze and the "stranger" find themselves is alive. 

Not an insect stirs; no breeze will even consent to carry the aroma 

of the meat. Kacou Ananze has come upon Death's kingdom. Death 

\ 
refuses to permit Kacou Ananze's departure and instead mounts the 

spider's back causing the latter's hump and broken legs. Threatening 

\ 
that Kacou Ananze would die if he tastes of the cow, Death consumes 

\ 

the animal. As Death sleeps off his hearty meal, Kacou Ananze 

burns him and then tastes of the melted fat. 

An important point of most of the tales in the Paulme article 

is that Death inhabited the bush away from the village of men, and 

had to be sought out. So it is in "Le boeuf de l'araignee" where 

/ 

14. Dadie, Pagne, p. 60. 



the spider wanders into Death's land. As in the oral tales, "meat 

for meat" is the offer made here also. If Kacou Ananze eats the cow, 

he will die. In the Dogon tale, death is God's agent; so it is in 

"Le boeuf de I'araignee." It was God who offered the cow and God 

who commissioned Death to collect on the debt. However, collection 

v 
would necessitate the death of Kacou Ananze, and, as might be expected, 

\ 
Kacou Ananze does not die. There are several reasons for this. 

First, this is a tale of the trickster triumphant; Kacou Ananze's 

demise would hardly make a suitable ending. But more especially, 

the denouement of the incident is in keeping with the death/creditor 

motif. Kacou Ananze has obtained the "meat" under false pretenses, 

but only eating of it would constitute a pact. No pact is ever 

\ 
concluded since Kacou Ananze does not eat the cow. In fact, in 

keeping with the triumphant trickster tradition, the spider wins 

at least a symbolical victory by killing Death as in the Kra tale 

earlier cited. Kacou Ananze likewise triumphs over God by tasting 

Death's fat wherein is mingled the fat of God's cow. It is an act 

which makes him an equal of God and hints at the special relationship 

he enjoyed with the Creator. More will be said of that relationship 

\ 
in the discussion of the character of Kacou Ananze later. 

The death/creditor motif reappears in "La legende de la 

fumee"^ where Death is host to Codjo for years, giving his guest 

15. Dadie, Legendes, p. 55. 



sustenance and, finally, a vase to replace the one Codjo had come 

seeking. Death's son gives Codjo the additional gift of immortality 

so that his friend may mock Death. It is a gift Death will not 

approve, and he follows Codjo back to his village to claim him. 

Death's anger was aroused at the thought of Codjo becoming the one 

immortal man, and it must be acknowledged that that is the primary 

reason for his visit to Codjo. Nonetheless, Codjo had accepted 

"meat" (among other things) from Death and in doing so had contracted 

a debt. He fulfilled his obligation by the forfeiture of his life. 

The lesson to be learned from this motif seems to be that with 

the acceptance of any gift one assumes a debt. No formal contract 

need be issued. The bestower of a gift accedes to rights over the 

recipient. Whether the "meat" which sustains life has come from 

God or directly from Death, man has found that the "meat" is not 

free. In accepting the gift of life-sustaining meat, man must be 

willing to incur the debt which can only be discharged by his dying. 

In the two remaining stories written by Dadie* in which the 

death/creditor motif is present, "Nenuphar, la reine des eaux"^ and 

"La legende baoule,"^ the exchange is not "meat for meat." The 

motif is slightly distorted; nevertheless, there is a hint of the idea 

of indebtedness for life and its bounty in both stories. The God of 

/ / 
16. Dadie, Legendes, p. 42. For summary of the story see p. 

26 of this study. 

* * 
17. Dadie, Legendes, p. 35. A summary of the narrative is 

found on p. 64 of this study. 



thunder ("Ne'nuphar, la reine des eaux") had been given the earth 

in which to roam and satisfy his every whim; but in return he must 

accept death. "Je voudrais seulement que, roi, tu t'eleves au-

18 
dessus de maintes contingences," God tells thunder who has come to 

complain of the "disappearance" of his wife and children. Just as 

death and life may be taken symbolically to mean a life that is 

full of good or evil, so may the "meat for meat" bargain concluded 

between death and man. In "Nenuphar, la reine des eaux" and "La 

l^gende baoule" this is what has happened. "Meat for meat" has 

become "life for life." In both cases, the protagonists must give 

back a life or some lives for the privilege of living. 

/ / / 
The fleeing Baoule at the edge of the Comoe river (La legende 

baoule) found that despite their former friendship with water, the 

queen's son had to be sacrificed before the tribe might cross to the 

new life awaiting them on the other side. 

There is but one story by Birago Diop which contains some 

affinities with the death/creditor motif that should be explained. 

19 
That narrative is "Samba-de-la-nuit" of the enfant terrible 

tradition. Extraordinary circumstances usually surround the birth 

of the enfant terrible in the African tale. His status may be 

explained by the "possession" of his infantile body by an ancestral 

spirit. The child is born with unusual powers which enable him 

to outwit all those with whom he comes in contact, including God 

• • 
18. Dadie, Legendes, p. 43. 

19. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 109. The story is summarized 
on p. 36 of this study. 
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and Death. He is in possession of the wisdom of the ages. Samba 

is such, a child, and that is why he is able to frustrate the old 

and mysterious woman of miraculous powers who can transform herself 

at will. Samba and hij seven brothers, in their search for brides, 

trespass on the old woman's territory. If she is not called Death, 

she seems to function in Death's behalf. Once the brothers accept 

her hospitality, once they have incurred a debt, the old woman 

tries on four different occasions zc collect. Her initial attempt 

results in the deaths of her ova daughters. She uses the temptations 

of fruit from the jujube tree, horses for travel, and the refreshing 

shade of the tamarind in her subsequent efforts, but to no avail. 

Samba outsmarts and kills her. As the tamarind into which the old 

woman has transformed herself is destroyed, the tree emits a howl 

and shrivels into nothingness. Obviously, "Samba-de-la-nuit" is 

not properly a tale of the death/creditor tradition. Despite the 

concept of an indebtedness to the sorceress (a death symbol) and her 

desire to collect, it is she who is destroyed. Saiuba, being an 

enfant terrible, must be victorious. 

Death as Punishment 

The reader has just seeo how the origin-of-death motif, death 

as a creditor, may be employed i:i stories of a different classification, 

how it may be part of the plotline of narratives which do not explain 

the introduction of death among men. The same is true of the death 

as punishment motif. It, too, may be used for the purposes of 



explaining the origin of death, the recurrence of death, or as a 

part of the plotline of any other type of tale. Indeed, the latter 

usage is the one most frequently found in the Diop narratives. 

The following summaries of two traditional tales demonstrate 

the death-as-punishment motif as it is used to explain the origin of 

death. A Sua tale relates how God forbade his children to look upon 

him. When one daughter did so, man's immortality was forfeited. 

The Ewe in Togo tell of a woman who threw a stone at the sky in 

defiance of her husband's command. The sky withdrew and death was 

sent to punish man. 

These tales establish that the basic pattern in this particular 

motif is man's commission of a fault (moral corruption, disobedience) 

which is punished by death. The reader will see that this basic 

pattern—offense followed by death—is transferred in its entirety to 

some non-origin-of-death tales by Dadie and by Diop. The most 

20 
notable example is to be found in "Petit mari." The complete 

destruction of a family line is precipitated by Khary's impure love 

for her brother. Khary did not control her emotions, and the mother 

failed to exercise the proper control over her daughter. N' Diongane 

beat his sister but could not effect a change in her behavior. The 

kind of affection Khary felt for her brother is decreed incestuous by 

Wolof tradition and is therefore an example of moral corruption. It 

is to be expected that such a violation would mean a punitive death 

20. D?op, Ncuveaux contes, p. 25. For summary of the 
narrative, see p. 33 of this study. 
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for the sister. The suicide of the mother can be explained by 

her tolerance of her daughter's behavior; her acceptance involves her 

in the corruption. It follows that she must also die. N'Diongane, 

it appears, felt contaminated by his sister's corruption. The illicit 

passion shamed him and made his death also necessary. 

This degree of shame is inexplicable in terms of contemporary 

Western thought, but has a basis in traditional Wolof thought which is 

clarified in the article by Boubakar Ly, "L'honneur dans les societes 

/ / 

oulof et toucouleur du Senegal." According to Ly, the Wolof had a 

very detailed code of ethics. An infraction of any of the components 

of the code was sufficient cause for suicide. In fact, death was 

considered the only reparation. Ly notes that while suicides were rare, 

most of them were committed as a result of loss of face. The cause for 

these suicides ranged from having committed a serious fault to having 

21 emitted gas in public. Certainly, to be the object of incestuous 

love would be reason enough and it makes plausible N'Diongane's 

22 
rash action. 

21. Boubakar Ly, "L'homme dans les society's oulof et 
toucouleur du Senegal," Presence Africaine, 61 (1967), 41. 

22. I had originally interpreted this suicide in terms of the 
Oedipus complex described by the Ortiques. They mention in Oedipe 
Africain on page 151 that B. Malinowsky, whose conclusions they 
regard as oversimplistic, studied the matrilineal society and 
concluded that brothers in such societies compete against their 
maternal uncles in the desire for their sisters. Applied to N'Diongane, 
it would mean that he shared his sister's guilty passion and would 
make his suicide more plausible. While such an interpretation is 
possible, the basis for such thinking is Western morality. Ly's 
explanation of the honor code has the virtue of being founded in 
Senegalese historical fact and the traditional Senegalese moral 

code. 



The punishment of Khary, the hunchback, of "Les maraelles" 

is likewise self-inflicted. Khary is one of those malevolent spirits 

of which the African community traditionally disgorges itself. 

A public ceremony may be held to air grievances, the corpse of an 

offending spirit may be burned, or a person who lives spiritually 

segregated from the society of human beings may be shunned as a 

sorcerer. None of these methods need be used in "Les mamelles" 

since Khary, consumed by her own corruption and incapable of exorcising 

the malice within herself, rushes into the sea. Her suicide can 

be seen as punishment for her moral corruption and her continual 

disruption of the life of the compound. It may also be interpreted 

in terms of the code described in Ly's article which requires death 

for such infractions. 

0 / 
A similarly unreasonable passion engulfs Mor Lame in "L'os.'"" 

He refuses to share a particularly succulent bone with his hut-

brother, his "more-than-brother." Mcussa does not deserve any portion 

of the bone, but this is precisely why the situation is a fitting 

test for Mor Lame. It is no trial to be kind to someone who deserves 

it. If Moussa is an unworthy brother, Mor Lame is still worse. 

Knowing that his guest may not taste of the bone unless he shares it, 

Mor Lame feigns sickness, death, and burial rather than share. In 

23. Diop. Ccntes, p. 31. For summary of the story, see p. 34 
of this study. 

24. Dicp, Nouvpaux contes, p. 25. 



the end he lies smothered alive, awaiting the departure of Moussa. 

For his defiance of the social dictum of sharing, Mor Lame dies 

unmourned and fittingly punished. 

When Khary Gaye and her daughter are sentenced to their 

25 
living deaths in Diop's "Khary Gaye," social indiscretion is again 

involved. The daughter has disobeyed her father and been indiscreet 

enough to speak on a forbidden subject; the mother has failed in her 

duty to train the child in obedience. She also has a serious character 

flaw. Instead of remaining with the "Prince du Grand Fleuve," she 

feels the need for vengeance which makes her flaunt her wealth before 

her former tormentors. The daughter's loquaciousness and the mother's 

pride are faults punished by their consignment to living-death among 

the very tormentors they had come to shame. 

M'Baba of ''Le fou du marabout"^ dies accidentally, but his 

demise is nonetheless a punishment. To recite the sacred verses of 

the Koran in a profane manner is an offense against Allah who is not 

to be mocked. M'Baba must have known this as he felt the bank slip 

from beneath his feet, to be swallowed by the avenging waters. 

Even the animal protagonists experience their share of fatal 

J - *  28 
retribution. In "La peau de Bouki"- and "Le tam-tam de lion" 

25. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 83. See p. 20 of this study 
for summary of the narrative. 

26. Diop, Lavanes, p. 114. 

27. Diop, Lavanes, p. 99. 

28. Diop, Lavanes, p. 163. 



the hyena, normally chastised by ridicule or a sound thrashing, is 

punished by death. Social transgressions have been committed. 

Bouki deliberately lies and tries actively to foment distrust between 

the lion and his subjects. In the formula given the ageing lion for 

the recovery of his health lies Bouki's punishment. The king's 

health will cost Bouki his skin. His attempts to bask in the reflected 

glory of the graceful gazelle fare no better. Since he has declared 

himself a relative of the gazelle, Bouki is punished in that animal's 

stead when the gazelle falls from the lion's good favor. The infant 

crocodiles of "Maman ca'iman"^ perish when they show lack of respect 

for their mother and disregard her advice. Their brains are used 

as a poultice to heal the captured prince's wound. Beye-la-Chevre 

meets her end in the bush, where, despite the rules of common sense, 

she has ventured alone. 

Story after story shows this pattern of disobedience to 

the moral or social code followed by death. In Dadie's narratives, 

this occurs only once. In "Taw&loro"^® death is once again a form 

of punishment. After the failure of her parents (particularly 

her mother) to approve a husband for her, Taweloro walks into the 

sea. The mother spends the rest of her days chanting of her child's 

beauty at the water's edge. Taweloro's parents are punished for their 

extreme possessiveness. Their decision to keep Taweloro unwed would 

29. Diop, Contes, p. 49. For summary of the story, see p.30 
of this study. 

30. Dadie, Legendes, p. 77. See p. 36 of this study for a 
summary of the narrative. 



have resulted in the deliberate termination of their line. It is an 

incomprehensible decision when one considers the importance of progeny 

in Africa. The suicide may also be interpreted according to the code 

of honor defined by Ly. This extreme pride was known to have existed 

among the Agni. The loss of prestige which Taw&loro would face as an 

unwed and childless woman in a society which values progeny would be 

sufficient under the terms of the code to warrant her self-destruction. 

The final two stories by Dadie to be examined differ in pattern 

and substance from the narratives already discussed. The murders in 

31 32 
"L'aveu" and "La lueur du soleil couchant," are not the result 

of the breaking of any code, social or moral; they also introduce a 

new element, impunity. 

The first is the tale of a rich man who was covetous of one 

of the chief's wives. He shoots the chief and takes the wife. The 

wind overhears Aka's confession and repeats it to the trees and the 

birds until it finally reaches the ears of men. Nonetheless, since 

Aka is rich and powerful, he is not punished. The second tale is 

about Amantchi and Kouame whose close friendship does not prevent 

Amantchi's killing of his friend when he begins to love Kouame's 

wife. Only the sun has seen the deed, and one would suppose it would 

remain a secret. But the sun sets one evening in a manner duplicating 

the scene of the murder. Frightened by the reminder, Amantchi 

confesses and becomes a babbling fool. 

/ y 
31. Dadie, Legendes, p. 52. 

32. Dadie, Legendes, p. 86. 



In these tales, the murder victims are not being punished 

for a crime or violation of the social pact. They are innocent and 

evoke sympathy. One expects punishment of the criminals, but in 

"L'aveu," one is disappointed; Aka is never brought to justice. In 

"La lueur du soleil couchant" the crime is exposed and justice comes in 

the form of madness for the criminal. 

The intrusion of contemporary times can be seen in "L'aveu." 

The story offers a glimpse of Dadie's offended sense of justice in 

dealing with some modern realities. The rich may evade punishment, 

and this would be unthinkable according to traditional concepts. 

Placide Tempels was the first to explain the African philosophy 

33 
of life and set it down in writing. He called his theory the concept 

of vital force. Tempels explains how God is the force which created 

itself and shared that force with all of His creation in hierarchic 

order, the primordial ancestors coming first and minerals coming last. 

Everything on earth is, therefore, a force, and the only difference 

between a man and a rock is the degree of force each possesses. 

In the process of interaction among forces, it is quite possible for 

"inanimate" things to see and comprehend what happens around them and 

to inform man. If "L'aveu" were based on traditional philosophy, it 

would have an ending similar to "La lueur du soleil couchant." 

Traditional philosophy could only be satisfied with the punishment 

of Amantchi. Somehow the truth would be revealed, for the chief's 

33. See Appendix A on p. 232 of this study. 



soul would know no rest and the order of the community would be 

disturbed by its wanderings as long as the murderer went unpenalized. 

In the second of these complementary stories, one sees 

traditional beliefs upheld. It sufficed for the sun to have seen the 

crime of Amantchi to bring the crime to light. The sun, being a force, 

works in its own manner and in its own time to administer justice. 

"L'aveu" and "La lueur du soleil couchant" are stories which 

actually do not fit comfortably within the scope of this discussion on 

death as punishment, for Dadie uses them to explore justice or the 

lack of it. Indeed, death does not emerge as chastisement in these 

narratives unless one argues that Kouame deserves death for trusting a 

man of whom the entire village was suspicious. Dadie's exploration of 

this facet of African morality ends in a twofold commentary: there 

is punishment for wrongs committed, but there has also been an erosion 

of that traditional morality, an erosion which allows crimes against 

the social code to go unpunished. 

Summary of the Death Theme 

The most striking observations about death which Diop makes in 

the tales he chose to record in writing are the almost exclusive -

demonstration of death as a punishment for moral and social offenses, 

and the omission of the origin-of-death motif from his collections. 

In "Petit mari," "Les mamelles," "Le fou du marabout," "Mor Lame," 

and two of the animal stories a death occurs following violations such 

as blasphemy, illicit passions, consuming rage, selfishness, or 



deliberate efforts to disrupt the harmony of the community. This 

preoccupation with the moral justification of death and the absence 

of any tales which offer traditional reasons for the origin of death 

have, I suggest, at least two sources: the Islamic influence and the 

traditional Animist code of honor as described by Ly. 

While the Islamic faith is spread throughout West Africa, 

it has its firmest hold in the country of Diop's birth, Senegal, where 

forced conversions began in the eleventh century. It is in Senegal, 

then, that Islam has had the longest period of time to amalgamate 

with Animist beliefs and supplant them. The belief that men were 

condemned to die because of a false message or because men forced God 

to withdraw from earth is not a part of Islamic tradition. The Moslem 

accepts everything which transpires as the will of God. He further 

believes that each man's good acts are rewarded by God and that each 

man's evil acts are punished by God, though not necessarily by death. 

Diop's omission of origin-of-death stories from his collection (an 

omission which might have been consciously or subconsciously made) 

may very well rest upon his beliefs as a Moslem that death is God's 

will and part of God's plan for man. "Verily, We, God, created man 

from an extract of clay... We clothed the bones with flesh, then We 

developed it into another creation. So blessed be allah, the wisest of 

Creators. Then after that you must surely die. Then on the day of 

resurrection will you be raised up." (Koran 23: 13-17) Another 

passage from the Koran (80:18-23) states, "...He [God] creates him 

[man] and proportions him; then He makes the way easy for him; then 

He causes him to die...." 
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In Islamic thought, man has no part in the decision as to 

whether or not he should die. He does not question the necessity 

for death. He feels no offense in death but accepts it as God's 

will and as another state of life. It is not surprising, then, 

that Diop a professed Moslem, would have excluded traditional tales 

on the origin-of-death theme from his writings. Such tales must 

conflict with his fundamental beliefs about the "why" of death. 

Since Diop admits to gathering tales from various West African countries 

where Islam is less influential it seems that he could have included a 

traditional tale of the origin of death in one of his volumes. The 

omission of such tales does not mean that the author is being unfaithful 

to African beliefs. One must recall that the history of Islam in 

Senegal goes back a long time and that now, at least in this country, 

Islam is^ African. 

The one relationship that exists between the origin-of-death 

motifs and death as found in Diop's tales is that two of these motifs 

were used as incidents in his stories. One, death as creditor, was 

partially discernible in "Samba-de-la-nuit" and gives evidence of 

how these motifs may be woven into and used in all types of stories. 

However, it is the other motif, death as punishment, which appears 

repeatedly. Its correlation with the original motif is complete, not 

partial. There is an offense against the social or moral code which 

is punished by death. Once again the Islamic expectancy of punishment 

for wrongdoing finds repeated expression in the deaths of the several 

Kharys, M'Baba, Mor Lame, and Bouki. That death is always the chosen 



punishment may reflect a synthesis of Islamic beliefs and the code 

described by Ly. It is perhaps an example of this synthesis which one 

sees in the suicides of N'Diongane and Khary, the hunchback. Both 

are involved in situationswhich require punishment according to either 

code. The existence of these two heritages—Islamic and traditional 

Wolof—help to clarify the fact that death is so often the chosen 

motif of chastisement in Diop's narratives, for they demonstrate the 

bases for the resignation to death and its acceptance as a fitting 

punishment for both slight and grave offenses. The morbidity of 

Mor Lame; Khary, the hunchback; andN'DLongane are understandable 

as a part of the fabric of the Wolof (Ly lists Toucouleur, Bete, 

Agni, Bamileke, Zoulou, Balouba as well) character while the apparent 

resignation to death and fatalistic acceptance of it are understandable 

as part of the Islamic faith. 

If some Islamic influence marks the Diop narratives in which 

death occurs, in the stories written by Dadie, there is evidence of 

Christian beliefs. He includes two narratives which offer the 

distorted message and sickness as the initial reasons for human 

demise. However, Dadie makes an untraditional innovation by integrating 

the two stories. It is not known whether he integrated the tales to 

show his artistry or whether he merely recorded a popular variation 

he had heard. There is certainly support for believing the alteration 

to be Dadie's when one considers the lack of such tales among the 

oral collections, the Christian allusions, and the degree of skill 

with which the stories are united. 



Some Christian and Animist beliefs are amalgamated in "La 

saunerie de la vieille d'Amafi." The old woman who banishes God 

is in turn imprisoned by him in a Leyden jar from which she witnesses 

God's triumph in the march of angels and the brilliant show of light 

34 
from the heavenly bodies one December night. This seems an obvious 

reference to the birth of Christ. The narrative, therefore, explains 

the advent of Christ in terms of the Ashanti myth about the loss of 

"Eden." While he has managed to end the story according to tradition, 

Dadie's uniting of the African origin-of-death motif with Christmas 

is untraditional. Through this innovation and that of combining two 

tales on the origin of death, Dadie' has come close to altering the 

substance of traditional beliefs. Death and God are in some respects 

cast as rivals, and while the discussion of the chief protagonists 

later in this paper will demonstrate that there is a crucifixion and 

resurrection in Dogon mythology, Christmas is foreign to traditional 

African religious beliefs and to African explanations of the origin 

of death. 

Dadie's literary style suggests that these changes originated 

with the author and not among the people. The artistic skill used 

in integrating the stories is the work of no ordinary griot, but 

rather of someone fully acquainted with Western short-story telling 

techniques. Dadie opens "La mort des hommes" with a reference to 

the old woman of Amafi. He describes men's apprehension that the 

meddling will bring them suffering. Once men begin to die, Dadie'' 

suggests that the mortal diseases and the old woman are one. 

34. Dadie', Legendes, p .  44. 
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This integration seems uncharacteristic because such care 

is not usually taken to blend the plotlines of two narratives being 

joined. Very often there is simply a sudden change of emphasis. 

"Le boeuf de I'araignee," which borrows its plot from the death/ 

creditor motif, is an illustration of this point. As the title of 

the tale suggests and as the major part of the story proves, emphasis 

is upon the cow and its destiny. Once that destiny has been revealed, 

it might be expected that the story would end. However, without any 

preparation, a shift in stress occurs, and one is suddenly in the 

midst of an explanation of the anatomy of the lamb's tongue. The 

skills Dadie employed in fusing the two narratives on the origin of 

death are noticeably absent in the attaching of this ending to "Le 

boeuf de I'araignee." The suggestion is that Dadie wrote this tale 

as he heard it. 

The same may be true of "L'aveu" despite the fact that the 

story is a commentary on injustice and quite untraditional in its 

approach to the ultimate triumph of right. "La lueur du soleil 

couchant" and "Taweloro" demonstrate the expected conclusion of the 

death/punishment motif: that crimes will come to light and that 

perpetrators will be chastised. 

Whether Death comes as a punishment, creditor, sickness, 

or distorted message, it retains, for the most part, its traditional 

meaning; the modifications imposed by Islam, Christianity, and the 

modern economy, notwithstanding. Tradition is present in the manner 

of loss of paradise and in man's familiarity with God, now lost. 



Finally, there are the explanations concerning the origin of death 

which are indicative of the belief that death does not belong to 

the natural order of things. These explanations further show that 

the African dares not blame God and yet the trivial nature of some 

of the causes of death implies that man does not really blame himself 

either. The entire matter culminates in the belief that death came 

about as a form of divine retribution or as payment for a dispropor

tionate debt—at times somewhat unfair. 
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The Strange Land Theme 

In the discussion of the significance of strange lands in 

/ 

the narratives of Dadie and Diop, the following stories were 

examined: 

/ 
Dadie 

"Araignee et la tortue" 

"Araignee et son fils" 

"Gnamintchie" 

"La cruche" 

"La legende de la furcee" 

"Le boeuf de 1'araignee" 

"Le chasseur et le boa" 

"Le miroir de la disette" 

"Le pagne noir" 

Diop 

"La cuiller sale" 

"L'heritage' 

"Le prix du chameau" 

"Samba-de-la-nuit" 
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Earlier in the examination of the significance of water, 

strange lands, territories which men had never visited, made their 

appearance. They appeared frequently, were invariably to be found far 

from the protagonist's village, and arrival in these lands was 

achieved only after hardship. Their existence, then, seems to have 

some significance. One definition of these strange lands was offered 

by Africans themselves—contemporary Africans who are living through 

the problems of transition. This definition was found in Oedipe 

Africain, a study done by Marie-Cecile and Edmond Ortigues. It 

appears that some of the strange lands described in the narratives of 

Dadi^ and Diop can be considered lands of the dead. 

The Ortigues, who directed a psychiatric facility in Dakar 

catering primarily to Serer, Lebou, and Wolof, had many clients who 

were suffering from cultural disorientation. Often the clients were 

young men who found the pressures of obtaining a Western education in 

a modern school unbearable. Their symptoms took various forms— 

bedwetting, impotence, and bedevilment by a rab (ancestral spirit) 

being among them. 

In the case of one Talla, age 14, the Ortigues noted: "Ce 

jour-la (3/25/63] Talla reproche a sa mere de ne pas le conduire au 

tombeau de l'ancetre dans le village de son enfance mais de le confier 

a des blancs qui ne sont pas de sa race." This failure had resulted 

1. Marie-Cecile et Edmond Ortigues, Oedipe Africain (Paris: 
Plon, 1960), p. 182. 



in the boy's being persecuted by a rab. In his dreams, Talla saw 

the land of his rab. It had a palm tree, a tamarind tree, water, the 

altar of the rab, a snake, and a hut. 

Once, on a visit home, Talla's mother had said: "Quand les 

. . v 
enfants ont des rab il faut qu ils se baignent dans 1 eau ou le grand 

v 2 
pere se baigne...1'endroit, c'est un gros tamarin Id]." And, in 

fact, one of Talla's maternal uncles later brought to him sand from 

the tomb of an ancestor and leaves from the tree growing there. These 

were soaked in some water to make a bathing potion for Talla. 

The symposium on the theme of the impossible restitution 

3 
offers further descriptions of the land of the dead. A Kikuyu 

tale reported in the study tells of a man visiting the land of the 

dead. To leave he was obliged to climb up the tree's roots back to 

the land of the living as instructed by his ancestors. No water is 

mentioned. A Mongo story from the same symposium contains an identical 

incident; neither of them mentions water. How then does one specify 

the components of the land of the dead? 

Talla's vision of the land of the dead was confirmed by his 

mother and his uncle. These descriptions, proceeding as they do from 

the minds of the Africans themselves, seem to leave little doubt as 

2. Ortigues, p. 181. 

3. Denise Paulme et al., "L'impossible restitution ou le 
cadeau prestigieux,"Cahiers d'etudes africaines, 30 VIII (1968), 
190. Hereafter cited as "Restitution." 



to the basic components to be found in the land of the dead: water, 

tree, ancestor. Yet the Kikuyu and Mongo tales show the presence of 

only the ancestors and the tree. The lack of water in some descriptions 

is perhaps explainable by variances in tribal beliefs. It would appear 

that at least a sacred tree and the ancestors form a part of any 

description of a land of the dead. 

This is one explanation for the strange lands. It does 

not prove, however, that all strange lands may be defined as lands of 

the dead, even when trees and ancestors are present. It is the 

purpose of this section to explain these strange lands in an effort 

to ascertain which of them are lands of the dead and to define those 

which are not. In no fewer than nine Dadie" stories and four Dio^ 

stories the phenomenon of visitation to a strange country is present. 

If a definition is to be formulated, these far off countries must 

first be examined as they are described in the narratives of both 

authors. 

Location 

Generally, the strange lands are far from the village of the 

protagonist and those whom he knows and loves. His journey takes him 

many miles and many months, even years, away. "II marcha, marcha 

pendant des mois, pendant des annees...Au bout d'on ne sait combien 

/ 4 /• ' 
d'annees, il parvint...Dadie says of Codjo ("La legende de la 

fumee"). 

/• / 

4. Dadie, Legendes, pp. 58 and 59. See p. 62 of this study 
for a summary of this story. 
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Araignee's son does not have to walk ("Araignee et son fils"); 

he is flung out of his village and carried by some force for three 

\ \ \ 
days before reaching "au-dela." "II le jeta la-bas...la-bas, loin 

tres loin. II ne sut jamais quelle force emportait, le fils. Enfin 

le troisieme jour au soir, il arriva."^ 

The boa of "Le chasseur et le boa" leads the hunter through 

many forests of genies and boas before reaching the land they seek. 

"Et l'homme le suivit dans la foret des boas, la foret des genies..."*' 

Kacou Ananze, holding firmly to the squirrel's tail, makes a 

miraculous journey across valleys, mountains, streams, and fields. 

v 
Finally they arrive at the squirrel's village. "Kacou Ananze enleva 

\ A 
le fil des pattes de l'Ecureuil. Et les voila partis aussitot, 

traversant coteaux, montagnes, vallons, fleuves, oceans, les forets 

les plus denses."^ 

Araignee takes his prize cow deep into the bush, through forests, 

across oceans and plains that he may find solitude in which to devour 

the animal in "Le boeuf de 1'araignee." "Et il allait son chemin, 

A, A 
traversant des villages et des villages, des forets et des forets...des 

/• 8 
oceans, des plaines, des solitudes." 

/ 
5. Dadie, Pagne, p. 145. For a summary of this story, see p. 

23 of this study. 

/ 
6. Dadie, Pagne, p. 100. A summary of the story is found on 

p. 24 of this study. 

/ 

7. Dadie, Pagne, p. 66. 

/ 
8. Dadie, Pagne, p. 59. See p. 60 for a summary of this 

narrative. 



The pattern repeats itself in "Le pagne noir" and "La cruche. 

9 
A'iwa walks "pendant six autres lunes," and Koffi "s'en allait... 

il allait toujours""^ before they reach the lands they seek. 

11 12 
In "Le miroir de la. disette" and "Gnamintchie" the 

\ 
protagonists have the easiest journeys. Kacou Ananze has only to 

fall from the tree to land in "au-dela," and the reader is not given 

the specifics on Gnamintchie's journey. 

Nor is "au-dela" closer in Diop's narratives. The three 

sons of Samba ("L*heritage") journey in stages lasting "sept fois 

sept jours" and still "trois fois trois jours" more before finding 

Kem Tanne.^ Samba-de-la-nuit and his brothers "marcherent longtemps 

\ 14 
lis marcherent encore loin, encore longtemps." Binta ("La cuiller 

sale") endures the same trial. "Elle marcha encore trois nuits et 

trois jours" at each stage of her journey."'""' Barane ("Le prix du 

9. Dadie, Pagne, p. 20. See p. 40 of this study for a 
summary of the story. 

10. Dadie, Pagne, p. 24. A summary of the story is found on 
p. 38 of this study. 

11. Dadie', Pagne, p. 7. 

12. Dadie, Legendes, p. 81. Page 40 has a summary of this 
narrative. 

13. Diop, Contes, pp. 166 and 168. See p. 99 of this study 
for a summary of the narrative • 

14. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 110. For a summary of the 
story, see p. 36 of this study. 

15. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 179. See p. 37 of this study 
for a summary of the story. 



chameau") walks toward the east—"loin, loin...et plus loin, plus 

i , "16 loin encore. 

En Route 

In traditional Africa where great stretches of bush separate 

villages, to venture beyond the environs of the community is in 

the most elementary sense, perilous. Any man knows he may find 

death there, whereas remaining in the community of men assures him of 

support, acceptance, and safety. To venture into the bush, to expose 

himself to danger, to separate himself from those bound to assist him 

a man must have strong motivation and great perseverance. The journeys 

to the lands beyond the community are generally torturously long and 

reaching them involves overcoming weaknesses in one's character. 

Strange sights and strange occurrences may be in store for the hero. 

He is, in most instances, put to the test of accepting these oddities 

before he is allowed to complete his journey. 

Among Dadie's heroes, Cod jo ("La legende de la fumee")^ 

meets creatures with one eye, one arm, who walk on their heads. 

^ 18 
Araignon ("Araignee et son fils") is flung across petrified forests 

19 
and flaming oceans. The hunter("Le chasseur et le boa") passes 

16. Diop, Lavanes, p. 186. 

/ / 

17. Dadie, Legendes, p. 55. See p. 62 of this study for a 
summary of the story. 

s 
18. Dadie, Pagne, p. 145. See p. 23 of this study for a 

summary of this narrative. 

> 
19. Dadie, Pagne, p. 100. A summary of this story is found 

on p. 24 of this study. 



through forests completely inhabited by boas and genies where flies 

create music. The ravenous Kacou Ananze ("Araignee et la tortue")^ 

is tested by being forbidden to eat in the luscious fields which 

21 
lie in his path. A'iwa ("Le pagne noir") remains unperturbed by the 

frogs, the large ants, and the thumping chimpanzees of the forest which 

\ 

try to frighten her. Kacou Ananze overcomes his mistrust of others 

22 
and leaps from the tree ("Le miroir de la disette"). 

The protagonists in the Diop tales find their treks equally 

23 
eventful. Samba's sons ("L'heritage") see and accept many strange 

sights—a beautiful bull invested with sores; a field, rich and 

green, in which stands a starving cow; a warthog reciting his prayers. 

24 
Samba-de-la-nuit keeps surprising his brothers by materializing 

from pieces of money, from stones, and from bitter fruit. Binta ("La 

... 25 
cuiller sale ) greets the tree which is picking its own fruit and 

the pot of rice which is cooking itself as though she were quite 

26 
accustomed to such sights. Barane "(Le prix du chameau") refuses 

fabulous offers for his camel. 

20. Dadie', Pagne, pp. 66-68. 

21. Dadi^, Pagne, pp. 20-21. For a summary of this story, see 
p. 40 of this study. 

22. Dadie, Pagne, p. 14. 

23. Diop, Contes, pp. 166-167. For a summary of this narrative, 
see p. 99 of this study. 

24. Diop, Nouveaux contes, pp. 11 and 12. See p. 36 of this 
study for a summary of the story. 

25. Diop, Nouveaux contes, pp. 179 and 180. A summary of this 
story is found on p. 37 of this study. 

26. Diop, Lavanes, pp. 186-188. 



In all of the narratives just mentioned, the protagonists 

pass their "tests" and are helped along their way. They reach 

their destinations to be tested further. The one exception is 

^ ^ 27 
Kacou Ananze in "Le boeuf de I'araignee." While the others have 

\ 

isolation forced upon them, Kacou Ananze seeks isolation. Such an 

attitude is contrary to the code and the spider pays the consequences. 

The Protagonists Arrive 

Once the travelers have displayed the necessary strength by 

mastering their surprise, aversion, greed, and fear, they are 

allowed to terminate their journeys. What do they find? Gnamintchie, 

of the story of the same name by Dadie", finds a stormy land where the 

sun grows cold, where it is cloudy, and where lightning flashes set 

the bush afire. No human being has ever before visited this land. 

From the raging sea emerges a woman with a halo of fire around her 

head. The apparition returns Gnamintchie's special ring to him and 

with it, the special powers which will make him a feared hunter. 

• ^ 28 
In "La legende de la fumee" Codjo finds a land full of 

happy, noisy people. He finds there also Death and Death's son whom he 

befriends. It is a land of great riches; Codjo is given precious 

jewels as a reward for his modesty and obedience. In addition, 

Codjo is given temporary immortality and the vase he has come to find. 

s 
27. Dadie, Pagne, p. 53. See p. 60 of this study for a 

summary of this story. 

28. Dadie, Legendes, p. 49. On p. 62 will be found a 
summary of this story. 



Araignon ("Araignee et son fils") comes upon a luxuriant 

forest unknown to humans. It is a green and aromatic land where 

water, fish, and birds in magic adornment abound. Because Araignon 

discloses to the boa all that his host wishes to hear, the spider is 

given a kingdom and riches. 

No description is given of the boa's land in "Le chasseur et 

le boa." However, for sparing the boa's life, the hunter is given 

gourds which will bring him power and wealth. 

The land of the squirrel, which is Kacou Ananze's destination 

("Araignee et la tortue")"^ proves to be a land of abundance. There 

is much singing and dancing; thousands of cows, goats, chickens, and 

lambs are killed to feed him and to honor him for having spared the 

squirrel's life. 

Just as Kacou Ananze's generosity was rewarded, so was his 

y 31 
selfishness punished in "Le boeuf de 1'araignee." The spider 

found the isolation he sought. There was no one there with whom he 

would have to share his stolen cow. His selfishness even embraced 

the breeze which might carry away the aroma of the cow. The spider 

finds justice in this strange land, for, after all his effort, 

he must relinquish his meal. 

29. Dadie, Pagne, p. 145. See p. 23 of this study for a 
summary of this narrative. 

30. Dadie^ Pagne, p. 168. 

31. Dadie, Pagne, p. 59. A summary of this story is found 
on p. 60 of this study. 
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32 
Koffi ("La cruche") in his search for his pitcher, reaches 

his journey's end in an almost Dantesque fashion. He enters by 

stages; his presence constitutes man's initial visit to this strange 

land. First he comes to a river guarded by a huge crocodile. Its 

waters contain shellfish and reeds; from its waves protrude tufts 

of grass. Next he encounters the kingdom of the stinking monster 

who resides behind the dirty door. Here the world trembles at the 

fall of one of the monster's hairs. Koffi finds himself next in the 

devil's domain, plunged into a darkness so intense as to be a 

resistant force. Apparitions inhabit its depths. In this domain there 

is also a mountain whose pinnacle is bathed in light; around its 

base lies a heavy fog, reddened by the glowing sun. The last stage 

includes a visit to the old women. Koffi is asked to do their toilette 

and amuse them with stories. For his patience and politeness he 

receives a gourd. When he breaks it, Koffi's dead mother appears. 

She sends hiBi home with the pitcher and riches. 

The reader is given an equally vivid picture of the land in 

which /Ciwa ("Le pagne noir") finds herself. As she proceeds deeper 

into the forest, A'iwa travels a road which closes up behind her. 

There are trees, birds, insects—all of which talk. Once she begins 

to descend the steps, silence reigns. At last A'iwa enters a clearing 

where there is clear water, light, and a tree. For the next two 

/ 
32. Dadie, Pagne, pp. 25-35. Page 38 of this study contains 

a summary of this narrative. 

/ 
33. Dadie, Pagne, pp. 21 and 22. A summary of this story is 

found on p. 40 of this study. 



months she washes her loincloth in the spring. Her efforts are of 

no avail until the girl calls upon her deceased mother. The woman 

appears to hand her daughter a white loincloth. 

The strange lands found in Diop's tales tend more toward the 

• 34 
desolate than toward the lush landscape. Samba's sons ("L'heritage") 

j 
come upon a village where they spy Kem Tanne (the object of their 

search) playing beneath a tamarind tree with other children. 

Physically there is nothing to distinguish the village from any other; 

only the inhabitants make it unusual. For their perseverance, 

the sons gain the knowledge they seek. 

35 
Samba-de-la-nuit and his brothers find a desolate land 

without vegetation. There is one huge hut which reaches into the 

clouds, surrounded by seven small huts. An old woman of special 

powers and her seven daughters live here. The brothers do not find 

the brides for whom they search. 

36 
The trek made by BintaC'La cuiller sale") terminates at 

the sea bordered by the domain of a more-than-old woman, the mother 

of beasts. She inhabits a hut which is in a state of disrepair. Again 

there is no vegetation, but there is also no want. Bones and a 

34. Diop, Contes, p. 168. "L'he'ritage" is summarized on p. 
99 of this study. 

35. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 114. On p. 36 of this study is 
found a summary of the story of the same name. 

36. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 180. A summary of this story is 
found on p. 37 of this study. 



single grain suffice to produce the needed sustenance. Binta, 

having passed all tests of social virtue, leaves the land with a 

clean spoon and unexpected wealth. 

37 
After a long journey, Birane ("Le prix du chameau") meets 

the old man who can pay for his camel. They meet in a land of dead 

stones and red mountains where there is no water. Birane departs 

having obtained what was needed in order to restore the vision of the 

people of his home village. 

As one can see, the physical description of these strange 

lands offer an astonishing variety. Dadie pictures lauds ranging 

from peopled villages to deep forests, from absolute silence to great 

turbulence while, Diop's visions of distant lands may include an 

ordinary village or a single hut at the seaside. The inhabitants are 

animals, human beings, or a combination of both while the scenery 

spans the distance between the extremes of luxuriance and barrenness. 

The Function of the Strange Lands 

The common denominators in the strange lands are the distance, 

the odd events which occur en route, and the element of trial. The 

lands are clearly initiatory. Initiates face the hostility and , 

isolation of the bush as a part of becoming adults. In all these 

narratives, the tests take place away from the society of the 

protagonist's own village. They are journeys into the unknown, and 

surviving the tests en route means that the protagonist has won the 

37. Diop, Lavanes, p. 187. 



privilege of being tested further. Success in the tests administered 

in the strange land assures access to the fullness of life. Failure 

to give proof of self-discipline leads to punishment. 

/ 
The Dadie stories supply ample evidence on this point. Araignon 

/ 38 
("Araignee et son fils") loses his kingdom and wealth because he 

does not advise his father of the prohibition against seeing his 

benefactor. It was Araignon's responsibility to take whatever 

precautions were necessary to assure that the prohibition was never 

• 39 
broken. The spider loses his cow ("Le boeuf de I'araignee") for 

several reasons. First the prize was stolen, next, the spider tries 

to evade the necessity of sharing with others. In "Araignee et la 

40 
tortue the spider overcomes his distrust of others and spares the 

squirrel's life. However, he does not pass the additional tests. 

Despite the kind reception he is given in the squirrel's village, 

Araignee foments disorder and is ill-mannered. Araignee, of course, 

finds himself cast out of the squirrel's village and back into the 

region of famine he had left. The spider once again overcomes his 

instinctive distrust of others and leaps from the top of the tree 

41 
into a land of abundance ("Le miroir de la disette"). Having 

38. Dadie, Pagne, p. 150. "Araignee et son fils" is summarized 
on p. 23 of this study. 

39. Dadie', Pagne, p. 61. On p. 60 of this study is found a 
summary of this narrative. 

y 
40. Dadie, Pagne, p. 66. 

41. Dadie, Pagne, p. 14. 



arrived, however, he proceeds to demonstrate his lack of self-

discipline. The spider breaks the injunction set upon him and is 

returned to his own land of famine. The hunter of "Le chasseur et 

42 
le boa" gains wealth and power by passing the initial tests only to 

lose this wealth and power when he administers them improperly. 

S 

The successful initiates among Dadie's protagonists include 

Gnamintchie, who, in compliance with his father's wishes, returned to 

"le pays de la mort" to be awarded his lost ring—the embodiment of his 

^ /• 43 
extraordinary powers of the hunt. Codjo ("La legende de la fumee") 

eventually is transformed into smoke because no man may be immortal. 

However, his politeness and modesty in the conduct of his business 

while visiting "le. pays de la mort" is rewarded by the restoration of 

the vase he sought and the life of plenty which was his upon his 

44 
return home. A'iwa ("Le pagne noir") and Koffi ("La cruche") 

are likewise compensated because they dominated their fears of the 

unknown, accepted painful and unpleasant tasks, and yet remained 

gracious. 

42. Dadie, Pagne, p. 106. A summary of this narrative is found 
on p. 24 of this study. 

43. Dadie, Legendes, p. 60. p. 62 contains the summary of 
this story. 

44. Dadie, Pagne, p. 22. On p. 40 of this study there is 
a summary of this story. 

45. Dadie, Pagne, p. 39. Page 38 contains a summary of "La 

cruche." 
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The first of the Diop protagonists, Samba-de-la-nuit, is 

the exception to the assertion that these are initiatory journeys. 

Samba-de-la-nuit is engaged in a duel. He is an enfant terrible, 

born sagacious and indomitable. In the course of his sojourn he is 

rude, causing food to be prepared which he does not consume, having his 

brothers secretly change their garments and show a lack of trust in 

their hostess. It is good that Samba had the wisdom to distrust his 

hostess, for he is being tested. The test is of his wisdom and not 

his acquisition of social graces. 

47 
However, in "La cuiller sale" the reader finds Binta rewarded 

with riches because she emerged successful from her "initiation." 

Courteous and calm, she accepted the bizarre. She was obedient to 

her hostess. For all this, she is accorded respect and wealth. 

Birane ("Le prix du chameau"),^® although he is a simpleton, is able 

to restore sight to the blind population of his village because he 

exhibits no greed in the trading of his camel. The bargain he strikes 

can only be considered disadvantageous for him—a healthy camel for a 

load of dried branches. However, the burning of those branches releases 

the power which restores sight to the blind villagers. Samba's sons 

x 49 
("L'heritage"), through their unquestioning acceptance of the 

46. Diop, Nouveaux contes, pp. 116-122. A summary of this 
narrative is found on p. 36 of this study. 

47. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 177. A. summary of this narrative 
is on p.37 of this study. 

48. Diop, Lavanes, p. 188. 

49. Diop, Contes, pp. 169-171. See p. 99 of this study for 
a summary of this narrative. 



abnormal, receive the answer they need to lead them to a full life. 

Kem Tanne solves the riddle of their father's bequests and the three 

young men combine their inheritances because they have discovered 

that the three gifts are really one. It is in sharing their 

inheritances that the brothers will find a contented and abundant 

life. 

The Identity of the Strange Lands 

A more complete picture of these lands—where they are 

located, how they are reached, what they look like, and their 

function now emerges. Next, it must be decided which among them are 

lands of the dead and which are not. For the sake of clarity the 

attributes of each land are listed in Table 1. 



Table 1. A Table Showing the Attributes of the Strange Lands. 

Strange Land Has: 
Author Story Water Tree Ancestor 

Diop "L'heritage" No Yes Yes 

Diop "La cuiller sale" Yes No No 

Diop "Le prix du chameau" No No No 

Diop "Samba-de-la-nuit" Yes 
(entry) 

No No 

/ 

Dadie "Araignee et son fils " Yes No No 

Dadie "Le boeuf de 
1'araignee" 

No No No 

/ 

Dadie "Le miroir de la 
disette" 

Yes Yes No 

• 
Dadie "La legende de la 

fum^e" 
Yes No No 

y 
Dadie "Le pagne noir" Yes Yes Yes 

/ 

Dadie "La cruche" Yes 
(entry) 

No Yes 

/ 
Dadie "Gnamintchie" Yes Yes No 

/ 

Dadie "Araignee et la 
tortue" 

No No No 

/ 
Dadie "Le chasseur et le 

boa" 
Yes Yes No 



The chart demonstrates that from among the Diop stories only 

• 
"L'heritage" has a land of the dead. "Le prix du chameau" has none 

of the elements considered basic to a land of the dead. "La cuiller 

sale" and "Samba-de-la-nuit" have only water which may be optional. 

Yet all three of the strange lands in these narratives have components 

associated with death in at least a symbolic sense. First, in the 

tale of the camel there is an old and poor man living in a dried-

out, barren land. The extreme want, the dryness, the lone being are 

ideas associated with a depletion of life's fullness. Second, "La 

cuiller sale" contains a strange land which is home to a lone woman, 

the mother of beasts. She is a sorceress judging from the feats she 

accomplished with a single bone and a single grain of millet. 

Practitioners of sorcery and those who live alone are "dead" as far 

as Africans are concerned. Third, in "Samba-de-la-nuit" there are 

women living in isolation. Without men they might as well be barren, 

a condition considered to be a kind of death in Africa. The woman 

is a sorceress who can cause grain to spring up in a waste land, 

assume the form of a tree, mysteriously overtake and outdistance those 

whom she pursues. As a practicing sorceress, she is symbolically 

dead. Moreover, each time the old woman is outwitted by Samba she 

"dies." 

All of these associations with death and dead things in these 

three stories indicate that the actions take place in Death's 

domains or lands of living death. That is, the lands and those 

who inhabit them are symbolically dead. Those who come to associate 



temporarily with death, then, "die" to their villages as any initiates 

would. They undergo the tests, are reborn, and return to take 

their places in society. So while it is entirely proper that the 

protagonists (initiates) should undergo their trials in an atmosphere 

full of the symbols of death, the location need not necessarily be 

lands of the ancestral dead. 

' 50 
The picture changes in "L'heritage" where, despite the 

lack of water which one might expect to find in this Diop story, the 

journey ends in a land of the ancestral dead. Diop does not so 

state, but the evidence is present. The sons of Samba arrive at 

dusk, but the children are only beginning to play—a reversal of 

the normal order. Usually, children are kept indoors after sunset 

to avoid encounters with roaming spirits and genies. For their sunset 

playground these children have chosen the tamarind, the favorite 

haunt of the spirits. An old, old woman declares Kem Tanne, whom the 

• 
brothers seek, to be her grandfather; yet Kem Tanne is the youngest 

of the children playing under the tree. He possesses the wisdom of 

all the ages. It is he who interprets the strange sights the brothers 

• 
have seen and gives them the solution to their problem. Kem Tanne is 

also acquainted with the ancestors of the three brothers; he has 

seen them pass: Vos aieux et les aieux de leurs aieux ont passe 

\ 
par ici, conduisant votre pere et sa charge de bonnes actions que 

le soleil ramassait chaque jour au cours de sa belle vie."^ 

50. Diop, Contes, p. 163. See p. 99 of this study for a summary 
of the narrative. 

51. Diop, Contes, p. 169. 
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This location, then, is either the entrance to the land of 

the dead or the actual land of the dead. Kem Tanne is most likely an 

ancestral spirit who is being continually reborn. He knows all of the 

dead ancestors of Samba's sons; they have passed this way. Although 

the actual ancestors of the young men are not present, one has the 

impression that they are just beyond. Another indication is the tree 

under which none but spirits would play at nightfall. It seems clear 

that the travelers are at least approaching the domains of the dead. 

52 53 
What has been said of "La cuiller sale," "Samba-de-la-nuit," 

54 • 
and "Le prix du chameau" may be applied to Dadie s Le boeuf de 

l'araignee"*'"' and "Gnamintchie.The lands therein described are 

not lands of the ancestral dead, but rather lands governed by Death. 

Death actually materializes and greets the spider as the latter is 

about to eat the cow. The "Foret sans lune" which Gnamintchie visits 

is said by Dadie to be Death's territory. The presence of water 

here is unimportant as are the numerous trees. There is no special 

tree and not a hint of the presence of ancestors. 

52. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 177. See p. 37 of this study 
for a summary of the story. 

53. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 109. This story is summarized 

on p. 36 of this study. 

54. Diop, Lavanes, p. 184. 

55. Dadie, Pagne, p. 53. Page 60 Df this study has a 
summary of this narrative. 

56. Dadie, Legendes, p. 81. See p .40 of this study for a 
summary of this narrative. 
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' * 57 
The identification of the lands in "La legende de la fumee" 

is more difficult because of elements in the description which apply 

to both the domain of Death and to the land of the ancestral dead. 

On the one hand, Death is personified and is portrayed as the host 

of this land; his son becomes Codjo's friend. It is Death who fulfills 

the ancestral function of restoring the broken vase to Codjo. On the 

other hand, this land has many happy inhabitants. They are not 

identified as ancestors, but the territories belonging to Death are 

usually devoid of people except for a lone being or two. Moreover, 

the land is described as the source of the sea and of life. These 

are adjectives ordinarily reserved for a land of the dead. 

Despite the integration of two traditions, it seems clear that 

land must be accepted as Death's territory and the variations assigned 

to Dadie's creative inclination seen in operation before. 

The country in which Kacou Ananze lands in "Araignee et la 

tortue" is not a land of the dead although the story contains a 

N \ 
misleading conversation: "Je suis du village de ta mere. Ma mere! 

n 58 
Ma mere! Elle est morte. Elle n'a done plus de village." This 

conversation between the spider and the squirrel he has trapped may be 

interpreted in two ways. First, one might conclude that the squirrel 

is trying to save his life and is pleading friendship with the spider's 

mother for this reason. Second, one might actually expect him to 

57. Dadie, L^gendes, p. 55. A summary of this story is found 
on p. 62 of this study. 

58. Dadie, Pagne, p. 65. 
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\ 
visit Kacou Ananze's mother. If the squirrel resides in her village 

and is going to take the spider there, might not their destination be 

the land of the ancestral dead? It is not, for upon arrival the 

spider sees neither his mother nor a tree nor water. The village is 

a kind of paradisiacal refuge from the famine and drought where hunger 

and want of any kind are unknown—a supreme test for the avaricious 

spider. 

The same conclusion may be reached concerning the lands in 

"Le miroir de la disette,"^ "Araignee et son fils,"^ and "Le 

chasseur et le boa."^"'' If the strange lands in these tales are not 

lands inhabited by the deceased ancestors, neither are they the 

domains of Death. The inhabitants, although possessed of special 

powers, do not practice sorcery. Their lands, lush with vegetation, have 

the capacity to fill every need. And while there may be trees and 

water, there are neither ancestors nor Death in evidence. 

62 
The scene changes in "La cruche" where Koffi is in search 

of a broken pitcher. The stages through which he passes in this land 

/ 
59. Dadie, Pagne, p. 7. 

60. Dadie, Pagne, p. 143. A summary of this story is found 
on p. 23 of this study. 

61. Dadie, Pagne, p. 97. See p.24 of this study for a 
summary of the narrative. 

/ 
62. Dadie, Pagne, p. 23. A summary of this story is found 

on p. 38 of this study. 
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63 
have already been described. At the final stage Koffi's mother 

appears. There is no water or tree at this point. Water guarded the 

entrance to the land and no significant tree is ever described; yet 

the dead mother appears. The mother's presence is proof that, despite 

/• 

the absence of a tree, Dadie intended this as a land of the dead since 

irreplaceable objects are generally found among the dead. Indeed, as 

the reader will learn in the discussion of the impossible restitution, 

the only way to replace the irreplaceable is by visiting the land of 

the dead. 

ALwa of "Le pagne noir"^ is a clearer example, for when she 

reaches the final stages of her descent into the land of the dead, she 

sees a solitary tree and water. In this very place, A*iwa's mother 

appears to her. The ancestor, the tree, the water—all three 

components are present. 

Summary of the Strange Land Theme 

The examination of the strange lands proves that not all of 

them are lands of the dead, rather some territories must be defined 

as dominions of Death, and others as enchanted paradises. Lands of 

the dead are those to which the protagonists travel in order to 

establish contact with an ancestor who aids the hero in the solving 

63. See p. 90 of this study. 

64. Dadie'', Pagne, p. 22. A summary of this story is found 
on p. 40 of this study. 
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of a problem. In these lands there must be a tree. According to 

this definition only the strange lands in Dadie's "Le pagne noir" and 

/ 

Diop's "L'heritage" can be said to be lands of the dead. Yet it seems 

obvious that Dadie intended the strange land in "La cruche" to be a 

land of the dead despite the absence of the tree. This again poses 

/ 
the question of who initiated the change—Dadie or his people. 

Was he a mere recorder in this respect or did he choose to delete 

the tree? Whatever may be the answer, the alteration represents 

another of the small deviations from the traditional which one finds 

in Dadie's narratives. A land of the dead without a tree implies a 

loss of some of the tree's symbolism as a link between the world of the 

living and the world of the dead. While the basic belief in the exis-

tence of a land in which the dead reside remains undisturbed in Dadie's 

story, the missing tree invites a re-interpretation of the substance 

of African beliefs concerning the tree. If the omission is Dadie's, 

it appears that he may again have exercised the griot's right to 

embellish a story, and that a small bit of tradition has been sacrificed 

to artistry. The omission may also be unintentional and unimportant to 

Dadie since a tree is to be found in the land of the dead of "Le 

pagne noir." 

The lands which have been defined as the domains of Death 

differ from the lands of the dead in so far as a being who symbolizes 

Death in African thinking inhabits these territories and contends that 

he is their master. No ancestors are to be found here, and these 

lands are usually unpeopled and isolated. They may contain symbols of 
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death such as barren soil, dried up vegetation. There may be many 

trees in some of these lands, but no special ancestral tree. The 

strange lands in "La cuiller sale," "Samba-de-la-nuit," "Le boeuf 

de l'araignee," and "Gnamintchie" are dominions over which Death or 

a surrogate rules. Once again, exception must be made for Dadie. "La 

legende de la fume'e" contains a strange land which resembles the 

land of the ancestral dead because of its large population, but is 

unlike the ancestral land in that Death parades as master there. 

The third type of strange land is a paradise where the land 

is lush, its generous inhabitants numerous, and food and water plentiful. 

Characteristically, these lands are lost to the hero who usually proves 

himself to be unworthy of them. 

Whether a land is an ancestral village of the dead, a 

territory of Death, or an enchanted paradise it serves but one purpose— 

that of initiation. The trials of the protagonists in these stories , 

though sometimes not very grueling, reflect the trials of real 

initiations and the importance Africans attach to them. Initiation 

rituals are usually held in the bush in isolation from the village. 

During their separation from village and kin, the postulants learn 

the new mysteries and endure the prescribed physical ordeals to 

emerge as new men with new responsibilities and entitled to more 

community respect. The initiation, in essence, is a kind of death and 

rebirth since candidates are of necessity altered by the experience. 
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The true significance of the strange lands in the narratives 

/ 
of Diop and Dadie lies not in what type of strange lands they are, 

but in what transpires in them. Heroes depart from their villages to 

be proved in these lands. The fate of those failing can be seen in 

stories such as "Araignee et la tortue" and "La cuiller sale" where 

one unsuccessful "candidate" is returned to drought and imminent 

starvation while another forfeits life itself. "La cruche" and 

"La cuiller sale" demonstrate the satisfying life which awaits the 

successful candidates. 

Despite Dadie's omission of the sacred tree in "La cruche" 

neither writer can be said to have altered the initiatory properties 

of the strange lands which are described in their stories. The fact 

that each of the strange lands, whether it be an ancestral abode or 

a paradise, is an initiation site supports the conclusion that fine 

differences in the physical character of the sites or inhabitants of 

these lands is of no real significance to the authors. They express, 

by their inclusion of such tales in their collections, their 

continued belief in the African tradition that the initiation is an 

instrument for the perfecting of man and that each man must earn 

happiness and the trust and esteem of his community. 
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The Tree Theme 

In the discussion of the significance of the tree in the 

/ 
narratives of Dadie and Diop, the following stories were examined: 

Dadie 

"L'aveu" 

"Le chasseur et le boa" 

"Le chien de Coffi" 

"Le miroir de la disette" 

Diop 

"Diabou N'Daw" 

"Dof Diop" 

"La biche et les deux chasseurs" 

"L'heritage" 

"Les calebasses de Kouss" 

"Les mamelles" 

"Samba-de-la-nuit" 

"Sarzan" 

"Tel Sa M'Baye" 

"Un jugement" 
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In the most extensive of the ethnological studies compiled 

V 
to date on the theme of the tree in the African folktale, "Le theme 

de l'arbre dans les contes africains" published in 1969 and 1970 by 

Genevieve Calame-Griaule and her associates, the following aspects 

are examined: the tree and justice, the tree and marriage, the 

ancestral tree, the tree and death, the oven tree, and the treasure 

tree. Of interest here are three of these—ancestor, death, and 

treasure—because they are part of the tree symbolism found in stories 

written by Birago Diop and Bernard Dadie. 

The Tree as a Treasure Trove 

Perhaps the best known motif is that of the tree as a treasure 

trove. The symposium traces that motif through West Africa (Mali, 

Upper Volta, Chad, Dahomey, Ivory Coast, Senegal) establishing a 

basic African pattern and illustrating the intrusion of elements 

foreign to African culture. 

An analysis of all the tales which the ethnologists collected 

and studied yields the following African tree/treasure trove plotlines: 

1. The hero and the anti-hero set forth into the bush 

together. 

2. They separate—the hero selecting the route which 

appears to be less auspicious while the anti-hero 

takes the road portending prosperity. 

3. The hero is tested in social virtue en route. He 

performs acceptably. 
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4. The hero comes upon a tree where he is tested further. 

His courtesy demonstrated, he is given access to the tree's 

treasure. 

5. The hero returns home to share the treasure with his 

spouse. 

6. The anti-hero finds nothing of value. 

7. The wife of the anti-hero becomes jealous of her 

neighbor's good fortune. 

8. The anti-hero is forced to journey into the bush a 

second time. He prepares by forcing the secret of 

success from the hero. 

9. The anti-hero, impatient and greedy, fails the tests in 

social discipline. 

10. The anti-hero steals the tree. 

11. Once at home, he is unable to obtain the tree's riches. 

Variations of each of these eleven components are common 

from tribe to tribe. For instance, the reasons for the journey into 

the bush are not always the same. The protagonists may be motivated 

by a desire to take a walk (Dogon, Peul, Bozo), by a desire to adorn 

themselves (Samo) and their wives (Senoufo, Gouro), or by hunger 

(Kono, Gurmantche, Wolof). Also, there need not always be two 

protagonists and two roads. A Mossi tale recounts of an abused step

child who is aided by a baobab, and the Samo tell a tale in which both 

hero and anti-hero travel the same road. Even in the matter of tests 
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there are differences. Some heroes are tested after reaching the tree 

(Peul, Mossi, Bozo, Senoufo, Wolof), and the punishment for failing the 

tests could be death (Peul, Yatenga, Samo), a misshapen body (Mossi, 

Senoufo, Wolof), or simply a denial of the riches sought (Dogon). 

Although the treasure tree is usually the baobab, sometimes another 

species such as the silkcotton tree (Gouro) or a "magic" biscuit tree 

(Samo, Gurmantche) are used. Among the Bozo of Mali, the Fon of 

Dahomey and the Bantou of the former Congo, houses may be substituted 

for trees. Finally, oral formulas to open and close the trunks of the 

trees and doors of the houses are occasionally used in place of the 

conversation with the tree. The Gurmantche and Samo biscuit trees just 

mentioned respond to an oral formula, as does the tree in Senghor's 

and Sadji's La belle histoire de Leuk-le-lievre. A Dogon tale uses 

only a closing formula.^-

Seme of these innovations show the influence of the Arabian 

Nights. The cave instead of the tree, the magic oral formulae used 

to gain access to the treasure are indicative of Arabic influences. 

A tale such as "Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves" is likely to have 

been heard and some of its motifs borrowed because of similarity in 

theme. 

However, one must not be misled by the similarities because 

more differences exist between the Arabian tale and the West African 

1. All the tales summarized may be found in Genevieve Calame-
Griaule, "L'arbre au tresor," in Le theme de 1'arbre dans les contes 
africains, 16 (Paris: SELAF, 1969), 25-46. 



tale than are at first apparent. The African hero earns his reward 

by the exercise of social discipline. The Arabian motif sanctions 

theft. The Arabian hero steals tha riches of others. He is allowed 

to keep his stolen goods as long as he exhibits moderation. If he 

is too greedy and steals all, he is punished. Tne goods sought are 

usually different. The Arabian hero is more concerned with money; 

the African hero with jewels: for adornment, clothes, and food. 

As might be expected, the long Wolof contact with Islam had 

2 
its influence upon the treasure motif. Diop's "Dof Diop" is an 

illustration of this influence, for there is decidedly more of 

the Arabic hero than the African hero present in the tale. 

Dof Diop was on his way to sell his heifer in order to share 

in the funeral expenses of his father. As he came under a tamarind 

tree, it seemed to speak, offering "ten" for the heifer. Dof left 

the heifer tied to the tree so that the tamarind might reconsider 

its offer. When he returned, the animal had been devoured. Accusing 

the tree of eating the heifer, Dof hewed it down and found a treasure 

in its trunk. Dof's brothers took the treasure. When the king stopped 

by to praise their dead father, Dof revealed the secret of the 

treasure to the king's Moor. The brothers killed the Moor and Dof 

disclosed the news of that murder to the king. The brothers, however, 

were able to discredit Dof. 

2. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 73. 
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First, Dof Diop and his brothers do not earn the treasure of 

the tamarind tree; it is stolen. No tests of social wisdom are 

administered and passed. Dof discovers the treasure in a wanton, 

misguided act of vengeance. Second, since Dof's brothers keep the 

treasure, they must be considered the heroes. The king and Dof are 

the anti-heroes. While the king represents one aspect of the Arabian 

anti-hero by his excessive greed, Dof represents another—the stupidity 

of the Arabian anti-hero who forgets the oral formula which would free 

him. The brothers, because they are neither foolish nor excessively 

greedy, prosper. Save the tree and its treasure, there are no 

specifics of the African tradition in "Dof Diop." African charac-

3 
teristics are to be found, however, in "Les calebasses de Kouss." 

Bouki and Leuk, at the request of their wives, set out to 

bring them jewelry. Bouki shapes beads of clay, dries, and strings 

them. Leuk, on the other hand, spends seven days in the bush and 

finds nothing. Finally, he rests beneath a baobab and expresses 

gratitude for its shade. His courtesy is rewarded when the tree offers 

him its leaves, its fruit, and finally the treasure stored in its 

trunk. 

Up to this point Diop's story follows the classic West African 

plotline. There are a hero (Leuk) and an anti-hero ( Bouki). They 

are distinguishable very early by their method of search. True, 

there are not two roads here, but there are two approaches to meeting 

3. Diop, Contes, p. 155. 
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their wives' demands. Bouki" avails himself of the easiest, the 

•quickest way while Leuk is willing to spend some time and effort in 

the search for more presentable jewelry. His selflessness marks him 

as the hero. 

Leuk continues to display the signs of social discipline by 

his compliment to the tree which offers gifts, each one superseding 

the last in desirability. Had Leuk failed to manifest further signs 

of social grace, that would have meant the end of the tree's generosity. 

However, Leuk responds with gratitude, and, consequently, the secret 

which the tree guards is disclosed to him. Leuk has passed what prove 

to be his pre-tests, foi at this point Diop extends the plotline. 

The baobab asserts that the treasure, it guards is not its 

own, but is instead the property of a genie who can be found in the 

goinbo field. Leuk finds the genie who advises him to be prepared to 

accept the bizarre if he (Leuk) desires wealth. They visit the genie's 

home in the tamarind tre3. Leuk, as can be expected, continues to 

exhibit social virtue. He is given a calabash which furnishes him 

with the clothing and precious jewels he has sought. 

The use of the second tree is unusual. Diop has told us Chat 

the tamarind is the haunt of the spirits and it is not surprising to 

find genies living there. However, the tamarind is not generally 

symbolic of treasure. That may be the reason why the riches actually 

proceed from the calabash. It should also be noted that the treasure 

of the baobab is never removed. The tamarind, then, has served as 
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the second phase of "proving." Leuk will refrain from laughing when 

the cudgel uses the genie's father to brace the door or when the 

mother is thrown to the floor by the pile of wood she carries. Leuk 

4 
will eat the chicken feathers prepared in his honor. 

Bouki must endure the same trials in order to obtain wealth 

such as Leuk's; but from Bouki, who has already proved himself an 

anti-hero, success is not to be expected. He has already taken the 

easy way out by fashioning his own jewelry; now he proceeds to break 

other rules governing social conduct. He bites Leuk's paw to exact 

the secret of Leuk's success, he simulates daybreak so that they may 

leave for the bush while it is still night (a ruse found also in a 

Bozo tale), he is rude to the hospitable baobab, he laughs at the 

bizarre occurrences in the tamarind tree. In his greed and his 

stupidity, Bouki fully expects to be rewarded as Leuk was. Instead, 

he is punished for his insolence; a sound cudgeling, not riches, awaits 

him in the calabash. 

The hero of "Les calebasses de Kouss" is the recipient of 

treasures guarded by the tree just as are the brothers of "Dof Diop." 

Hence, the trees in both stories are cast as examples of the treasure 

tree motif since they both dispense riches. However, there is a basic 

difference, for the trees of "Les calebasses de Kouss" fill other 

functions—functions peculiar to the treasure tree of African speci

fications, not Arabic. Incorporated in the role of treasure tree are 

4. Diop, Contes, p. 156. 
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at least two other roles. G. Calame-Griaule defined them in the 

symposium on the tree. First, the treasure tree is an initiator which 

gives the material things of life, the comforts which make for a full 

life in exchange for evidence of the attainment of certain social 

graces. The tree offers food, clothing, jewels which may be real 

gifts or may be interpreted symbolically. This sub-role is discernible 

in "Les calebasses de Kouss." 

The hero and anti-hero make their quest in the forest, the 

traditional initiation site. They are tested there by the tree. The 

hero (Leuk) wins the jewels. In real life initiations, the candidate 

likewise establishes his worthiness and is thereafter rewarded. He 

gathers life's jewels—friendship, prosperity, fecundity. The anti-

hero in the tale comes away with nothing of value (Bouki's clay beads, 

punishment, an empty calabash). In a real initiation, he who failed 

to pass would return to be ostracized and mocked for life. The 

parallels between the treasure tree in this story and in the 

initiation rites are clear. 

Second, according to Calame-Griaule, the African treasure tree 

is a mother figure. In "Les calebasses de Kouss" the tree fills this 

function. It bestows such benefits as it possesses—its shade, its 

fruit, the secret of its treasure upon the successful initiate just 

as a mother would nurture, protect, and provide for her child. Among 

trees, the baobab is especially suited to this role. G. Calame-

Griaule reports that it is used by Africans at every stage of its 
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development. Men have been known to sleep in the hollow of a baobab. 

The hollow can be equated with the womb when it is so used. The 

rain waters which collect in the trunk of the baobab are thought to 

be medicinal. Like a mother it protects and cares for ran. That is 

why it is most often the tree used in the treasure-tree motif in the 

West African tale. 

These maternal properties need not be confined to treasure 

trees. Diop's "La biche et les deux chasseurs""* is a story in which 

the protective attributes of the tree are very clearly demonstrated. 

The animals of the bush, led by the doe, transform themselves into 

beautiful women in order to enter the hunter's home and learn the 

secret of his great skill. Once they learn how dependent he is 

upon his dogs, they feign a great love of dog meat. The beguiled 

hunter orders his dogs killed and served to his guests. However, the 

wise mother saves the bones of the dogs. The animals trick the hunter 

deep in the bush without his weapons. The doe and the other animals 

of the bush resume their natural form and attempt to kill the hunter. 

The latter seeks refuge in three trees which the animals attempt to 

knock down. Just as the last one is about to fall, the dogs come to 

the rescue. The mother has been able to restore them to life with 

the bones she saved. 

In this narrative, the hunter makes use of three palm trees, 

each larger than its predecessor. The top of the third tree reaches 

5. Diop, Contes, p. 137. 
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the firmament. Interesting too is the oral formula N'Dioumane, the 

hunter, speaks in order to stimulate the magical growth of the trees. 

He flings a palm nut to the ground and cries "N'deye yo" (mother of 

mine).*' As the elephant uproots each tree, the hunter repeats the 

formula as he flings another palm nut to the earth. Thd palm tree 

indeed protects the hunter as a mother would until his dogs arrive 

to save him. 

Diop also pictures the tree as it shelters and nurtures man 

in less dramatic moments. Sa M 'Baye sleeps in the refreshing shade 

of an acacia while the villagers search for him ("Tel Sa M'Baye").^ 

8 9 
There are the trees of Maka-Kouli and of Djabou N'Daw's village— 

tamarinds, silk-cottons, baobabs—under which men rest and restore 

themselves. 

/ 
None of Bernard Dadie's stories features a tree which 

functions as a treasure trove, but he did write one in which the tree 

is a protector of life ("Le chien de Coffi"). ^ The plotline is 

very much like that of Diop's "La biche et les deux chasseurs." For 

exactly the same reasons, Coffi, the hunter, sits high in a tree, 

6. Diop, Contes, p. 137. 

7. Diop, Lavanes, p. 137. 

8. Diop, "Un jugement" in Contes, p. 27. 

9. Diop, "Djabou N'Daw" in Nouveaux contes, p. 108. 

X / 
10. Dadie, Legendes, p. 67. 
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safe from the animals who have determined to rid the bush of this 

their worst enemy. In this instance there is but one tree around 

which the animals have danced and sung for three days. Coffi's dog 

is revived by his mother and arrives just in time to save his master. 

Coffi was saved because he managed to climb a handy and huge 

silkcotton tree. High in its branches he was safe from the animals. 

For three days the tree provided him with protection and in effect 

preserved his life. 

Other narratives provide glimpses of the tree as a 

/ 

mother figure. It is from a silk-cotton that Araignee leaps into 

abundance in "Le miroir de la disette.From the land of drought 

and misery he falls into a land of many happy people where there is 

all the food even he could want. The tree once again is the gateway 

to life. 

12 ' 
In "Le chasseur et le boa" Dadie hints at the tree's 

protective power in a negative way. The hour of the hunter's fateful 

choice between two kinds of death is fixed for noon—the hour when 

the tree can not provide its protective shade. 

There are other references scattered throughout the stories 

of Diop and Dadie, but in most instances the image is not sufficiently 

sustained to merit comment. However, a sufficient number of narratives 

11. Dadie, Pagne, p. 14. 

12. Dadie, Pagne, p. 106. See p.24 of this study for a 
summary of this story. 
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has been discussed to demonstrate the special significance of the 

tree as a bearer of treasure. The tree is an old and trusted friend 

and protector who rewards with riches those who are worthy. It is 

never taken for granted. 

The Ancestral Tree 

The tree is a matchless symbol of the relationship between 

man and the ancestors. It reaches from beneath the earth to form a 

link between the living and the dead. This symbolism is best 

a • 
illustrated in Viviana Paques L arbre cosmique dans la pensee 

1 ̂  populaire et dans la vie quotidienne du nord-ouest africain, a 

study which examines the mythology of Blacks living in northern 

Africa who are descendants of Blacks from the Sudan. According to this 

transported mythology, there was a primordial egg, the top of which 

contained a white, dry substance, while the bottom half held red, 

moist matter. The halves were separated by a black substance in 

spiral (serpentine) form. When the egg broke, the white part, 

representing heaven and fire, and the red part, symbolic of earth and 

water, became separate eggs. The black spiral, symbol of fecundity 

broke into two sections—one a trident, the other a cone. The 

components fell, forming a configuration like that of the human body. 

The "white" egg became the head, the trident (also called the triple 

A / 

13. Vivana Paques, L arbre cosmique dans la pensee populaire 
et dans la vie quotidienne du nord-Quest africain (Paris: University 
of Paris, 1S6A), pp. 47-52. 
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serpent or tree) became the spinal column and the arms, the "red" 

egg became the stomach, and the cone became the legs. However, the 

upper portions of the figure have a more cosmic significance. The 

"white" egg (the head) represents the earth which is inhabited by man, 

while the "red" egg (the stomach) represents earth's reflection, a 

world inhabited by the genies. The tree (the spinal column) serves 

as a link between the two. The earth's reflection in its turn casts 

a reflection (dwelling place for other spirits) to which it is 

connected by yet another tree. 

Further evidence of the tree as a cosmic link between the dead 

and the living comes from east Africa in the Kikuyu tale on the origin 

14 
of fire. The hero visits the land of the dead and is told to climb 

the roots of a tree to reach the land of the living. A Mongo tale 

from Congo contains the same motif. 

Because Africans believe the tree to be their vital connection 

with the manes, each village has its ancestral tree which is the center 

for important decision-making. To sit beneath its branches is to be 

in the presence of the ancestors who possess all knowledge. There 

is a tale told by the Fanti of Ghana of how wisdom was dispersed when 

Anansi dashed the calabashes of knowledge at the foot of a tree, 

making it the site where man first received wisdom. This symbol 

representing the organization of man's body and of the cosmos, the 

14. Paulme et al., "Restitution," p. 190. 
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conduit between the living and the dead, this scene of the original 

dispersal of wisdom Studstill"'"^ calls the ancestral tree—seat of 

traditional knowledge and authority. 

It is therefore fitting that Sarzan ("Sarzan")'^ should 

receive his knowledge beneath the tamarind. Snobbish because of his 

s 

newly-acquired European learning, Sargeant Keita returns to his village 

to denounce the "manieres des sauvages" of his people. He demonstrates 

a complete lack of respect for the rituals of circumcision and sacrifice 

to the ancestors. 

Beneath the palaver tree one dusk, the ancestral dead gave 

Sarzan knowledge of their presence and made of him their prophet. 

Sarzan finally came to know their powers and what effect they could have 

on the living, and realized the need to respect the traditions they 

h 
had established. In his plaintive remark "Ecoute plutot les choses 

que les etres" is the affirmation that the ancestors may speak through 

any device and that things, though they may seem mute, have very often 

heard and seen more than men. For this reason they may know more and 

ought to be heeded. 

The tree is again the scene of the imparting of knowledge in 

Diop's "Les mamelles.Under the tamarind, favorite of the spirits, 

15. John Studstill, "L'arbre ancestral," in Le theme de 1' 
arbre dans les contes africains, 17 (Paris: SELAF, 1970), 119-137. 

16. Diop, Contes, p. 185. 

17. Diop, Contes, p. 37. "Les mamelles" is summarized on 
p. 34 of this study. 
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Koumba is told how to divest herself of her hump, knowledge given to 

her as a reward for her grace under affliction. The spirits must 

have observed her for a long time, and one day, as Koumba rested in 

the shade of the tamarind, she was instructed in how to make her 

body as straight and perfect as her spirit and her mind. 

One last vestige of the ancestral tree remains in two other 

18 19 
narratives by Diop. The men in "D'jabou N'Daw" and "Tel Sa M'Baye" 

gather in the shade of the tree for more than rest; they palaver 

there. In the center of the traditional African village is the 

palaver tree. It is as though the tree were expected to serve as a 

conduit, gathering the wisdom of the ancestors to send it coursing 

throughout the sap, finally to imbue the men who sit beneath its 

branches waiting to receive inspiration. They need wisdom in order to 

make decisions which will affect the life of the community. They 

expect assistance from the sacred tree; they expect that the all-

knowing ancestors will reveal to them the wisest way to conduct 

their earthly affairs. 

The Tree and Death 

The tree is an ambiguous symbol. While it may signify life 

and knowledge, it also has an association with death. One evidence 

of this association is the past tradition among the Wolof of burying 

18. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 108. 

19. Diop, Lavanes, p. 138. 
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griots in the trunks of baobab trees. In addition there are Limba 

and Ashanti tales which connect the tree with death. 

From the Limba come two tales—"The Man Killed for a 

Spinach Leaf" and "The Man Killed for a Banana"—in which the tree is 

20 
the site of death. In both stories, a young wife sets out to avenge 

the killing of her husband for a minor theft in time of famine. In 

each case she succeeds in killing the chief responsible and tricks his 

son into the upper branches of a tree where she leaves him, unclothed, 

to starve. 

91 
In Rattray's collection of Ashanti tales" there is one 

in which an old woman is promised wealth in exchange for sparing a 

silk-cotton tree in which an eagle wishes to raise its young. In 

violation of the pact, the old woman one day enlists the aid of 

other villagers in cutting down the tree. The young birds scream and 

the eagle, alerted, returns to restore the tree. Those who participated 

in chopping it down are swallowed up in its trunk. 

Another story records the tale of a young man who was forbidden 

to ever climb a palm tree. At the urging of his sweetheart, he did 

so and was caught in the trunk and squeezed. When the tree finally 

22 
released him the lovers melted into palm oil beneath the tree. 

20. Ruth Finnegan, Introduction to Limba Stories (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1967), pp. 131-140. 

21. R.S. Rattray, Akan-Ashanti Folk-Tales (1930; rpt. London: 
Clarendon Press, 1969), p. 17. 

22. Rattray, p. 49. 



While there is wide variance in the plots of the stories just 

summarized, two factors are shared: the tree is a malefic symbol and 

the tree "kills" in order to re-establish order. The selfish chiefs 

and their sons die because of a refusal to share food which, especially 

in time of famine, constitutes a violation of the kinship code. The 

choppers of the forbidden tree die since it is imperative that a 

promise, once given, must not be broken. The sweethearts suffer death 

for their disobedience. In each of these instances, punishment is 

meted out in order to restore the proper moral tone of the community. 

Diop and Dadie, one finds, treat the relationship between the tree 

and death only briefly and quite differently. 

23 
The malevolent trees of "Samba-de-la-nuit" are the work of 

the sorceress. In pursuit of Samba and his seven brothers, she 

transforms herself into a jujube with tempting fruit. Only Samba's 

quick-wittedness saves his brothers from tasting of the fruit which 

one must assume was poisoned. When its fruit is rejected, the tree 

withers. The brothers return home to a shady tamarind in the court. 

Samba, suspicious of this tree which has sprung up so quickly, cuts 

it down. The tree emits groans and shrivels. On a rainy night it is 

said that anyone can hear these groans and see the shriveled bodies 

of the sorceress and her daughters. 

23. Diop, Nouveaux contes, pp. 120-122. This story is 
summarized on p. 36 of this study. 
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Unquestionably these trees were used in an attempt to kill 

by first enticing the brothers with the sweet fruit and shade for 

which men traditionally turn to the tree. These gifts, meant for the 

benefit of life, would have become sources of death. The trees in 

this story are not re-establishing order by apportioning death. 

Since Samba and his brothers are innocent, the trees are a source of 

disorder and death. This is a reversal of the role of the tree; 

however, the reversal is not unique. It is found in "Little Thumb" 

9 L 25 
and in two Ashanti tales collected by Cardinall and Rattray in 

which a mother of eleven children can no longer feed her offspring. 

She conspires with the cotton-silk tree to have it drop branches on 

the children in order to kill them. The eleventh child, the enfant 

terrible, outwits the tree and saves his brothers. 

The evil mother does not appear in Diop's "Samba-de-la-nuit," 

but the tree in his story retains the purely malefic symbolism of 

the tree in the oral tales. Its role is to mete out death for which 

there is no moral justification. The tales of Cardinall, Rattray, and 

Diop share a common characteristic—they are tales of the enfant 

terrible. Just as Samba defeats the sorceress who represents Death, 

he must defeat the tree which she has taken for a disguise. 

The enfant, of necessity, must have the most formidable opponents, 

and he must overcome them. To defeat the universal symbol of authority— 

the tree—dramatizes the prowess of the enfant. 

24. Cardinall, p. 40. 

25. Rattray, p. 191. 
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• 
Dadie's use of the tree/death motif in "L'aveu" is in keeping 

with the question raised in that narrative: the modern lack of justice 

9 ft 
which is corroding traditional African morality. "L'aveu" does 

not emphasize the role of the tree. Nonetheless, it is in a tree 

that the murderer takes shelter, making the tree a malefic symbol 

in this story. The difference between the malefic tree here and the 

malefic tree in "Samba-de-la-nuit" is that "L'aveu" has no enfant 

terrible. This means that the use of the tree is not at all within 

tradition. However, seen as a reversal of the tree's role as 

/ 
dispenser of justice, Dadie's employment of the tree is apt in a 

context where injustice triumphs. 

Summary of the Tree Theme 

The symbolism of the tree, although broached in the discussion 

of the strange lands, emerges now as a sign of an almost mystical union 

between man and the cosmos. Its shape—crown, trunk, roots—is 

believed to reflect the shape of man and of the cosmos. Since 

traditional African thought conceives the worlds of the living and 

of the dead to be joined by the tree, and believes that all knowledge 

is derived from the ancestors who were instructed by God, it is natural 

that the tree is considered to be a dispenser of life, riches, and 

knowledge, and that it protects, initiates, and punishes by death, for 

these are the activities in which ancestors are involved. They 

• / 
26. Dadie, Legendes, p. 54. This story is summarized on p. 71 

of this study. 
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dispense necessities, riches, and punishments as man deserves them. 

The tree is one medium through which they exercise their influence. 

These multiple roles are seen in the narratives of Birago 

Diop. The tree is cast as a treasure trove (a role in which it is 

a purveyor of riches and knowledge), and an initiator and protective 

mother figure. As the ancestral tree, it dispenses knowledge, and it 

functions as the traditional malefic force in the enfant terrible tale. 

Diop has not altered the roles of the tree as the ethnologists have 

described them; it is Dadie who again gives us some variation from the 

traditional. The mother-protector tree is strong in "Le chien de 

Coffi," while the tree's association with the distribution of wealth is 

rather vague in "Le chasseur et le boa" and "Le miroir de la disette." 

Still the traditional symbolism in these stories is unchanged. It is 

to the malevolent tree that Dadie' gave new dimension. When the tree 

stands for evil in the traditional tale, it does so as a foil to the 

enfant terrible, who by definition, must triumph. Dadie uses the 

malefic symbolism, but as part of his exploration of the triumph of 

injustice. The tree provides shelter for a criminal who escapes 

punishment. In introducing this element, Dadie' deviates from the * 

traditional symbolism of the tree as the purveyor of justice. 



The Impossible Restitution Theme 

In the discussion of the significance of the impossible 

s 
restitution in the narratives of Dadie and Diop, the following 

stories were examined: 

Dadie 

"La cruche" 

/ / 

"La legende de la fumee" 

"Le pagne noir" 

Diop 

"La cuiller sale" 
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Analysis of the theme of the impossible restitution as reflected 

in the stories of Birago Diop and Bernard Dadie revealed the presence 

of foreign influence to a rather high degree. It is likely that the 

tales Diop wrote on this theme are responsible for some of the critical 

judgment which accuses him of having copied European tales."'" Such 

criticism does not take into account the fact that the same European 

influences appear in tales collected by anthropologists and ethnol

ogists. I suggest that this is an area in which African folklore 

(not Diop) has "renewed" itself by incorporating foreign themes into 

its own. 

Since specifics from the European theme of the impossible 

restitution are found in the traditional and written African tales, it 

seemed advisable to summarize elements of the theme from both cultures. 

In Europe the theme is pursued through a sequence in which: 

1. The hero, a badly abused stepchild, is sent on an errand 

(e.g., to wash an object in the river; gather spring 

flowers in winter). 

2. The hero drops the object and it is carried away by the 

river currents. 

1. Only Diop is being discussed here because his bound volumes 
were the first to appear and were the ones which inspired interest. 
His stories drew the critical acclaim and criticism first. The same 
charges were never made against Dadie. Moreover, only one review of 
Dadi^'s tales has been made according to, all the sources available. 
He is more appreciated for his travel recits and his theater. 
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3. The object must be retrieved or the task completed at 

all costs. 

4. While making the search, the hero has the opportunity to 

extend help and courtesy to a stranger (e.g., an old woman). 

5. These are tests the hero must pass, then he is aided in 

his search for the lost object and given a prestigious 

gift for himself, as well (e.g., riches). 

6. The anti-hero (usually a stepbrother or stepsister) becomes 

jealous of the hero's wealth and attempts an identical 

j ourney. 

7. The anti-hero is doomed to failure by his inability to 

pass the social tests. 

In comparison to this outline of the Aarne-Thompson 480, 

kind-unkind theme, Africa has unique plotline with a specificity all 

its own. From my personal observations and those of the ethnologists 

who participated in the writing of the symposium on the impossible 

restitution ("L*impossible restitution ou le cadeau prestigieux," 

Pauline, et al., 1968), I am able to construct the following plotline 

for African tales of this theme: 

1. The hero commits a fault (e.g.,loses or breaks an item 

lent to him). There is little if any tension between the 

lender and the borrower, and their relationship may 

reflect the realities of a matrilineal or patrilineal 

2. Antii A. Aarne and Stith Thompson, "The Types of the 
Folktale," FF Communications, 184 (1961), 164-167. 
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society. For example, the sister may be retrieving an 

object lent by her brother who is the future maternal 

uncle upon whom she and her children will depend. She 

will, therefore, feel constrained to make the restitution. 

2. The hero journeys most often to the land of the ancestral 

dead and occasionally to another type of strange land to 

find the lost item. The owner is exacting and will 

accept no substitution. 

3. The hero submits to ordeals, performs distasteful 

tasks, and exhibits courtesy in face of all this 

unpleasantness as a proof of his worthiness. 

4. Successful in these tests, he is helped in retrieving the 

object sought. This aid comes most often from a dead 

ancestor who awards, in addition, a prestigious gift 

(e.g.,fire, tobacco). 

5. The hero returns the lost object to its owner and shares 

his gift with the community. 

6. The anti-hero tries to keep the prestigious gift for 

himself and loses his fortune or status as a result. 

In all but a few particulars the African sequence corresponds 

to the European. The first variance is that there is a lack of 

extreme hostility between anti-hero and hero. Next, the African hero 

often visits the ancestral dead in order to find the object he lost; 

there is no comparable element in the European sequence. Then, the 
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African hero shares his prestigious gift with his community while the 

European hero excites the jealousy of his enemy by keeping his treasure 

to himself. This variance gives rise to the final difference: the 

African anti-hero has no necessity to make a parallel negative journey 

since he has the option of sharing in the gift along with the rest 

of the community. However, ir. his greed to monopolize the present, he 

loses all and finds in the end that he and his opponent (the hero) 

have reversed positions. The reversal has significance because many 

times an abnormal order exists at the opening of the tale. The left 

hand may be commanding the right hand, fear may be issuing orders to 

courage, or the younger brother may possess wealth while the elder 

brother is impoverished. Proper order is re-established by the events 

in the tale. 

Synopses follow of three of the tales examined in the ethno

graphic survey on the impossible restitution which illustrate the 

African sequence. In a Bete tale "La naissance de la lune," the 

left arm commands the right arm to take his lance and guard the rice 

fields against the buffalo. The right arm wounds an intruding buffalo 

which flees with the lance in its side. Left arm demands the lance, 

and right arm is compelled to search for it. He is aided by an old 

woman who gives him a talisman meant to cure the buffalo's wound. 

She gives him the moon as well. Right arm returns triumphant, restores 

the lance to its owner, and juggles the moon for the amusement of his 

3. Paulme et al., "Restitution, " p. 190. 
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neighbors. Left arm takes the moon one day. While he plays with it, 

the moon escapes to the sky. It is now left arm's turn to restore 

what he has lost. Since he is unable to do so, he must cede his 

power to right arm. 

The Kamba tell a tale about the origin of tobacco. It says 

that a porcupine ruined a corn field prompting a father to send his 

future son-in-law to protect the field. This is to be done by means 

of a lance carried to the son-in-law by his prospective bride. The 

porcupine is wounded and retreats into a hole with the lance still 

lodged in its side. The young man must follow, of course. He first 

meets his dead father who informs him that the porcupine is his 

deceased mother. In the village of the porcupines, the boy finds his 

mother who makes him a present of the lance and tobacco. The lance 

is returned to its owner and the tobacco shared with the father-in-

law. He is also given seeds that he may cultivate his own crop. 

The Kikuyu tale "L'origine du feu," begins with an interesting 

variation—the hero steals the lance with which he wounds the porcupine. 

His search carries him to the ancestral dead. They invite him to eat 

and he is wise enough to refuse. He is rewarded with the lance and 

fire. Once the lance is returned, the hero orders its owner to 

climb the smoke if he wishes to share in the prestigious gift. 

Naturally the anti-hero falls. The elders of the tribe decide that the 

gift will be shared by all, and they elevate the young man to chiefdom. 

The element of revenge sought by the hero is unusual, and the 

ethnologists suggest that deviations such as this may have to do with 
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differences in tribal kin relationships. The variance is proof 

that not every African tale adheres to the primary sequence with 

exactitude. Many of the variations, as well as reflecting tribal 

differences, may as well be demonstrations of an integration of African 

and European traditions. A Mongo tale which ends in a parallel 

negative trek, and an Ashanti tale which fits both the European and 

African specifications are cases in point. 

The Ashanti tale, gleaned from Rattray's collection, bears 

the cumbersome title "When Someone Spoils Something Belonging to You 

Do Not Accept Payment for It."^ It tells of an older sister who 

places a string of pearls and gold about the neck of her younger 

sister. While bathing in the river, the younger sister loses the 

necklace. By way of compensation, she must return with several 

nonsense articles. When she returns with the items, she also brings 

a mirror which she has purchased. The reflection of their deceased 

mother can be seen in the mirror. The elder sister breaks the mirror 

and is required to make a journey from which she never returns. 

What is specifically African in the sequence is the lack of 

tension between the two sisters, the error of the younger sister which 

serves as motivation for the journey, the appearance of the ancestral 

dead in the mirror, and the absence of a reward of wealth for the 

successful completion of the heorine's journey. Specifically 

European is the unsuccessful parallel journey, and the idea of 

4. Rattray, p. 88. 
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"purchasing" the mirror which, while not a part of the European 

sequence, demonstrates the intrusion of modern European values. Even 

the title reflects a value not expressed in any of the other tales as 

it suggests that the adamancy of the older sister was wrong. In the 

Bete', Kamba, and Kikuyu tales there is no question that the lender had 

a right to make his demands since the hero had made a mistake. The 

necessity for excessive or unfair restitution is sometimes misunderstood. 

It might best be comprehended by the Western mind in terms of lawsuits 

which compensate for inconvenience and suffering as well as injury. 

Claude Bremond refers to the "Shylock" quality of some of the demands 

in the African tales.^ This remark is based on a European system of 

values; to understand the African point of view, the reader may refer 

to Placide Tempel's explanation for such demands. When one has offended 

another in most African societies, reparation must be made. Since any 

object owned by a man shares in his essence, in his force, the loss 

of that object embodies a loss of "self." Exorbitant payments may be 

exacted which exceed the market value of the object lost, but they 

6 
must be paid in order to restore inner peace to the lender. The 

title of the Rattray tale suggests an African reinterpretation of an 

African value which has come under foreign criticism. 

With the specifics of the plotline of both cultures set forth, 

• 
it is now possible to examine the Diop and Dadie narratives in order 

5. Claude Bremond, "La specificite du theme africain," 
Cahiers d'etudes africaines, 30 VIII (1968), 201. 

6. See Appendix A on p. 232 Qf this study. 
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to observe how the European influence has worked within their stories. 

z / / 7 
Dadie's "La legende de la fumee" is an example of a story with a 

mixture of European and African specifics. Ccdjo's journey is motivated 

by the commission of a fault1—the breaking of a vase (African). 

However, it is also true that the vase belonged to an abusive step

mother who uses the vase as an excuse to rid herself of Codjo. This 

tension is European. The orphan reaches Death's domain, displays 

his mastery of self, and finally receives the similar vase requested 

by his stepmother: "Va tn'en chercher un au pays de la Mort." He 

does not meet an ancestor as required by the African plotline. The 

prestigious gift of immortality is bestowed on him, but not so that he 

may share it. This breaks the African code. Since Codjo alone is to 

be immortal, the gift is reclaimed by Death who comes for him. Death 

transforms Codjo into smoke. There is no anti-hero to make a parallel 

journey; this, too, is African. 

g 
The same dichotomy in influences is seen in "La cruche." 

Koffi, like Codjo, is an abused orphan. Like Codjo he breaks something 

belonging to his stepmother and the object must be replaced. Both 

motivations, the African fault and the European tension, are present. 

Koffi travels to the land of the dead where his dead mother replaces 

the pitcher he broke (African). In addition, Koffi receives gourds 

which, when broken, will bestow power and wealth. These are not 

/ / 
7. Dadie, Legendes, p. 55. See p.62 for a summary of this 

narrative. 

/ 
8. Dadie, Pagne, pp. 23-25. Page 38 of this study contains the 

summary of this story. 
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prestigious gifts in the African tradition as they are not. meant to 

be shared. Moreover, a parallel journey takes place in which Koffi's 

stepbrother is unsuccessful. This, too, is European. In short, 

Koffi's initial mistake and the visit to the land of the ancestral 

dead are the only elements which place "La cruche" in the African 

tradition of the impossible restitution. 

/ 

Evidence of the European specificity increases in Dadie's 

9 
title story, "Le pagne noir." First, Aiwa is an abused stepchild 

who is victimized by her stepmother. This unnatural tension is 

European. Second, Axwa has committed no fault, an act which is 

necessary in the African plotline. She is assigned an impossible 

task. African specifications require the replacement of the 

irreplaceable rather than the accomplishment of an impossible task. 

Third, A'iwa completes her task with the assistance of her mother whom 

she has located in the land of the dead (an African specification). 

Fourth, the ending of the story is neither traditionally African nor 

traditionally European as there are no riches or prestigious gifts 

for communal sharing. The end does, however, demonstrate the African 

belief in the influence of the. manes. -

The idea of integrating the European and African motifs in 

"Le pagne noir," "La cruche," and "La legende de la fumee" is not the 

invention of Bernard Dadie" as the existence of the oral Ashanti tale, 

"When Someone Spoils Something Belonging to You Do Not Accept Payment 

9. Dadie, Pagne, p. 18. See p. 40 of this study for a summary 
of this story. 



for It" proves. Dadie was not the first to integrate the European 

and African motifs of impossible restitution and neither was Diop, 

in spite of the fact that "La cuiller sale""^ contains a high degree 

of integration. 

Binta is an orphan badly mistreated by her stepmother. The 

malicious woman sends her to a specific sea to wash a spoon. The 

child passes the initiatory tests and returns with riches to keep. 

Her stepsister attempts and fails during a similar journey. 

The most obvious observation is that except for the para

phernalia and setting Diop's story meets no African specifications. 

No fault of Binta"s serves as an incentive for her trek; she is sent 

by a malevolent guardian to perform an impossible task, not to 

restore a lost possession. Binta does not visit a land of the ancestral 

dead but rather a domain of Death, she is not aided by an ancestor, she 

receives riches for herself only, and the tale ends in a negative 

journey by her stepsister. 

Summary of the Impossible Restitution Theme 

The amalgamation of African and European themes in the 

narratives of Diop and Dadie should not be interpreted to mean that these 

writers copied European motifs when they became acquainted with 

European literature. I believe the process was rather more complicated. 

The infiltration of European themes began with the first contacts 

between Africans and Europeans. Such similar themes, mutually shared, 

10. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 177. 
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would logically be the themes more easily influenced. The integration 

between the two cultural specifics in the theme of the impossible 

restitution had probably begun long before Diop and Dadie" thought 

of transcribing the tales into writing. Rattray's collection was 

first published in 1930, so that there was at least one tale illustrative 

of dual influences in circulation by that year. The first African 

storytellers who observed a similarity between their tales and those 

of the foreigners who had come to their lands surely were aware of the 

"new elements" they were incorporating into African stories from this 

new source. However, succeeding generations, which have become 

accustomed to the additions, might find it difficult to separate the 

"foreign" matter, if indeed they wished to make the effort. Such 

must be the case, I believe, with the melding of African and European 

elements in this theme of the impossible restitution. In many 

instances, Dadie and Diop, not being ethnologists, may have been 

unaware that the tales they had selected for transcription represented 

an integration of literary cultures. 

There is another aspect of this problem of which they were 

unaware if one judges from the lack of precision in identifying the 

sources of their stories. Their inaccuracy in this matter forces the 

omission from this discussion of any possible correlation between the 

sexual symbolism in the stories of impossible restitution and the social 

structure of the tribes from which these stories derive. 
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Anne Retel-Laurentin,^ who participated in the symposium on 

the impossible restitution, sought to study such correlations by 

using Levi Strauss' system of algebraic formulas designed to focus 

attention upon patterns in structural composition and in cosmological 

thought. Retel-Laurentin tried to ascertain whether or not social 

codes of behavior were reflected in the fact that a father gave a 

lance to a prospective son-in-law. Was it in reality an initiation 

involving virility and manhood, and, if so, did it reflect the way 

brides are bestowed in the tribe whence the tale sprang? Did the 

element of revenge in the Kikuyu myth on the origin of fire reflect 

a "social tension" acceptable in that tribe? 

The narratives written by Dadie and Diop on the theme of 

the impossible restitution contain spoons, loincloths, and vases. 

They are given from mother to son and mother to daughter. It is 

impossible to know that the items exchanged and the relationship 

between donor and recipient are of importance unless the exact tribal 

sources of the tales are known. Plainly, the relationship of these 

protagonists and the symbolism contained in the articles to be restored 

or cleansed is a subject deserving of a separate study and can not 

be sufficiently probed here. 

11. Pauline et al., "Restitution," p. 190. 
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The Chief Protagonists 

The African folktales have been classified according to 

cycles, the names of which are dependent upon the identity of the 

animal trickster in the tales. This examination has been concerned 

with the cosmology and mythology of some of the tales in the two 

largest cycles—that of the hare and that of the spider.^ Diop's 

stories belong, of course, to the hare cycle in which there are really 

a protagonist and an antagonist—the trickster, Leuk-the-hare and 

his foil, Bouki-the-hyena. The tales of the hare are found primarily 

in the terrains described as savannahs; however, hare tales have 

spread to other areas so that they may be found in the repertory of a 

griot of the spider, chameleon, or som^ other tradition. The narratives 

written by Dadie forn a part of the spider cycle, usually found in 

forest areas. Like the hare tale, the spider tale has also spread 

into other areas. The foes of Ka.cou Ananze, the spider, may be 

anyone. Often he is pitted against his own family and against God; 

however, the spider's relationship with his antagonists differs from 

that of the hare because the spider has different characteristics. 

It is true that both spider and hare are tricksters, no 

doubt because they are principally concerned with the playing of 

pranks and the defeating of their opponents. Yet, it should not be 

believed that a mischievous nature is the essence of either Leuk or 

\ / 
1. See Colardslle-Diarrassouba's Le llevre et l'araignee 

dans les contes de 1'Quest africain for a complete discussion on the 
geography of these tvo tricksters. 
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Kacou Ananze, or that the traits of one may be indiscriminately 

applied to the other. To understand to exactly what degree these 

two tricksters are similar and different, and why they are so, 

recourse must be had once again to the findings of the ethnologists 

who have probed beyond the visible activities of these tricksters 

in an effort to find their origin in mythological and cosmological 

African thought. 

The Hyena 

It is not possible to study Leuk without considering Bouki. 

In addition to reaffirming the fact that Bouki is Leuk's principal foe 

and the chief object of the latter's disdain, the myths discovered 

by the ethnologists show that the two were not always opponents. 

Before examining this myth and its relationship to Bouki, a look at 

the hyena, as Diop portrays him, is in order. 

The hyena of Diop's volumes is characterized above all by 

his insatiable greed. Even at the demise of the last of his clan, 

when preparation of a sumptuous meal is required to honor the deceased, 

Bouki prepares the bull reserved for this occasion for himself. When 

mourners ask for whom the three piles of meat are destined, Bouki 

replies that he will consume them all: "Celui-ci est pour moi. 

\ x 
Celui-la a N'Djour [N'Djour is the name of Bouki's clan of which he 

is the last surviving member.] Le dernier etait pour le premier qui y 

2 
toucherait et j'ai ma patte dessus." 

2. Diop, "Bouki, orpheline" in Lavanes, p. 92. 
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Further evidence of Bouki's greed is found in the story "La 

3 
tabaski de Bouki" in which he requests invitations to so many tables 

that he is unable to seat himself at even one- The tom-toms call him 

to the separate feasts all at the same time (his many hosts have 

arranged matters this way) so that as soon as Bouki reaches one door, 

he is called to another. Bouki has never heard of the proverbial 

"bird in the hand" for he consistently deserts one waiting table to run 

to the next. He chases these elusive meals until he lies panting from 

weakness. It is his need to have all that leaves him with nothing. 

Bouki demonstrates this grievous weakness in other stories 

as well. In one he is so gluttonous that he is willing to eat his own 

4 egg. The hyena begins by stealing a cow which he intends for his sole 

consumption. Tricked out of his meal and his attention diverted by the 

good taste of an ostrich egg, Bouki allows himself to be "hanged" in 

hopes of laying an egg of his own to eat. 

Another story pictures him as a boarder in the lion's den."* 

The grateful hyena, who was saved from starvation, becomes progressively 

less grateful as he becomes less hungry. In fact, Bouki "stuffs" 

himself. His first meal left his stomach so rotund that the lion 

cubs used it as a drum. 

3. Diop, Lavanes, p. 82. 

4. Diop, "Bouki et son oeuf" in Lavanes, p. 18. 

5. Diop, "Bouki, pensionnaire" in Nouveaux contes, p. 169. 
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"Le taureau de Bouki"*' finds the hyena again intent upon 

devouring the entire animal himself. He seeks distance and solitude 

deep in the bush so that he may avoid sharing. 

Finally, Bouki is seen to resent sharing with his own family 

whose care and feeding is specifically his responsibility.^ Unable to 

find food for his wife and children, Bouki secures meat from his 

mother-in-law's stock pen which he prepares to eat alone. Only 

because his children are aggressive do they get to share the meat. 

The wife and mother goes hungry. 

The degree of Bouki's insatiability is now evident. He is 

enslaved to his appetite to the point of neglecting his paternal and 

marital duties; the duties to other kin and neighbors have likewise 

been forsaken. This dereliction results in Bouki's spiritual isolation 

from his community, his family, and worst of all, from his ancestors— 

the source of life. In "Bouki, orpheline" he wanders without the 

solace of friend or relative. 

The second most salient characteristic of Bouki is his stupidity; 

he does not learn from his errors. Since he has taken Leuk with him 

in "Le taureau de Bouki" and been cheated out of his bull, he violates 

all the laws of common sense by requesting Leuk's company in "Bouki 

et son oeuf" where Bouki is almost strangled by Leuk's attempts to 

trick him out of his cow. In neither case does Bouki deserve the 

6. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 123. 

7. Diop, "Les deux gendres" in Nouveaux contes, p. 137. 
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bounties, for he has stolen them; however, that does not alter his 

stupidity at being tricked out of them, in the one instance because 

he is so ignorant of his own anatomy that he can be persuaded that he 

lays eggs, and in the other instance because he has failed to notice 

that the moon moves—a surprising failing for an inhabitant of the bush 

where the moon provides the only light at night. Diop tells us in 

g 
"Bouki sans Leuk" that the hare had despaired of ever being able 

to teach Bouki anything and had, therefore, left him to his own 

devices. From that time on Bouki suffered a series of misfortunes 

brought on by his stupidity. 

The incidents which emphasize this particular character 

trait are numerous. Bouki's stupidity often causes him to suffer 

physical discomfort or to sustain injuries, as evidenced in the 

9 
following three stories. In "Bouki et ses tablettes," he naively 

places his nose in the vicinity of a camel's hoof so that he may read 

the camel's name—a bit of ingenuousness which the camel punishes with 

a good swift kick. 

The grass-eating animals of "Bouki, herbivore11''"® make great 

sport of the hyena when Bouki wishes to join their ranks. Only horned 

animals may eat of grass they insist, and to each exception Bouki raises, 

they offer ridiculous replies (i.e., the camel has horns in his hump). 

8. Diop, Lavanes, p. 59. 

9. Diop, "Bouki et ses tablettes" in Lavanes, p. 64. 

10. Diop, "Bouki, herbivore" in Lavanes, p. 72. 
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Deceived by their lies, Bouki has heavy horns anchored to his head 

by a dozen arrow heads. Once the sun rises, the sizzling arrow heads 

produce vertigo and the horns become too heavy to be supported. 

Without his horns, Bouki never earns the right to eat grass. 

"Bouki, pensionnaire" is another story in which the hyena's 

stupidity is apparent. "Un large detour s'impose quand on trouve un 

nid de lionceaux!but Bouki can be trusted not to heed this 

advice, and he, characteristically, accepts Gaynde's hospitality. For 

a while Bouki believes himself to be a part of the family with all the 

inherent rights. However, his gluttony and stupidity lead him to 

apportion himself a grand share of Gaynde's kill, a bit of folly 

which costs him an eye. 

1 0 
Two more narratives, "Une commission" and "La lance de 1' 

v. -jo 
hyene" show that Bouki lacks the intelligence to know that the aroma 

of meat which is tantalizing him comes from the very packages he is 

carrying. 

Such are the ways in which Bouki betrays his incredible 

stupidity. To greed and stupidity may be appended other faults as 

well. Bouki is malicious, as is demonstrated in "La peau de Bouki"^ 

11. Diop, "Bouki, pensionnaire" in Nouveaux contes, p. 168. 

12. Diop, Contes, p. 193. 

13. Diop, Contes, p. 87. 

14. Diop, Lavanes, p. 99. 
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when he attempts to discredit the jackal and the hen. He is also 

a thief, as "Le taureau de Bouki" and "Bouki et son oeuf" illustrate. 

How is it that the hyena should be depicted in so negative a 

manner? The comment has often been made that moral qualities have 

been assigned according to the hyena's observed natural habits and its 

appearance. The hyena is a scavenger with an unpleasant odor, a voice 

which is distastefully nasal, and hind quarters which droop. All 

these characteristics, meaningless to an animal, are being interpreted 

by human beings to whose minds the hyena's repulsive physical 

characteristics bring thoughts of displeasing moral qualities. Since 

the hyena of the tales has been given human consciousness he has 

been associated with the displeasing moral characteristics which his 

appearance suggests (e.g., drooping hind quarters suggest cowardliness). 

This relationship between the hyena's character and physical attributes 

as defined in the folktales are but one explanation for that animal's 

negative image. Another is furnished in the mythological history 

surrounding the hyena. This background rests on a religious myth 

which spawned the myth of 1'homme-hyene" (the hyena-man) found in 

many sub-Saharan tales and finally the hyena of the tales of the hare 

cycle. 

15. On June 27, 1976, Jane Goodall's "The Hyena Story" 
appeared on ABC television. She demonstrated that the hyena is 
much maligned. Her films showed the hyena to be a loving mother 
and a hunter. At times the hyena may even be deprived of her kill 
by the lion. 
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The traits of "l'homme-hyene" are delineated in the tales 

gathered by Calame-Griaule and Ligers, some of which are summarized 

below.^ 

Tale (Bozo tale). ̂  A young man goes to the blacksmith to 

order a special lance (gaval) with which to kill a hyena-man. The 

hyena-man, also present, attempts to prevent the purchase of the lance 

which would kill him. He fails to do so. The young man, carrying 

the gaval, visits his sweetheart that night. The Kverenkvere (any 

anthropomorphic monster) awaits him on the road and is killed. 

Worried, the girl searches for her young man who is late. When she 

spies the corpse of the monster left by her fiance, she falls upon it, 

pounding it with her fists. The young man steps forth and assures her 

that the monster is already dead. 

Tale J5 (Bozo tale). This rather confusing tale introduces the 

element of challenge. A young woman goads her fiance and his friend 

into visiting her at night. The visit over, the two young men return 

to their village. The friend returns to the road to kill the hyena-

man which he then takes and places over the girl. He returns to warn 

the fiance' who rushes, nude and unarmed, to her rescue. He flings 

S v 
16. Genevieve Calame-Griaule and Z. Ligers, "L'homme-hyene 

dans la tradition soudanaise," L'homme (1961), 89-118. Hereafter 
cited as "L'homme-hyene." 

17. These tale numbers correspond to the numbers assigned 
the tales in the Calame-Griaule/Ligers article. 
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himself upon the monster. Then, hearing that the monster is already 

dead, he declares that he would have killed it had it not been dead. 

Tale 8^ (Bozo tale). This tale relates how a hyena-man 

continually attacked the young couples of a village, eating the 

husbands and sexually assaulting the wives for three days before 

consuming them. The villagers hired a stranger who promised to rid 

them of this evil. First he prepared a young man for sacrifice to the 

monster by poisoning his flesh. But the monster took medicine to 

counteract the poison. The stranger, who was to be rewarded by becoming 

chief and taking the chief's wives, followed the monster into the bush. 

There the stranger metamorphosed into a woman. The two engage in 

coitus, rendering each other impotent. The stranger manages to kill 

the Kverenkvere, but forfeits his sexual potency forever. Thus did 

impotency come into the world. 

Tale 10 (Songhay tale). The Songhay tell the story of a girl 

who went to a neighboring village to have her hair set. She met a 

monster on the road. Since it threatened to eat her, she accompanied 

it to its hole where she deloused it. When the hyena-man was asleep, 

she drove a lance through his ear. The villagers burned the corpse. 

Tale 12. One final Bozo-Songhay tale reported by a Bambara 

reveals how two young men of voracious appetites obtain from a 

sorcerer the power to metamorphose into hyenas. They forage at night 

eating men, women, and children. Finally one of them eats his mother, 

his father, his friend, leaving only the heads, hands, and feet, and 

then kills himself. 
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Besides these tales which circulate in the Sudan, the ethnol

ogists speak of having encountered "eye witnesses" attesting to the 

18 transformation of men into hyenas. Such men emerge at midnight and 

perform a ritual. They utter a formula which causes their tails to 

appear. Next they find an isolated spot in the bush. They leap three 

times while trying to force their tails into their mouths so that 

transformation may take place. The ritual is reversed in order to 

return to their human state. 

Men with this capacity are recognized by the physical traits 

they bear in resemblance to the hyena—hairy bodies, red eyes, red 

mouths around which flies cluster, nasal voices, and a gait which 

causes them to lean forward. The Kverenkvere bites it victim's 

throat and consumes the body exclusive of head, hands, and feet. He 

is reputed to be gluttonous, cowardly, and stupid. Owing to the 

mystery of their arts, the sorcerer, the sculptor, and the blacksmith 

are often suspected of being Kverenkveres. 

Finally, there is the basic religious myth which the ethnol

ogists report is widespread in the Sudan. It tells of how the seeds 

for two androgynous, fishlike beings were placed in a double placenta 

by God. One, impatient to be born, broke free of the placenta, 

carrying a piece of it with him and leaving his feminine personality 

behind. When he re-entered the placenta in search of his other "self," 

he committed incest. As punishment, he was circumcised, changed into 

\ 
18. Calame-Griaule and Ligers, "L'homme-hyene," p. 105. 
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an animal (the fox), and cast off from God and man. The twin was 

sacrificed and resurrected to restore the world order. From that 

time, the sacrificed one was to be the civilizing hero, Faro, who 

continually did battle with the vile fox. Faro was master of water, 

word, arts, and fertility. 

G. Calame-Griaule and Z. Ligers believe that the hyena has 

been substituted for the fox in some areas of the Sudan, and they 

point out that both the fox and hyena have nasal voices and unpleasant 

odors. In areas where the hyena is more numerous, the hyena would be 

a likely replacement. Certainly there are similarities between the 

character of the mythological fox and the hyena of the folktales. 

As Calame-Griaule and Ligers interpret the habits of the 

Kverenkvere, it is significant that the monster always metamorphoses in 

the bush. That factor results in an important contrast: village 

versus bush. It was earlier noted that the village is equated with 

acceptance, support, security, life (fecundity), and the bush 

signifies isolation, insecurity, death (sterility). As though to 

emphasize his opposition to all things positive, the hyena-man leaves 

the village to transform himself, he frequently camps between two 

villages at night and tries to prevent the union of lovers (prevent 

procreation). 

Calame-Griaule and Ligers also equate the hyena-man's gluttony 

with an insatiable appetite for sex. (In Tale 8 the monster sexually 

possessed the women whom he later ate). For the ethnologists these 
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actions establish the link between food and sex. They subsequently 

translate the monster's threats to "eat" his victims as a desire to 

gratify a sexual drive. 

The drive would have developed from the myth. Androgyny was 

the ideal state which the fox lost by precipitating his birth. The 

great sin of incest was committed by his attempts to reunite with his 

feminine aspect. One must think now of the hyena-man (substitute for 

the fox) who must put his tail (phallic symbol) in his mouth (female 

symbol) in order to metamorphose. Calame-Griaule and Ligers see that 

as a symbolic search for androgyny. 

The fox in mythology fails to recapture his androgyny and thus 

remains "incomplete"; the hyena-man represents the same "incompleteness." 

Consequently, his desire for sex which is openly expressed in some 

of the tales and symbolically expressed in others, is part of an 

endless quest for androgyny. 

If one accepts the Calame-Griaule/Ligers interpretations of 

the sex-food imagery, then Bouki's great appetite is not for food; 

rather it shows that Bouki is embarked upon an eternal quest for his 

femininity. He is longing for that perfect androgynous state. 

The fox of the myth was respected and feared as an equal 

partner. He was a worthy opponent not easily defeated. He tested 

the mettle of his complement, Faro. The Bouki of Diop's narratives 

is but a comic shadow of the myth. The conflicts between Bouki and 

Leuk never seem to be contests between equals. Bouki is unfailingly 
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stupid, and engineering his defeats hardly taxes Leuk's mental 

capacities. The myth, however, helps to explain Bouki's role. How 

much more significant are his antics such as racing about from one 

Tabaski to the other. How much more understandable is "Bouki, 

orpheline"^ who cares not a whit for respecting his ancestors. The 

glutton who would eat his egg and starve his wife in order to satisfy 

himself is more comprehensible. These are actions of one who has been 

forever separated from friends and kin. In light of the myth and 

the interpretation of Calame-Griaule and Ligers, the attention 

paid Bouki's physical qualities—the drooping hind quarters, the odor, 

the nasal cry—are more meaningful, for one knows they are associated 

with the putrefaction of the sin of incest and the shame of it. 

Thus, Bouki's role is fixed. Leuk may well despair of 

changing him, for mythology has decreed that Bouki must ever be as 

he is. The hyena does not possess within himself the remedy for 

change. He needs his female soul which has been lost to him forever. 

Yet, being an incomplete being, he is compelled to search for it for 

all eternity. 

The Hare 

In the myth of the fox, one brother was sacrificed and resur

rected to right the disorder caused by the fox. On the banks of the 

Niger river, the "paschal lamb" is called Faro—the master of water and 

word, inventor of musical instruments and rhythm, symbol of fertility. 

20. Calame-Griaule and Ligers, "L'homme-hyene," pp. 110 & 114. 
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In the cliffs inhabited by the Dogon, where once again the most complete 

version of the myth is to be found, the sacrificial victim is known 

21 
as Nommo. The heavenly bodies, the agricultural festivals, and the 

complete calendar of Dogon rites are intricately bound up in his 

crucifixion and resurrection. 

Amma required expiation for the sin committed by Ogo (the 

fox). Some Dogon say that his twin (the Nommo) claimed the right as 

his own. Other Dogon say that in order to avoid being put to death, 

Ogo persuaded Annua that he (Ogo) would be of future use to diviners. 

No matter how the selection of the victim was made, Amma 

himself performed the ceremony. He began by separating the souls of 

the double placenta, making eight souls from four. Henceforth the 

androgynous state was lost and sexual union would be necessary for the 

procreation of the human species. Next, Amma assumed the form of a 

fox and approached his victim. He placed the placenta of Ogo beneath 

that of the victim. With one stroke Amma cut Nommo's umbilical cord 

and castrated him. Blood from the wound impregnated the two placentas 

so that purification, reunion, and regeneration took place. Nommo 

was to remember that he had been castrated by the fox, and that memory 

was to be the source of the future conflict between the twins. 

All sin would have been expiated by the castration but for 

Ogo. He had been watching the proceedings, and when he thought the 

21. Note the difference in the spelling. The translator of 
Dieu d'eau spelled it Nummo. 
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victim was dying, he again attempted to re-enter his placenta. He 

succeeded in tearing away a piece of it (excision) before Nommo, 

seizing the extremity of Ogo's sex organ, circumcised him with his 

teeth. In addition, Ogo's teeth were broken, his tongue torn out, 

and his windpipe wounded in the struggle. His impure blood again 

defiled the earth making a more extreme sacrifice necessary. 

This time Noimno died standing in order to increase his 

suffering. He was bound to a tree, facing east, with his pectoral fins 

outstretched. During his suffering he cried out, and Amma served him 

water in a copper cup. Nommo drank too much water and regurgitated 

a serpent of water wrapped in grain from which were born some of the 

planets. Nommo was allowed to hang and suffer for some time. 

Finally, his head and his fins were severed so that his blood might 

flow and fertilize the earth. When the blood ceased to flow, Nommo's 

seven vital organs and his sex organ were preserved so that he might 

be resurrected. The remainder of the body was then cut into sixty 

pieces and divided into seven piles. These piles explain the 

appearance of a seven-star constellation called the "bracelet of the 

world." The seven piles were covered with Nommo's skin and carried to 

the south where the trail of blood ended. The flesh was redistributed 

into four piles which were flung in the four cardinal directions 

to purify the universe. Amma mixed the vital organs on the placenta in 

order to resuscitate Nommo. Simultaneously, four trees, which announced 

the resurrection, sprang up at the four cardinal points where the rest 

of the body had been flung. From the placenta of Nommo, Amma fashioned 

man. 
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Nonnno gave his body and blood to purify and fertilize the 

world. In each rite of animal sacrifice performed by the Dogon, a 

part of the original sacrifice of Nommo is being commemorated. 

It is important to make clear that the full significance of 

Nonnno can not be understood from the brief sketch presented here. 

A 99 
Complete information can be found in Le renard pale. However, 

the outline given makes clear Nommo's basic role. His fertilizing 

blood may be equated with the rains which make the earth fruitful. 

This makes him master of water. His essence (his "Word") flows 

through his blood and organs. When men commune they come into 

possession of that "Word." This makes him master of "the Word." 

His body and blood cause the earth and man to bear fruit, making him 

the symbol of fecundity. This same body and blood act as purifiers of 

the world; thus, Nommo is also symbol of good. 

G. Calame-Griaule and Z. Ligers see in this mythological 

figure the precursor of the hero of the hyena-man tales they studied. 

They note that androgynous symbolism is present in most of the tales 

(see tales 6, 8, and 10 on page 115 of this study). In two tales 

(this figure includes tales not summarized here but found in the 

article) a young man and his fiancee kill or assist in killing the 

hyena-man. The couple would constitute a substitute androgynous 

figure. In Tale 8 the hero actually changes his sex and becomes a 

22. Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen, Le renard i^le 
(Paris: University of Paris, 1965), pp. 175-384. 
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comely woman. Tale 10 has a heroine who kills the Kverenkvere with a 

masculine weapon—the lance (phallic symbol)—which she drives through 

his ear (female symbol). 

These heroes and heroines (the heroine of the one tale is an 

old woman; that tale is not summarized here), by their killing of 

the hyena-man, Insure the continuity of life, of fertility. As 

opposed to the nasal speech of the hyena-man, the victors can speak 

with clarity. In these ways (in Tale 8 there is even a sacrificial 

victim), the androgynous hero of the oral tales recalls the mythological 

opponents, Faro/fox-Nommo/Ogo. 

The Leuk who consistently bests Bouki in the Diop narratives 

resembles the mythological Nommo-Faro, as well. While Leuk is raa.it, 

the circumstances of his victories over Bouki are surrounded by 

23 feminine symbols. 

24 
The ruse employed to trick Bouki out of his bull centers 

around the moon(feminine symbol). Leuk fashions a noose (feminine 

25 
symbol) which he uses to entrap Bouki, and the egg which Bouki expects 

to lay when the noose is tightened is, of course a feminine symbol. In 

26 
"Les calebasses de Kouss," the cudgel which administers Bouki's 

23. "La lance de Bouki" does not come into the discussion 
because it is not by Leuk that Bouki is defeated in this story. However, 
I note that Bouki requests alterations of his lance (phallic symbol) 
which would render it useless (impotency) as a weapon. 

24. Diop, "Le taureau de Bouki" in Nouveaux contes, p. 123. 

25. Diop, "Bouki et son oeuf" in Lavanes, p. 18. 

26. Diop, Contes, p. 155. A summary of this story is found on 
p. 112 of this study. 
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punishment springs from the calabash (feminine symbol). In another 

re-enactment of the Nommo/Ogo-Faro/fox battle, Bouki stands wrestling 

the secret of the calabash from Leuk. Bouki has stuffed his jaw, 

feigning a toothache. Leuk inserts his paw in Bouki's mouth to 

investigate and is threatened with the loss of it if he does not 

divulge his secret. The sexual imagery in the stuffed jaw, the paw, 

and the mouth is obvious. 

As for Faro and his musical instruments, it will be remembered 

that Leuk is also a musician. As he follows the moon in "Le taureau de 

Bouki," he entertains himself on the ritti, a string instrument. 

In the area of intelligence the reader can see another of 

Leuk's affinities with Nommo-Faro. Leuk has the intelligence to do 

what is expected of him in "Les calebasses de Kouss." To the tree, 

to the genie, he is polite and receives the wealth he seeks. Leuk 

is clever enough to know of Bouki's ignorance and uses it against him. 

His use of the movement of the moon ("Le taureau de Bouki") and the 

matter of persuading the hyena that he can lay eggs ("Bouki et son oeuf") 

are proof of that. Ever agile of mind, Leuk makes use of unexpected 

opportunities whenever they present themselves. 

a 27 

Bouki is not always Leuk's opponent. In "La mort de l'ane" 

the struggle is between Leuk and the jackasses. The hare is not 

fooled by the pretended death of M'Bam for he knows of the jackass' 

great desire to repay subtle insults Leuk has made, and the jackass is 

easily led into farting and giving himself away. Leuk tricked the 

27. Diop, Lavanes, p. 28. 
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mighty king, the panther, the lion, and the elephant, and finally, 

v 28 
the entire bush in "Tours de lievre." The burrowing animals are 

greedy, the lion and panther vain of their beautiful coats, the 

elephant and monkey are credulous, and Leuk turns it all to his 

advantage. Finally, it was Leuk's cleverness which saved Gone', 

the child, from the crocodile. 

In all these encounters Leuk is triumphant. He outsmarts 

his principal foe, Bouki; he humbles the proud and the mighty; he 

shames the foolish and the vain; he champions abused innocence. Leuk 

personifies the ultimate victory of intelligence over brute strength 

and ignorance. His is the vindication of the weak. He possesses 

the power of the word. Here is a description of the use he made of it: 

"Tout le monde sait et a toujours su que la langue de Leuk-le-lievre 

v \ 
est bien a lui, que c'est-la son seul bien, parce que sa seule arme.... 

tout le monde l'avait toujours laisscf dire ce qu'il voulait bien 

faire sortir du bout de son toujours fremissant museau, verites vertes 

/ 29 
et crues, mais le plus souvent allusions voilees." 

In the presence of M'Bam, the jackass who could hardly help 

rolling on the ground, Leuk would say "se rouler par terre pouvait 

vous empoussierer l'echine mais ne vous tuait pas les poux.'1"^ 

28. Diop, Conteti, p. 107. 

29. Diop, Lavanes, p. 28 

30. Diop, Lavanes, p. 30. 
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Here is the master of the "word" (albeit turned to comic 

effect) who can pique his opponents with his tongue and use his 

intelligence to complete the job. 

One can see in the classic struggle between Noramo and Ogo 

the dual elements, good and evil, which are ever at war within the 

human being. The African affirms that good must win. That is why 

Leuk and Bouki, heirs to the Nomnio/Ogo myth, battle and why the hare 

always vanquishes his foe. 

Leuk of the "slipper ears" is comic, not cosmic, as he is 

presented by Birago Diop, and yet many of his actions are consistent 

with the noble aims of Nommo. His barbs are directed against the 

powerful and the wicked. He is a small creature yet he humbles the 

enormous elephant. He is weak and so his intelligence is his foil 

against the lion. He is clever so that he may outwit the stupid. On 

his own small scale, Leuk represents victory over the oppression and the 

chaos that natural differences in size, character, and mentality can 

cause. 

The Spider 

Who is the spider? 

A. W. Cardinall suggests that Anansi, the Ashanti spider-

trickster, is a composite of two traditions: one dealing with a hero 

o-i 
named Anansi and the other with the spider which is called anansi. 

In the north of Togoland where Cardinall gathered tales, the man-

trickster defeats the abusive king; while in the tales from the south 

31. Cardinall, p. 146. 
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of Togoland, it is against God himself that the spider-trickster is 

pitted. Cardinall believes that the names of the two became confused 

and spawned the differences of opinion that are reflected in African 

tales. Rattray notes that the spider stories (Anansesem) are called 

Nyankansem (words of the Sky-God), and he included in his collection a 

tale entitled "How It Came about That the Sky-God's Stories Came to 

Be Known As Spider Stories." It explains the change of name by 

recounting how the spider purchased the tales from Nyame. There is a 

hint here of some type of relationship between Nyame (God, of whom the 

sky is a symbol) and the spider. The findings of Bohumil Holas give 

support to the human origin of Anansi but also offer a mythological 

32 
explanation. There appear to be three explanations among the 

inhabitants of the Ivory Coast. First, Holas reveals that there are 

differences of opinion among the Bete' (southwest Ivory Coast) as to 

whether God was a supreme being who spawned a lesser god charged with 

carrying out the grand design of creation, or a union of two equal 

partners, Lago and Zakolo with different spheres of responsibility. 

Second, the Akan, the race to which the Ashanti and, consequently, the 

Agni-Baoule belong, believed Zakolo to have been a large black spider 

and the lesser deity who created the world. And finally, to add to 

the confusion, the Bete of Gagnoa believe Zakole to have been a 

civilizing hero of human lineage. 

32. Bohumil Holas, Les dieux d'Afrique noire (Paris: 
Geuthner, 1968), pp. 106-121. 
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Thus the spider is rumored to be linked to the human family 

and to the godhead. Whatever may be his true lineage, Holas sees 

similarities in the now-comic figure of the spider of the folktales and 

Lago, the supreme deity of the Bete whom Holas uses as an example. 

Holas traces the history of Lago back into the realms of 

/ / 

theology into which only a few Bete are privileged to be initiated; it 

is examined briefly here in order to better comprehend Lago. Ibo 

(water) and Peo (life) were two equal ideas which came out of the Void. 

They seem to have been shapeless and sexless. Each spawned descendants. 

The line called Dogboza sprang from Ibo; the line called Guedji 

descended from Peo. In the course of time, although abstract, these 

beings assumed sexual predispositions. From Ibo-Dogboza evolved 

the feminine functions realized in the mythological figure Ma'iye. 

From Peo-Guedji evolved the masculine functions which center in 

Lago. This history is known to all Bete; it is the point at which 

their knowledge of theology begins. 

As the myth continues, the women, led by Ma'iye, always won 

their battles with the men, led by Lago. There were no intimacies 

until Ma'iye, obeying a new instinct, made advances to Lago. When she 

grew large with child, the wars broke out again. This time, however, 

the women interrupted the hostilities to drink palm-wine. While they 

were inebriated the men killed Ma'iye. Her followers capitulated 

rapidly, but the struggle continues to this day. 
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Lago was the active member of the divine couple, but he acted 

indirectly through his children. To one of the offspring, Digbeu, 

went vigilance over earthly affairs and from him issue all good 

and all evil. 

Holas continues to describe the splintering of divine functions 

as they passed through succeeding generations, but there is no need to 

delve further for Lago's duties have been revealed. He is the foun-

tainhead of all virtues and all vices; therein lies his affinity with 

the spider of the folktales. Of particular interest are any affinities 

with Bernard Dadie's Kacou Ananze, and they are to be seen in several 

tales. 

Earlier in the discussion of the death/creditor motif, it was 

\ 
noted that Kacou Ananze dipped his finger in the co-mingled fat of 

Death and God's cow. It was an act of defiance which marked Kacou 

\ v 
Ananze as an equal of God. It is but one, for Kacou Ananze repeats 

/ 03 
his challenges to God in Dadie's "La vache de Dieu." In this story, 

he bests God and boasts of being his close consultant. Each night 

Kacou Ananze had slipped into the pasture and down the gullet of the 

cow to eat to his heart's content. The spider needed someone to 

blame for the shrinking cow; the hyena was available. Instructing 

the hyena not to eat the heart insured that the glutton would do just 

that. When the cow died and the hyena was found in its stomach, God 

>3 / \ 

believed the hyena to be responsible. In "La route" Kacou Ananze 

• 
33. Dadie, Pagne, p. 107. 

34. Dadie, Legendes, p. 90. 
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also outsmarts God and wins the hand of his daughter in marriage. 

There is certainly a hint here of a special relationship with God. 

Perhaps it is the result of the mythological bond. There is one more 

\ 35 
confrontation between God and Kacou Ananze in "La dot." This time 

it is God who triumphs. Kacou Ananze, despite his deceit, fails to 

find a specimen of every creature of the earth which eats. He is 

obliged to forfeit the hand of God's daughter. 

\ 
Whether Kacou Ananze wins or loses, the ability to challenge 

God is one he shares with no other creature, and there is the struggle 

between them which is always renewed. These are but minute indications 

which unfortunately can only raise questions that must remain 

\ 
unanswered. Kacou Ananze may or may not be displaying some of his 

mythological heritage. His struggles against God may represent one 

side of the divine personality struggling against the other. 

Holas tells us that the Bete, at least, do not see this tension 

as the conflict between good and evil, but rather as a necessary 

or 
refining process from which a finer human being should emerge. 

He believes such an interpretation to be in keeping with the system 

of initiations through which Africans pass, each successful one 

supposing the acquisition of certain good qualities. 

35. Dadie, Pagne, p. 133. 

36. Holas, p. 109. 
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In only one story does Dadie hint that Kacou Ananze might 

have been a human being: "La bosse de 1'araignee.In this 

narrative, Kacou Ananze claims to have cut the most handsome of 

figures before acquiring his hump. "En ce temps-la, j'etais un beau 

OQ S 
gars."J Kacou Ananze speaks so often in human terms that one can not 

be certain of his meaning. Is the reference to his youth as a boy 

or his youth as a spider? In this adventure the king's wives 

willingly abandon the king for Kacou Ananze. The conflict between 

the man-trickster and the king was part of the tradition noted in 

northern Togoland by Cardinall. 

In the remainder of his spider stories, Dadie presents a 

v 
rather malefic Kacou Ananze of the most negative qualities. In 

\ 
these tales Kacou Ananze is gluttonous, selfish, ungrateful, rud^ an 

abusive husband and father, and an oppressive ruler. His rudeness is 

39 \ 
noticeable in "Le miroir de la disette" where Kacou Ananze shows 

lack of respect for the queen's injunction against looking into the 

\ 

mirror. Rude guest that he is, Kacou Ananze looks and is sent back 

to the land of famine. From "La bosse de I'araignee" one learns that 

the spider has his hump because he was impolite enough to dance the 

midgets' dance against their explicit wishes. More of Kacou Ananze's 

rudeness and gluttony may be observed in "Araignee et la tortue." 

37. Dadie, Pagne, p. 36. 

/ 
38. Dadie, Pagne, p. 37. 

39. Dadie, Pagne, p. 7. 
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40 ^ 
After being feted in the squirrel's village, Kacou Ananze refuses to 

ignore the mad challenges of the tortoise. He must fight the tortoise 

\ 

instead, disregarding the fact that he, Kacou Ananze, is a guest. 

/ 
Of course, he loses as he deserves to lose. In "Les funerailles de la 

s 41 
mere iguane," the spider would starve his host to death while 

greedily consuming all the food destined for both of them. He will 

not even share food with his family. The spider is trapped and set 

afire in a field of sweet potatoes he is attempting to eat alone 

42 
("Les champs d'ignames"). He pays with a rather severe stomachache 

for hiding the honey on which he grows fat while his family grows thin. 

x s A A- s 
Finally, in the allegory "Le regne de l'araignee," Dadie, knowing 

that the spider is deemed a malicious creature, invests all his scorn 

for tyrants in the personnage of Kacou Ananze who is fearful of the 

light which must eventually mean his downfall. 

This group of stories reveals what is the most popular and 

\ 

widespread portrait of the spider. This Kacou Ananze is very much like 

Bouki; yet, unlike Bouki, he possesses intelligence. One may describe 

him as greedy and selfish, but never may one accuse him of stupidity. 

s 
Kacou Ananze's plots are clever. He is defeated more by his greed 

40. Dadie, "Araignee et la tortue" in Pagne, p. 63. 

41. Dadie, Pagne, p. 74. 

42. Dadie, Pagne, p. 121. 

43. Dadie, "Araignee, mauvais p^re" in Legendes, p. 71. 

44. Dadie, Legendes, p. 48. 
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than by his stupidity, and his opponents (unlike Leuk and Bouki) 

are also clever. Therefore, he embodies the positive quality of 

intelligence and the negative qualities of greed and malice. One 

might wish to see more dichotomy in his character (e.g., more 

positive characteristics); this connection with the godhead would be 

strengthened by such a dichotomy. Nonetheless, it is still possible 

\ 
to see in Kacou Ananze some of that tension symbolized by Lago. 

Summary of the Chief Protagonists 

The mythological figures from whom Leuk and Bouki are thought 

to descend represent a perfect dichotomy. Nommo/Faro is purity and 

goodness; the fox/Ogo is sin and gluttony. Leuk and Bouki have lost 

some of those contrasting characteristics while Leuk is a symbol of 

the triumph of intelligence and courage, he is also mischievous. 

While Bouki has retained the characteristics of gluttony and impurity 

(the consumption of carrion), he has lost the formidability of the 

fox. He is no longer the worthy opponent, but rather a consistently 

comic dupe. Still the two, Leuk and Bouki, are a complementary pair 

symbolizing intelligence and self-discipline on one hand, and stupidity 

and avarice on the other. In these aspects they resemble Nommo/Faro 

and Ogo/Fox. 

The Kacou Ananze of Dadie has lost some of the characteristics 

of Lago. Lago, like his counterparts of the hare cycle, was a perfect 

\ 
dichotomy as source of all evil and all good. Ananze has retained the 

malicious traits of Lago and Lago's intelligence, but he never 

appears as the author of good works. 
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The tricksters differ because they proceed from two different 

concepts of God. Leuk and Bouki represent co-equal partners in a 

\ 
dual godhead; Ananze descends from a single godhead with dual 

personalities. The struggles of these protagonists must continue, 

for they reflect the inner struggle of each human being. Leuk/ 

\ 

Bouki and Kacou Ananze have a high degree of human consciousness 

because they depict the antithesis in every human being; they are 

that "refining tension." 

None of these myths permit us to trace in an unbroken line 

the journey of the central figures from myth to folktale; therefore, 

use must be made of the knowledge available. The myths are there; 

the folktale protagonists are there; the similarities are there. 

It is for each person to accept or to reject the analogies made. 

Whatever the individual decision, the characters of the hare, the 

hyena, and the spider should prove more intriguing, more comprehensible, 

and richer for having been assessed against African mythology. 



CHAPTER 3 

NEW TRADITION, NEW GRIOTS 

In reading the tales written by Bernard Dadie/and Birago Diop 

from a mythological and cosmological point of view, the student of 

literature may experience some disappointment in not finding expression 

of the authors' personal interpretations of the themes of water, death, 

strange lands, the tree, and impossible restitution and in not finding 

more differences in terms of how each author used these themes. In 

spite of such expectations, the lack of difference in the substance 

and use of the themes is not surprising since the ethnological studies 

upon which this research relies proved that the symbols discussed have 

virtually the same significance throughout West Africa. Such findings 

are a clear demonstration that the mythological and cosmological con

tent of the tales is fixed. As oral tales were the sources upon which 

Dadie and Diop drew, it is to be expected that the mythological and 

cosmological elements of their narratives would be likewise fixed. 

The difference in the national origin of the writers could have only 

minimal effect upon the themes which were traced in their stories. More

over, the authors made no conscientious effort to draw attention to, to 

isolate, to dwell upon, or interpret the mythological and cosmological 

symbolism of the tales. This fact was ascertained in part through 

169 
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/ l 
questionnaires mailed to Diop and Dadie. To the question of what 

influence, if any, the symbolism contained in the five themes selected 

for study had upon the choice of tales they decided to write, Dr. Diop 

responded that he had not attempted to isolate symbolic themes for 

presentation, but had simply tried to tell tales. Indeed, he felt 

that had he begun with such considerations in mind, he would never have 

completed his task. 

Mr. Dadie was unavailable for comment. However, nothing in the 

biography written by Quillateau, nothing in the interview granted 

Quillateau, and nothing in his written works suggests that his aim was 

to use the narrative as an expository vehicle to analyze and/or inter

pret certain symbols or themes. While he expressed the belief that the 

African oral folktale was the repository of cosmogony, history, reli-

2 
gious beliefs, and a mirror of social relationships, there is nothing 

in such a statement to prove that he elected to write a specific story 

because of, for example, its tree symbolism. In fact, some of his 

inconsistencies—combining Animist origin-of-death themes with Christian 

allusions, omission of the ancestral tree from one ancestral land while 

including it in another—suggest that Dadie gave cosmological themes 

no forethought. 

/ 
1. Neither Dr. Diop nor Mr. Dadie responded to the question

naire. Dr. Diop elected to write a letter in which he addressed himself 
to some of the questions raised. An associate of Mr. Dadie's explained 
the author was not in the Ivory Coast and, consequently, could not reply 
to the questionnaire. 

2. Bernard Dadie, "Le role de la legende dans la culture 
populaire des Noirs d'Afrique,"Presence Africaine, 14-15 (1957), 168. 
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The lack of deliberate literary exploitation of African mytho-

' logy and cosmology, then, is responsible for the inability to find 

other than slight differences in the chosen themes as they appear in 

either author's narratives. Indeed, the similarity is reassuring in 

terms of the basic authenticity of their works. Here is provided for 

the reader evidence that the writing of the African tale need not auto

matically be accompanied by distortions of substantive concepts. Yet, 

any student of African Francophone literature is aware that the stories 

/ 
of Dadie and Diop, firmly rooted as they are in African cosmology, are 

somehow different. The reason lies not in which themes are traceable 

in their istories or in what variations can be confirmed in their indi

vidual treatment of those themes, but in the method of translating the 

African tale into writing. The differences between the two writers 

are not substantive but stylistic. 

The second portion of this study is devoted to a cursory examina' 

tion of how Diop and Dadie answered the challenges posed by translating 

oral tales to the written page. And their works are a translation, not 

a mere transcription. To be sure, there is a change from one language 

to another, but it is accomplished only within the broader, more Artis

tic change which takes place as these two writers seek to accommodate 

disparate audiences in their unification of two disparate literary 

traditions. 

Of the two publics for which both Diop and Dadie wrote, one was 

a small but knowledgeable African body anxious to see its indigenous 

literature integrated into the literature of the world, yet a body which 
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would be critical of any exotic distortions designed to cater to 

foreign tastes; the other was a non-African public, highly literate, 

much in need of a corrected view of Africa, divorced from the ancient 

oral tradition, and capable only of judging what is written. For this 

audience the two writers must find a way of capturing the griot's art 

in writing. The problems are immense and not entirely solvable. Even 

the employment of Western techniques of writing can not make inflections 

of the voice heard. Pantomime can be described but not made visible. 

The immediacy and intimacy shared between a participating audience and 

a live performer are not susceptible to translation. These are special 

qualities not intended for the printed page. And yet the two—the oral 

and the written—must be successfully wedded if the authors' divergent 

publics were to be satisfied. 

To understand the nature of the integration that must take place, 

it may be well to first enumerate the most important characteristics of 

the African oral tale, the prototype from which IKop and Dadie worked. 

The types and motifs of the folktale are omitted here for they are so 

numerous that any attempt to list them would constitute composing an 

index which it is not my purpose to do. The characters in the African 

oral tale are as often human as they are animal, and may even be veg

etable (a tree) or mineral (a stone). Yet, no matter what its type or 

motif, no matter who its protagonists, there are some attributes which 

many of the oral tales share in common: 



The events of the folktale are usually recounted 

from the perspective of the third person, chrono

logically, in a single plotline which may be 

complicated by unexpected "twists" or symmetri

cally lengthened by repetitions of the episodic 

adventures of the protagonist. 

The characters are not delineated because they 

represent types and not individuals, and because 

the personalities of the stock characters (e.g., 

trickster and his foils) are fully known and 

comprehended by the African audience. 

There are no descriptions of setting or emotions. 

The lack of setting adds universality to the 

tale and focuses attention upon the events and 

how the protagonists react to them which is the 

primary purpose of the tale. The lack of emotion 

is to be expected where characters are not 

studied. Moreover, some of this element may be 

added by the griot in performance. 

Dialogue plays a prominent role, frequently 

carrying the burden of the action. 

There may be an obvious didactic purpose to the 

tale, but as often the moral is secondary, the 
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spectators being amused by the cleverness of the 

protagonist, rather than the virtue of his 

behavior. 

6. The element of the "miraculous" may be present. 

7. Traditional opening and closing formulas may be 

used."^ 

Some of the characteristics mentioned are to be found in the written 

stories of Dadie and Diop, others are not, still others have been 

altered in their efforts to integrate the oral and written traditions 

While an exhaustive, point-by-point comparison of the narra

tives of the two authors with the oral folktale would be enlightening 

it is beyond the scope of this study. Such a comparison would be 

lengthy and intricate and merits an independent investigation. There 

fore, this analysis will be confined to one tale of each of the 

authors and versions of the same tales taken from oral or earlier 

collections. This method, which in no way pretends to be an exhaus

tive investigation into all the creative aspects of the talents of 

Dadie and Diop, will, nevertheless, offer some idea of how these men 

united ancient and newer traditions in literature. 

3. These characteristics are a composite of my own observa
tions, those of Kane in his study of Diop's narratives, and those 
of Linda De'gh in her article "Folk Narrative." 
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The Narrative Techniques of Bernard Dadie 

' / 
Dadie's "Araignee, mauvais pere" 

The Agni and the Baoule once fled from the Ashanti lands 

(known today as Ghana) across the Comoe river (in today's Ivory 

Coast) to found new tribal families. They are, consequently, 

Ashanti peoples. It is fortunate that there is extant a collec

tion of Akan-Ashanti tales which can furnish a prototype tale 

against which "Araignee, mauvais pere" can be measured. That 

tale, taken from the Rattray collection, is entitled "How It Came 

4 
about That Children Were First Whipped." Rattray's text is bi

lingual, offering the Akan language on one page and the English 

text on the page adjacent to it. Throughout the English ver

sion of the tale, Rattray has made concessions to English syntax 

by appending parentheses which enclose his own clarification of 

the Ashanti text. It was perhaps to avoid confusing the oral tale 

with the short story that Rattray elected to combine the dialogue 

and recitative portions of the tale. Any such separation of text 

might well remind the non-African reader of the short story and 

might distort his appreciation of the African tale. The combined 

text is a reminder that the tale was spoken. 

We do not really mean, we do not really mean, (that what 
we are going to say is true) 

4. Rattray, pp. 63-67. 
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HOW IT CAME ABOUT THAT CHILDREN WERE (FIRST) WHIPPED 

They say that (once upon a time) a great famine came, and that 
Father Ananse, the Spider, and his wife Aso, and his children, 
Ntikuma, Nyiwankonfwea (Thin-shanks), Afudotwedotwe (Belly-like-
to-Burst), and Tikonokono (Big-big-head), built a little settle
ment and lived in it. Every day the Spider used to go and bring 
food, wild yams, and they boiled and ate them. Now one day, 
Father Ananse went to the bush; he saw that a beautiful dish was 
standing there. He said, "This dish is beautiful." The dish said, 
"My name is not 'beautiful'." The Spider said, "What are you 
called?" It replied, "I am called, 'Fill-up-some-and-eat1The 
Spider said, "Fill up some that I may see." The dish filled up 
with palm-oil soup, and Ananse ate it all up. When he had finished, 
he asked the dish, saying, "What is your taboo?" The dish replied, 
"I hate a gun wad, and a little gourd cup." The Spider took the 
dish home, and went and placed it on the ceiling. Then Ananse 
went off to the bush and brought food, and Aso, when she had 
finished cooking, called Ananse, and he said, "Oh, yours is the 
real need, as for me, I am old man, what should I have to do with 
food, yours and these children's is the real necessity; if you 
are replete, then my ears have become quiet (from the sounds of 
your lamentations.)" When they had finished eating, then the 
Spider passed behind the hut, and went (and sat) on the ceiling 
where the dish was. He said, "This dish is beautiful." It replied, 
"My name is not 'beautiful'." He said, "What is your name?" It 
said, "I am called, 'Fill-up-some-and-eat'." Ananse said, "Fill 
up some for me to see." And it filled up a plate full of ground
nut soup, and Ananse ate. Every day when he rose up it was thus. 
Now, Ntikuma noticed that his father did not grow thin, in spite 
of the fact that they and he did not eat together, and Ntikuma 
kept watch on his father and saw what the father had got hold of. 
When the father went off to the bush, Ntikuma climbed up on top 
(of the ceiling) and saw the dish. He called his mother and 
brothers, and they went on top. Ntikuma said, "This dish is 
beautiful." It said, "I am not called 'beautiful'." He said, 
'Then what are you called?" It said, "My name is 'Fill-up-some-
and-eat'." He said, "Fill up a little that I may see." And the 
dish filled up to the brim with palm-oil soup. Ntikuma and his 
mother and brothers ate until all was finished. And now Ntikuma 
asked the dish, "What do you taboo?" The dish said, "I hate a gun 
wad and a small gourd cup." Ntikuma said to Afudotwedotwe (Belly-
like-to-burst), "Go and bring some for me." And he brought them, 
and he took the gun wad and touched it (the dish), and the little 
gourd cup and touched (the dish with it). Then they all descended. 
And Father Spider (meantime) had come back (from the bush with the 
wild yams). Aso finished cooking them. They called Ananse; he 
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replied, "Perhaps you didn't hear what I said; I said, from to-day 
onwards, when I come home with food, you may partake, for you are 
the ones in need." Aso and her children ate. Father Spider washed; 
he climbed up on the ceiling; he said, "This dish is beautiful." 
Complete silence! "This dish is beautiful." Complete silence! 
Father Spider said, "Ah! It must be on account of this cloth not 
being a beautiful one; I shall go and bring the one of the Oyoko 
clan tartan and put it on." And he descended to go and fetch the 
Oyoko clan tartan cloth to wear. He put on his sandals; he climbed 
up there (again). He said, "This dish is beautiful." Complete 
silence! "This dish is beautiful." Complete silence! He looked 
round the room and saw a gun wad and a little gourd cup were in it. 
Ananse said, "It's not one thing, it's not two things (i.e. without 
any doubt), it's Ntikuma." Ananse smashed the dish, and came down; 
he took off the Oyoko tartan cloth and laid it down, and went off 
to the bush. As he was going, he saw a very beautiful (thing called) 
Mpere, the whip, was hanging there. He said, "Oh, wonderful! This 
thing is more beautiful than the last; this whip is beautiful." The 
whip said, "I am not called 'beautiful'." He (the Spider) said, 
"Then what are you called?" It said, "I am called "Abiridiabrada' 
(that is to say, Swish-and-raise-weals)." And he said, "Swish a 
little for me to see." And the whip fell upon him. "Swish, swish, 
swish." Father Spider cried, "Pui! Pui!" A certain bird (sitting 
near by) said to Ananse, "Say Adwobere" (which means, cool-and-easy-
now). And Ananse said, "Adwobere." And the whip stopped beating 
him. And Ananse brought this whip home; and he went and placed it 
on the ceiling. Aso finished (cooking) the food; she said, "Ananse, 
come and eat." He replied, "Since you are still here (on earth), 
perhaps you have not any hole in your ears (and don't hear what I 
said), I shall not eat." Ananse climbed up above and went and sat 
down quietly. Then he came down again; and then he went again and 
hid himself somewhere. Then Ntikuma climbed up aloft. He said, 
"Oh, that father (of mine) has brought something again." Ntikuma 
said, "Mother, Nyiwankonfwea, Afudotwedotwe, come here, for what 
father has brought (this time) excels the last one by far." Then 
all of them climbed up (on the ceiling). Ntikuma said, "This thing 
is beautiful." It replied, "I am not called 'beautiful'." He said, 
"What is your name?" It said, "I am called 'Swish-and-raise-weals'." 
He said, "Swish a little for me to see." And that whip descended 
upon him and flogged them severely. Ananse stood aside and shouted, 
"Lay it on, lay it on, especially on Ntikima, lay it on him." Now 
when Ananse had watched and seen that they were properly flogged, 
he said, "Adwobere" (Cool-and-easy-now). Ananse came and took the 
whip and cut it up into small pieces and scattered them about. 
That is what made the whip come into the tribe. So it comes about 
that when you tell your child something, and he will not listen to 
you, we whip him. 
This, my story, which I have related, if it be sweet, (or) if it be 
not sweet, take some elsewhere, and let some come back to me. 
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This Ashanti tale opens with a traditional formula meant, some 

have speculated, to protect the storyteller in the event that the story 

was a thinly veiled criticism of the chief or some other important 

figure. No one is certain that this is the true explanation, and it 

may be worth noting that the Ashanti are not unlike the Irish or the 

Russians who called the telling of tales "lying."'' Whatever may be its 

true purpose, once the formula has been recited, the tale begins with

out further preliminaries. The reader is at once plunged into a terrible 

famine. The narrative moves along swiftly. Within the first fifteen 

sentences, Ananse's family has been introduced, he has encountered 

the beautiful dish with which he will deceive his family, he 

has learned the oral formula used to control the dish, and has begun to 

practice his chicanery on his family. There are no nonessential words 

as the story reveals in rapid succession Ananse's use of the dish, the 

discovery of his cheating, Ananse's finding of another "miraculous" 

object with which he will exact revenge, and the enactment of that 

revenge. The tale culminates in a closing formula which in essence 

expresses the wish that some truth has been learned by the listeners 

that they may share with others. The tale has been tersely told, the 

events enumerated as in a list, and the skeletal structure of the oral 

story stands revealed. There is hardly an adjective used. The reader 

knows that the famine is "great," the dish and the whip are "beautiful," 

Ananse lives in a "little settlement, the dish taboos a "small, gourd" 

5. Linda Degh, "Folk Narrative" in Folklore and Folklife; an 
Introduction, Ed. Klchard M. Dorson (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1972), p. 60. 
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cup, the dish serves, "ground-nut" and "palm-oil" soups. The reader 

must supply any idea of setting from his own imagination and from what 

transpires in the story. The description of emotions is no more emphat

ic. One must deduce from Ananse's actions what his feelings are. The 

fact that he does not share his good fortune with his family, that he 

immediately suspects his son when the taboo has been broken, that he 

admonishes the whip to soundly thrash his family reveal that Ananse has 

few, if any, gentle sentiments towards them. Yet the narrator never 

describes Ananse's emotions. There is no stated indication that the 

spider dislikes his family or that he is happy in his vengeance. This 

economy of words results in a more intense focus of the listener's 

attention upon the situation and a more universal appeal since the plot 

is not fixed definitely in time and place. On the contrary, it may 

occur among any people at any time and in any place. It must also be 

remembered that this tale is an oral one, intended for a listening, 

live audience. The implications of this fact are that the storyteller 

by gesture, intonation, pantomine, and dramatic pause may supply some 

of the feeling which is missed in a written transcription. The audience, 

too, through its participation may express feeling. It is not meant by 

an expression of feelings that there will be tears of sympathy for the 

flogged or shouts of praise when the taboo is broken. Even in those 

written tales in which some emotion is expressed, that expression does 

not evoke sympathy for victims. The Africans apparently admire those 

who can extract themselves from difficult situations by dint of brain 

and virtue, and they waste no pity on those who can not. What would be 
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admired in the tale under discussion is the ability of the opponents to 

outwit each other. From this battle of wits will be evoked any feelings 

of pleasure or satisfaction derived from the hearing cf the tale; no 

descriptive phrases will attempt to persuade the audience to feel one 

way or another. 

Looking at the form in which the tale has been recorded at first 

conceals the fact that the story is composed of recitative and dialogue, 

the action relies greatly upon this dialogue, and that the dialogue 

lends symmetry. The story can be divided into two halves: the first 

devoted to Ananse's deception and punishment, the second to his revenge 

and the punishment of his family. Within each half there are speeches 

which move the action forward and oral formulae which serve as periodic 

refrains and divide the action of the tale after each phase of 

development. 

There are five spoken portions, the first of which is a dialogue 

between Ananse and his wife and which puts Ananse's plan into operation. 

The second is a one-sentence monologue, an order, given by Ntikuma. 

There is no verbal response to Ananse; the brother simply brings the 

objects necessary to break the taboo as he is bid. The third is similar, 

having no verbal response. It is one line, again an order, spoken by 

the bird who discloses to Ananse the secret formula for stopping the 

whip. The fourth is a dialogue held between Ananse and his wife in 

which he reminds her of his fast. The reminder takes place after the 

secret of the dish has been discovered and thereby raises suspicions 

that Ananse has found another bountiful source of good food for his 
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hiding place. This dialogue prepares the second deception. The fifth 

is the monologue spoken by Ntikuma to call the rest of the family to 

see the new "thing" that Ananse has secreted away. Each of these 

speeches performs a valid function in the story. Each moves the action 

forward to its next phase and each helps to "break" the monotony of a 

tale told entirely by recitative. 

The oral formulae, of which there are two (one dealing with Ananse's 

deception, the other with his revenge), serve as stimulants to action as 

well as periodic refrains which mark progression from one stage to 

another in the plot. The initial incantation of the beautiful dish 

formula inspires Ananse to deceive his family and separates the brief 

remarks of setting from the implementation of Ananse's scheme. When 

next recited, this formula marks a division between Ananse's initiation 

of the scheme and its actual operation. The third recitation of the 

formula divides the operation of Ananse's scheme from his family's 

discovery of his chicanery. The fourth incantation remains incomplete 

because Ntikuma has broken the taboo. This unsuccessful attempt at 

incantation comes at the transitional point in the story and is the 

stimulant to Ananse's quest for vengeance. The new whip formula is 

introduced, marking the beginning of the second half of the tale and 

the beginning of the spider's revenge. When the formula is again 

spoken, it is to exact punishment from Ananse's family and bring the 

tale to a close. 
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In addition to helping to establish some symmetry and motiva

tion, these incantations aid in breaking the monotony of the recita

tive, but in so doing, they create a repetitious pattern. Such a pat

tern anticipates what is to happen next. This is a technique dear to 

Africans. On one hand it is an aid to memorization of an oral litera

ture, on the other, it is an aid to creating rhythm. Senghor explains 

the significance of rhythm to the African: "Qu'est-ce que le rythme? 

C'est 1'architecture de l'etre, le dynaraisme interne qui lui donne forme, 

le systeme d'ondes qu'il emet a l'adresse des autres, l'expression 

dure de la Force vitale. Le rythme, c'est le choc vibratoire, la 

force qui, a travers les sens, nous saisit a la racine de l'etre."^ 

The periodic repetition of the oral formulas in this tale contributes 

to this African need. These ritual formulas can also be equated to 

the earlier discussion on water and the word. 

All words, issuing as they do from the buccal cavity, come forth 

on moisture as do these formulae. Furthermore, the word has the power 

to alter and order life as do these formulae. The word in this Ashanti 

tale dispels hunger and metes cut punishment in a clear demonstration 

of its omnipotence. 

As this is an oral tale and meant to be heard, not read, it is 

told in the third person. The reader must imagine a griot before him 

and that he is part of a live and listening audience. The narrator 

6. Leopold S. Senghor, "L'esthetique negro-africaine," 
Liherte 1 : negritude et humanisme (Paris: Les Editions du Seuil, 
1964), pp. 211-212. 
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makes the story easy to grasp by adhering to a simple plotline. While 

there are stages of development in the plot and two distinct halves, 

there is but one plot which shows how Ananse, in time of severe drought, 

continued to deceive his family by keeping secret a source of good 

food. The twist given the plot is that it is used to explain why 

/ . / 

children are whipped, and as will be seen in Dadie s Araignee, mauvais 

pere"^ the same plot is used to explain the vagabond nature of the 

spider. 

In a rare deviation from practice, this Ashanti tale momentarily 

describes coinciding actions. All, save one of the events, are told in 

order of occurrence, one action succeeding the other. However, at the 

time of Ntikuma's discovery of his father's trick, the narrator says 

"And Father Spider (meantime) had come back" indicating that the return 

had happened while the family was rendering the beautiful dish useless. 

g 
Rattray, in his introduction (page vi) does indicate that he was forced 

to alter tenses occasionally because the storytellers observed no 

sequence which would seem logical to non-African minds. This brief 

lapse in chronological order, then, may well be the result of problems 

encountered in translating from Akan to English. 

Just as there is no description of scenery or emotions, there 

is no indepth description of the characters. What they represent must 

be divined from their actions. The reader is given a modicum of help in 

7. Dadie, Iep,endes, p. 74. 

8. Rattray, Akan-Ashanti Folk-Tales, p. vi. 
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two instances—Ananse's recognition of Ntikuma's handiwork in the break

ing of the taboo, and Ntikurna's certainty that his father was deceiving 

them. The characters are given names, some of which are humorous jibes 

at the spider's physiognomy, but none of them give insights into the 

character of the protagonist and his foils. Moreover, these characters 

need not be delineated for the African audience. Ananse is a known 

entity and so is his family. Africans know what to expect from them. 

From years of listening to his adventures they perceive that he is a 

gluttonous and deceitful character. This knowledge has been disengaged 

not from sentiments expressed by the storyteller, but from observation 

of Ananse's actions. The African listener, owing to this abstinence 

on the part of the griot, has perhaps a better opportunity to form his 

own judgment and use his own imagination than the Western reader who 

expects to find the narrator's point of view somewhere in his story. 

The tone of the Ashanti tale is humorous. The comic element in 

the names of Ananse's children has already been mentioned. There is 

comedy in the formula-names of the dish and whip as well. Immediately 

upon hearing them, the listener is moved to laughter, knowing that soon 

the names will be graphically demonstrated. There is little comic 

onomatopoeia here, only the "swish" of the whip and the "pui, pui" of 

Ananse's pain. Most of the comic tone is derived from the incongruity 

in what the audience knows of the schemes that the protagonists do not. 

The audience may laugh at Ananse's mock piety in giving all the food 

garnered in the bush to his family because the audience knows that he 

speaks in mock piety. It is funny when Father Spider scurries off to 
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his hiding place without eating because the audience knows that the 

taboo has been broken. The listener laughs again when Ananse repeats 

his little drama with the second "miraculous" gift and when Ntikuraa is 

fooled by the scene, for the listener knows what awaits him. It is the 

anticipation constructed upon what the audience knows that moves to 

laughter here, and one must imagine the accompanying pantomine of the 

storyteller. 

In this tale, the "miraculous" is present. And miracles through 

talking animals, dishes, and whips may be to non-Africans, they are not 

so to Africans. They unhesitatingly accept these phenomena; it is man

ifestation of that African surrealism in which everything is possible 

for everything has a life-force of its own. 

This analysis is admittedly brief, but supplies the necessary 

/ 

framework against which Dadie's tale may be assessed. Exactly which 

/ 
version of this story Dadie based his on is unknown. The one or ones 

he used for reference would all have differed in some aspects for it is 

the duty of the storyteller to place hi:; own stamp of originality upon 

a tale. It can not be expected, then, that "Araignee, mauvais pere" 

will have exactly the same twists of plot as the Ashanti tale. The 

kernel of both stories, however, is the same. It is noc for slavish 

imitation that Dadie's work is to be examined, but rather for basic 

authenticity and for those special qualities of talent which separate 

his narrative from the oral tale. 

If one focuses attention upon the opening and closing of 

"Araignee, mauvais pere," some differences become immediately apparent. 
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/ 

Dadie avoids commencing and terminating his story with traditional 

formulas. However, he pays respect to the practice by incorporating 

his own version of the traditional opening formula within the tale 

itself. "Ecoutez encore ce mensonge, les mensonges ont la vie dure et 

les contes ne sont que des mensonges...." Thus does Dadie7 restate the 

ancient disclaimer. And if it is not stated at the very opening of the 

tale, it does come at the end of the introductory matter. The reader 

does not find himself in the midst of famine immediately. Instead, 

Dadie, sensitive to the needs of a reading and uninitiated audience, 

first defines the character of the spider and his family. He continues 

with his recitation of the opening formula which is followed by a 

lengthy description of the famine and its effects. One of these effects 

is a shortage of good food, and even though Ekedeba spends all day hunt

ing he can find nothing suitable for his family to eat. Dadie next 

introduces Ekedeba's first scheme (the fly recipe) which will enable 

his family to eat and him to hunt successfully, the motivation for the 

second scheme (concealment of his "fetish" of honey), the foiling of 

Ekedeba's plot, and the subsequent punishment which drove him from home, 

forever to wander. 

There is nothing in Dadie's story of the parsimonious use of 

words found in the oral tale; a great deal has been added to the 

"skeleton." Where there were hardly words of description to be found 

in the oral tale, they abound here. Dadie knows his Western audience; 

a great famine is not sufficient description for them. He must describe 

how great it is. It is peerless; it has caused more deaths than the 
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Great Flood. The author then launches into a description of the 

drought's effects upon the land. The earth is scorched, streams have 

disappeared, and plant life has died. The effects upon man have been 

no less disastrous. Dadie speaks of the piles of bleached bones and 

rotting corpses infested with flies. For the reader who has never 

knovm or seen the effects of mass hunger and mass death, for the reader 

who inhabits a concrete paved city and has never seen a drought-stricken 

countryside, the scene Dadie depicts becomes visible to the mind's eye. 

The next descriptive passage is of Ekedeba's hunt. Only flies 

are to be found, and Father Spider has become so dizzy from hunger and 

thirst that he is seeing mirages. And finally, Dadie describes Ekedeba's 

punishment. Burning inside from the effects of the pepper solution, 

Ekedeba rolls on the floor in misery. 

There are, of course, more adjectives interspersed throughout 

the tale. Dadie, in fact, rarely uses a noun without qualifying it. 

The result is a vivid picture for the reader that does not distort the 

facts as known to Africans. While there is a setting, it is not so 

firmly fixed or intricately bound up in the plot that it may only apply 

to a specific country or village in Africa. Thus, the universal out

look is preserved, and attention is still focused on the characters and 

how they solve their problems. 

Dadie depicts emotions and moods in this story. As Ekedeba is 

revealing his gourmet recipe for the preparation of flies, there is 

mock piety described by Dadie in the words. "Et Colou le gifla, ce 
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9 
pauvre mari, qui en guise de confession lui ditThe word 

"pauvre" as used here is not meant to evoke sympathy and is part of 

the mockery. Dadie makes use of words such as "facher," "apeuree," 

"indignee," "excede," 'comble de misere," "espoir," "de'sespoir" which 

help to paint feelings. This is a decided departure from the oral 

tale, but it is in keeping with the needs of the reading public. More

over, the sentiments described are not in disharmony with the scenes 

in which they are used and probably evoke in the reader the same 

reaction listeners might have to the griot's pantomine. Dadie is 

aware that his readers are not privileged to have the direct communica

tion with the storyteller which a live audience has; his frequent use 

of description is meant to compensate for this inequality. Skillfully, 

manipulated by Dadie, this evocation of emotions helps the Westerner 

understand how the African feels about his tales. That pity is not 

evoked can only mean that the uninitiated reader is being advised of 

the inappropriateness of such a sentiment and invited to see the situa

tion from the African perspective. 

Tlae most obvious difference between the form of the Ashanti tale 

and Dadie's is thac the author separates the dialogue from the recita

tive, a common practice in short-story writing. It is possible to 

divide Dadie's story into two halves, but the symmetry so evident in 

the oral tale is not present in the written version. This is due most 

/ 

ostensibly to the fact that one half of. Dadie's story is not a mere 

/ / 

9. Dadie, Legendes, p. 76. 
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replica of the other. One misses the bimembration of the oral tale. 

/ 

The opening half of "Araignee, mauvais pere" introduces the spider 

family, describes the devastation caused by extreme drought, and 

Ekedeba's solution to the problem of feeding his family. Part two 

depicts Father Spider's discovery of the honey-jar fetish, his scheme 

to retain this bounty for himself, the discovery of his deception, and 

his punishment. In brief, the second half of the tale is a continua-

/ 

tion, rather than a mirror of the first half. Dadie gives the merest 

mention to the formulas which Ekedeba repeats in order to benefit from 

the services of his fetish, but the author never reveals the actual 

words. There are, consequently, no periodic, rhythmic refrains to mark 

the accomplishment of a stage of progress in the plot. However, the 

six spoken portions appear at pertinent stages in the story. 

The first is the dialogue between Ekedeba and Colou in which 

the former persuades his wife to try an experimental recipe for flies. 

The recipe has the recommendation of having been devised by the ances

tors and is pertinent because it provides the spiders with a means to 

exist when all about them are succumbing. The next conversation takes 

place between Father Spider and the fetish. This dialogue is the moti-

vating force behind Ekedeba's decision to deceive his family. Once 

Ekedeba has brought the fetish home, he must contrive to keep it to 

himself. The third dialogue discloses his method of doing so. The 

next spoken words constitute a brief monologue demonstrating the family's 

suspicions of Father Spider. The content of the monologue provides 

motivation for the investigation of the fetish. The last two speeches, 
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one a monologue and one a dialogue deal with Ekedeba s punishment. 

The monologue reveals that the fetish has been tampered with while the 

/ / 

dialogue depicts Ekedeba's torment at the hands of his family. Each 

bit of speech contributes in some way to the advancement of the plot; 

not one is gratuitous. Because the speeches are not repetitious and 

because they do not occur at more or less regularly spaced intervals, 

the symmetrical rhythm which a folktale usually possesses has been 

broken down. Consequently, the story reads like a short story. This 

is a concession to the contemporary Western reader whom Dadie wishes 

to reach. As opposed to the African adult who currently listens to 

folktales, today's Western adult is a reader of novels and short stories. 

He is, therefore, somewhat divorced from the old European folktale and 

the rhythm and repetition contained in them no longer hold special 

delights for him. On the contrary, the non-African reader is likely 

to be bored by such techniques which he might consider to be simplistic. 

/ 

Thus Dadie's intricate weaving of recitative and dialogue with no obvious 

pattern would find favor with the Western reader. Dadie's story unfolds 

in what might be called a more realistic manner. 

/ 

That Dadie discerned a difference in his audiences is cldar 

from the following statement which contains an observation Dadie made 

to Traore: 

/ 

Par ailleurs, il faut croire avec Bernard Dadie que les 
dispositions d'esprit sont tout-^-fait differentes entre le 
lecteur europeen etl' auditeur africian. On ne peut que 
s'accorder avec lui lorsqu' il affirme que "nous ne somraes 
pas, nous autres, presses comme les Europeens, d'arriver au 
denouement. Ouand quelque chose nous plait, sa repetition 
nous plait davantage." II s'agit d'une question de gout 
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inherent au mode de vie et \ la ment.alite' meme de 
1'Africain.10 

/ 

Still it can not be said that Dadie has forgotten the remainder 

of his public—the Africans who will find the essence of this tale of 

the spider unchanged. The characteristics of the spider family, the 

type of adventures that family has, the meaning and purpose of the 

narrative all remain African. Father Spider remains the malicious 

trickster engaged in a battle of wits which he intends to win in any 

manner possible. 

If there is one element of the African perspective which is 

/ 

weakened in Dadie's version, it is the sense of the power of the word. 

The lack of formulaic expressions is responsible for this. The word as 

presented in mythology is formalized, it commands. The ritual incanta

tion of the oral tale preserves that quality. Without such oral formu

las to set events in motion, the power of the word in "Araignee, mauvais 

pere" loses that pontifical quality. The word and its power are demon

strated once through the recipe for flies which is an example of the 

word from the ancestors. Ensconced as it is in Ekedeba's persuasive 

tone, it is at once less formal and less assertive. The word and its 

power are seen a second time in the encounter with the fetish. A 

disembodied voice rings out and exacts promises from Ekedeba in return 

for good fortune. Thus, despite 'the diminution of the role of the word, 

it has not been entirely sacrificed. 

10. Mo'namadou Kane, Les contes d'Aroadcu Kouir.ba: du conte 
traditlonne.l au conte moderne d'expression fran^aise (Dakar: 
Universite'de Dakar, 1968), p. 120. Hereafter cited as Du conte 

traditionnel. 
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One other developmental difference between the two tales remains. 

In the oral tale, the spider is triumphant in spite of his chicanery; 

in the written tale, he is punished. The justifiable punishment in

flicted upon Ekedeba may well represent another version of the tale as 

told among the Agni, or it may be the Catholic Dadie's concession to 

the justice and moral right in which he so fervently believes. 

The structural modifications Dadie makes in "Araignee, mauvais 

pere" are perhaps, then, an exercise of the griot's privilege and, 

indeed, professional obligation of recounting tales with some artistic 

embellishment. In addition Dadie has the burden of appealing to a pub

lic of diversified tastes and interests. Nothing that he has done 

should impede the comprehension and enjoyment of any segment of that 

public. Africans can recognize in his story attitudes and beliefs 

they cherish written in a manner designed to aid their appreciation of 

these very attitudes and beliefs. 

Dadie's "Araignee, mauvais pere" was composed to be read not 

heard, yet the African tale is traditionally performed. In this story 

the author attempts to create at least the feeling of an oral performance 

* 

by a simple technique. While the story is related in the third person, 

Dadie interrupts at one point to identify the narrator, the old woman 

Taya. The advantage of such strategy is that the reader is immediately 

made part of an audience "listening" to the story rather than reading 

it. "Ecoute,"^ Taya admonishes and the reader takes his place in the 

11. Dadie, Legendes, p. 75. 
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circle of expectant faces and attentive ears. The narrator inter

venes twice more. The first occurrence is when Taya speaks to the 

"listening" reader on the subject of the prejudice against flies 

as source of food wherein she communicates Ekedeba's thoughts 

directly to the reader by means of rhetorical questions. The 

method is reminiscent of the griot's solicitation of audience 

participation during oral performance. Dadie* is extending that same 

invitation to his reading public. The narrator's final intrusion 

is brief and passes almost unnoticed. "Est-ce que je sais?"-'-^ 

Taya asks when listing the excuses Ekedeba gives for not partaking 

of the bodah of flies with his family. For an instant the reader 

is again a listener. 

The introductory description of Ekedeba and his family, 

followed by Taya's invitation, gives the impression of a complex 

temporal development. Actually, the portrait of the spider family 

is written in a generalized present tense, unfixed in time. Once 

the narration of events commences, it proceeds in strict chron

ological order, unfolding in a simple plotline which in the end 

reveals that the spider is a wanderer who lost his home when he 

failed to meet his kinship obligations. It has previously been 

mentioned that Dadie gives his readers another aid to comprehension 

in the form of character sketches. 

12. Dadie, Legendes, p. 76. 
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Father Spider is totally lacking in any virtues. Continual 

encounters with his webs in the most unlikely places are proof that he 

believes himself to be the equal of man. He is a pest who ought to be 

exterminated, but he is cunning and able to avoid danger. Araignee's 

/ 
family, following his example, is no better than he, and Dadie finished 

this description by cursing the lot of them. Obviously, there is noth

ing new to be learned about the character of the spider from Dadie'. 

His Ekede'ba is as malicious as the Ananse of the Ashanti tale. The 

striking difference is that the reader is told of the spider's faults. 

They are written out to be read, not left to be divined from his actions 

alone. The members of the family are likewise described as malicious 

and untrustworthy. Again the reader does not decipher this for himself; 

it is reported information. Armed with these portraits, the reader can 

better interpret the subsequent actions of Ekedeba and his family. For 

the most part, the portraits of the spiders are completed by assessing 

their actions throughout the remainder of the narrative and by means 

of entry into their thoughts. The rhetorical question of Taya furnish 

an example of the latter. In the guise of questions, thoughts of the 

spider are being revealed. The reader is privy to the workings of his 

mind. Ekede'ba's conversations with Colou, with the fetish, and the 

false swearing upon the fetish are equally as instructive on the subject 

of his cunning. What emerges is an illustration of the capacity for 

trickery for which the spider is infamous. Use of these techniques 

helps to delineate the character of Ekedeba as the chastisement scene 

further clarifies the personalities of Colou and the children. They 
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' / 

have learned well from Ekedeba. The lengthy torture they are able to 

inflict upon him in apparent glee is indicative of a maliciousness 

equaled only by Father Spider, himself. 

Such is the manner in which Dadie satisfies the need of his 

reading public to understand the spider and his family. It should be 

noted that he has done so without altering the traditional conception 

of the spider. The implication is that Africans, too, can be satisfied 

that this tradition has not been distorted. 

The griot who recites his tale before a live audience has a 

singular advantage over the griot who is confined to writing a tale. 

The former can witness the effect of his performance upon the crowd. 

He has immediate reactions to confirm his success or failure. He may 

add gestures or pauses properly placed to inspire the audience's 

laughter. In the case of the written narrative, these aids can not be 

satisfactorily imprinted upon a sheet of paper. The author has only 

his own instincts as guides. He must, therefore, be all the more cer

tain of what will stimulate laughter. Dadie endeavored to create comic 

atmosphere through thorough exploitation of the potentially comic situ

ation. A great portion of the comic element in "Araignee, mauvais pere" 

derives, as it does in the oral tale, from the disparity in knowledge 

possessed by the reader and that possessed by the protagonist and his 

foils at any given time. Moreover, Dadie adds moods and attitudes to 

the situations which increase the number of incongruities and thereby 

heightens the comic relief. 
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Thus, in Ekedeba's conversation with Colou, laughter is stimu-

/\ 
lated because the reader knows something of which Colou is ignorant: 

that Father Spider's penitence and humility are a mockery and that her 

trusting acceptance of the recipe constitutes credulity. The incon

gruity of the boastful, malicious spider's sudden adoption of a pitiable 

and craven pose is incompatible with what the reader knows to be the 

true character of the spider. A third stimulant to laughter is the 

sheer cunning of using the awesome authority of the ancestors to pro

mote acceptance of a recipe made of carrion flies. 

Some of the same techniques are employed in the encounter with 

the fetish. Inspired by his extreme hunger, Ekedeba assumes a most 

penitent attitude, swearing to have done with all deceit and malice. 

The reader knows that such an oath must be based upon the very deceit 

/ X 
which is being forsworn. In the scene which follows, Ekedeba is found 

swearing falsely again. The family's fear is coinic because the reader 

knows that nothing can happen to the possessor of the fetish. Here 

again, Dadie juxtaposes the profane (the false oath) and the sacred 

(the family's fear of the power of the fetish) to obtain comic relief. 

Yet more laughter is wrung from the false oath motif when Eban swears 

upon the fetish. 

Dadie exploits the discovery of Eke'deba's secret to produce the 

final comic scene of punishment. Laughter, as has been stated, is the 

result of discernible incongruities. The first in this incident is the 

difference between the honey that Ekedeba expects to find in the jar 

and the pepper he actually finds there. The larger disparity, however, 
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/ / 
is that Ekedeba, who had tricked his family, ends ironically in being 

tricked by them. Dadie extracts every bit of humor from the situation 

in his depiction of the boastful spider brought to rolling in torment on 

the ground. In contrast to his suffering, there is the great pleasure 

of his family who enjoy teasing him while he pants and blows to cool 

his burning insides. 

Although the comic element in this story is primarily the result 

of exploitation of situation, Dadie employs comic language, as well. 

He jibes at Ekedeba's "fantomes de jambes" which he also calls "slender 

crutches." Ekedeba's suffering is compared to that of a woman in labor. 

/ 
Dadie has succeeded in retaining a perspective on humor which 

both his African and European publics can appreciate. Africans can 

appreciate that the comedy is based on the same premises in the written 

story as in the oral tale, and although the revenge of Father Spider 

with its twist so typical of African humor is omitted in the written 

version, Ekedeba's punishment by his own family is indeed African humor. 

Dadie has handled the humor so well that the non-African finds Eke'deba's 

neglect of his family and his torture at the hands of his family comic, 

and is able to appreciate the story for its typical African clash of 

wits. 

The "miraculous" is not so prominent in "Araignee, mauvais pere" 

as in the Ashanti tale. The genie's fetish provides a honey jar, but 

since the actual formula is never pronounced, the "miracle" is only 

reported in the recitative. It can not be repeated too often that 

phenomena such as these—genies, fetishes—have their places in the 
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scheme of African beliefs. One is reminded of Dadie's Catholicism 

because he describes some Animist beliefs and customs in Christian 

terminology. When Ekedeba gives his oath to the genie who bestows 

33 
his fetish, he declares his readiness to be counted among the "saints.1 

As everyone knows, Animism has no saints. Even the drought Dadie com

pares to the Biblical flood,and while the phrase "lamentations 

vesperales"''"^ need mean only "evening lamentationsthe word "vespers" 

has the special connotation in the Christian world of referring to 

evening prayers. It appears that the religious landscape here is amal

gamated, and this mixture could reflect more than just Dadie's 

Catholicism. As he explains it to Quillateau, "Pratiquement, le 

phenomene colonial constitue d'abord une force contraire qui oriente le 

colonise' dans le sens de l'extreme assimilation: assimilations 

s v • 
culturelle, politique, economique, religieuse. Nos peres etaient 

provoques, pousses, tentes, d'etre chre'tiens comme ils l'etaient d'etre 

citoyens fran^ais, evolues....Dadie's acceptance of Catholicism 

and its terminology then should not surprise, and it is very likely that 

the inhabitants of the Ivory Coast hardly notice the verbal amalgamation 

present in his narratives, having themselves been conditioned by the 

long years of colonialism. 

13. Dadie', Legendes, p. 75. 

14. Dadie, Legendes, p. 75, 

15. Dadie, Legendes, p. 77. 

16. Claude Quillateau, Bernard Binlin Dadie' (Paris: Presence 
Africaine, 1967), p. 146. 
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The reader has some idea now of a few of the problems which 

' ' "V ff 
faced Dadie and how he solved them. "Araignee, mauvais pere emerges 

as an artistic blend of two literary traditions. The African oral 

traditio: perspective has been l'etained by use of a simple plot, a 

chronological ordering of story matter, and efforts to preserve the 

atmosphere of the oral performance. The characters of Ekedeba and his 

family have remained faithful to the African conception of this trick

ster and his foils. The particularly surrealistic view of the forces 

governing life are present in the genie and fetish, and the attitudes 

and ideas which stimulate African laughter have been kept intact. 

Descriptions of the rural African terrain complete the setting. In 

all these ways Dadie has retained what is African in the tale. What 

is European, is the method of presentation. Dadie complicates the 

chronological order of the tale by opening with a delineation of the 

characters which closes with the traditional formulaic phrase before 

he proceeds to the story proper. He breaks down the symmetry common 

to the oral tale by avoiding the use of repetitious refrains and by 

varying the length of recitatives and dialogues so that no pattern 

/ 

is discernible. The ending of the tale, whether introduced by Dadie 

or copied by him, is more consistent with the Western sense of justice 

even though non-Africans might expect that justice be raeted out in a 

/ / 
different fashion and by agents other than Ekedeba s own children. 

/ 

Obviously, all of Dadie s techniques could not be used in this 

single narracive. Some that he used in "Araignee, mauvais pere" he did 

not use in other tales, and some methods which he employed in other 
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stories do not appear in the one just discussed. For example, Dadie/ 

most often makes not the slightest concession to the tradition of open

ing and closing formulas. His beginnings range from the "once upon a 

time" European standard ("La legende baoule,"^ "Le pagne noir")^ to 

19 20 
the use of flashbacks ("Le chien de Coffi," "La cruche"). He may 

i 21 
open with a self-styled proverb ('La lueur du soleil couchant") or a 

A 22 / / ? 3 
song ("Taweloro," "La legende de la fumee")." These various types 

of beginnings have implications for other of Dadie's writing techniques. 

For instance, the use of flashbacks means that not always has the chron

ological order, a standard of the oral t.alr., been kept. Also, the use 

of the song;, implies that in some of his narratives, traditional symme

try has not been ignored. These songs or refrains usually recur within 

24 
the tale to mark stages in the development of the plot ("La dot," 

s 25 
"Le boeuf de 1'araignee") or as an integral part of the action ("La 

f /  26 
legende de la fumee," "La bataille des oiseaux et des animaux," "Les 

17. 
/ 

Dadie, Legendes, P- 36. 

00 f-
l 

Dadie', Pagne, p. 18. 

19. Dadie, 
/ 

Legendes, P- 67. 

20. Dadie, Legendes, P- 23. 

21. Dadie, Legendes, P- 86. 

22. Dadie, Legendes, P- 77. 

23. Dadie, Le'gendes, P • 55. 

24. Dadie, Pagne, p. 133 

25. Dadie, Pagne, p. 53. 

26. Dadie, Legendes, P- 37. 
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^ x 27 / 
funerailles de la mere iguane"). Thus Dadie in some tales demon

strates that the repetition of songs and refrains need not be monotonous. 

Another technique of Dadie which may change from story to story 

is the matter of narrative perspective. In "Araignee, mauvais pere" he 

has named the narrator. However, he, himself, is most often the story 

teller and occasionally, Ananze speaks directly to the reader ("La 

/ 28 29 
bosse de I'araignee," "La route"). 

• 
Among the variety of writing techniques utilized by Dadie, 

those by which he will be most readily recognized are the unique be

ginnings of his tales and, more especially, his penchant for scenic 

descriptions. A glance at "Les champs d'ignames" demonstrates how 

strong is this inclination which could never have been learned by 

Dadie from the study of the oral tale. The first three pages of that 

narrative are devoted to a description of Kacou Ananze's sweet potato 

field, a description which is a feast for the senses. There are colors: 

white, violet, green, yellow; aromas of growing plants and flowers; 

sounds made by the rustling of leaves and branches, the chattering 

monkeys, the songs of birds, the humming of the blue flies; there is 

/ 

the movement of butterflies and plants in the breeze. Dadie plays with 

light and shadow in the form of sunlight and cloud. Color, sound, 

aroma—all reveal Dadie the keen observer of whom Quillateau speaks. 

This predilection is also manifested in Dadie''s descriptions of the 

27. Dadie', Pagne, p. 74. 

28. Dadie, Pagne, p. 36. 

29. Dadie, Legendes, p. 90. 
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strange lands. Always, he takes the opportunity to depict one to 

exercise his talent for scenic description. After a long journey in 

which the land in all its devastation or the forest in all of its 

mystery is described, Dadie likes to surprise with "islands" of light 

and enchantment or luxuriant vegetation. Such were the circumstances 

under which Ekedeba encountered the fetish in "Araignee, mauvais pere." 

The Narrative Techniques of Birago Diop 

30 
Diop's "Bouki, pensionnaire" 

The reader has seen the methods Dadie/ chose in his assumption 

of the role of modern griot, performing, not only for Africa, but for 

a worldwide audience. He was not, of course, the only African writer 

to assume this role. The Senegalese Birago Diop had also published 

stories from the cycle of the hare for the consumption of an interna

tional audience. Although Diop's first volume of narratives, Les 

contes d'Amadou Koumba written in 1942 and published in 1947, was to 

precede the publication of Dadie's first collection, Legendes africaines 

(1956), at least two of the latter's stories had already appeared in 

print. "Nenuphar, reine des eaux" and "Araignee, mauvais pere" were 

printed in Dakar Jeune in 1939. Despite the hospitable reception 

given them the audience was not wide and the African folktale did not 

have impact on the world literary scene until the appearance of Diop's 

work. Whether or not Diop had read Dadie's first efforts is unknown. 

30. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 167. 
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What can be ascertained is that while he sought to retain some of the 

same qualities of the African oral tale as Dadie, Diop's style of story

telling is distinctly his own. 

The problem of finding a suitable oral example of a Diop narra

tive was more complicated than was the case of Dadie'. The likely choice 

for such a sample would have been Baron Roger's 1828 collection had 

Roger not succumbed to his admiration of LaFontaine and retold the 

Senegalese tales in poetry. In 1931, Demaison made a collection en

titled Diaeli: le livre de la sagesse noire which has the virtue of 

being in prose. The prose, however, is Demaison's, and while he has 

been conservative in his adaptation, his story is not an untouched 

transcript of an oral tale. However, as there are no anthropological 

collections of Wolof tales similar to that of Rattray's, it is from 

Demaison's volume that a tale must be selected. Although it is not 

possible to see the sharp contrast between Diop's version and a tran

scribed oral tale, one is still able to see a considerable measure of 

change by comparing Diop's "Bouki, pensionnaire" with Demaison's 

"L'hyene et le lion." 

L'HYENE ET LE LION31 

II y avait une fois une hyene. Elle avait tres faim, au 
point de tomber dans la brousse et de vouloir se laisser mourir. 

Un lion passa, la ramassa et l'emporta dans sa maison. II la 
soigna et lui donna de la nourriture. Ce lion, tu le vois, etait 
un bon garpon. Quand il chassait, il l'emmenait avec lui pour 
lui faire ecorcher et depecer le gibier. 

31. Andre7 Demaison, Diaeli: le livre de la sagesse noire 
(Paris, 1931), p. 93. 



Mais, quand elle fut grasse, elle ne fit plus attention au 
lion. (Chacun sait que l'hyene est une bete de malheur!) 

Un jour, le lion chassa et tua une antilope. II appela 
l'hyene et lui dit: 

—Ho! Bouki! 

L'hyene se tint coite, refusant d'ecouter. Le lion reprit 

—Eh quoi! N'est-ce pas toi que j'appelle? 

L'hyene lui repondit avec humeur: 

—Et pourquoi m'appelles-tu? 

Le lion dit: 

—Je t'appelle pour faire ce pour quoi je t'appelais d'or
dinaire! 

Alors l'hyene se leva lfmtement. Et, en ecorchant, elle 
grognait: 

—Hum! II s'en est fallu de peu que je ne me leve pas! 

Le lendemain, le lion chassa encore, tua et appela l'hyene 
lui disant: 

—Ho, hy^ne! 

Celle-ci ne repondit pas: 

—Ho, Bouki!...repeta le lion. 

L'hyene se facha et dit: 

* 

—Pourquoi m'appelles-tu encore? 

—Ce pour quo.i j'ai continue de t'appeler, dit le lion. 

L'hyene de repartir: 

—Ne m'appelle plus pour des balivernes! J'en ai assez 
d'ecorcher pour toi chaque jour! Tu as d'ailleurs deux mains 
comme moi... 
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Le lion ferma la bouche et ne dit plus rien. Mais, le lende-
main, il se remit a chasser. Tout le gibier qu'il rencontrait, 
il le laissait passer. Et les antilopes de s'^tonner ainsi que 
les sangliei's, chacals et animaux de toutes sortes. Jusqu'au mo
ment oii il trouva sur son chemin une hyene de grande taille. 

II la tua, 1'apporta a la maison, appela son hote et lui dit: 

—Eh! hy^ne! Viens un peu ici! 

II se trouvait qu'en ce moment l'hyene etait tranquillement 
assise sur la place publique, en train de jouer aux vote dans 
le sable. Sans se retourner, elle repondit au lion: 

—Je t'ai deja averti de ne pas m'appeler de la sorte! 

Le lion insista: 

—Hy^ne, je te dis de venir.'... 

Longtemps ils discut^rent ainsi. Enfin l'hyene se leva et 
vint. Comine elle approchait de son semblable que le lion 
avait tue', elle se mit a l'examiner et a lui flairer les pattes. 

—Comme ces membres ressemblent aux miens! Dit-elle, 

Le lion restait tranquille, assis sur son derriere, et re-
gardait en souriant. 

—Eh quoi, hy^ne! dit-il. Qu'est-ce qui t'empeche d'ecorcher 
ce gibier? 

L'hyene hochait la tete. Elle finit par dire: 

—Oncle lion! Comme cette chose couchee a terre me ressemble! 

Et elle se mit a trembler de frayeur...Le lion lui dit: * 

—As-tu bien vu maintenant? Tu avals faim quand je t'ai 
trouvee et emportee dans ma maison! Aujourd'hui. tu es grasse 
et tu esp^res te moquer de nioi... J'ai tue ton semblable afin 
que tu saches que je puds faire de mene avec toi, et te tuer a 
1'instant! 

L'hyene dit: 

—Oncle lion, pardonne-moi, je ne le ferai plus! 
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Et au moment que le lion tournait la tete pour chasser une 
mouche, l'hyene, d'un bond, s'enfuit dans la foret ou elle 
creva de faim. 

Voila pourquoi l'hyene et le lion ne s'entendent plus 
depuis ce jour. 

There were once opening and closing formulas for Wolof tales. 
\ k. 

Baron Roger recorded them in 1828: Opening—Leb-on-na (J ai une fable); 
A s / / \ 

Lou-po-on-ne (Cela a ete pour amusement); Am-on-ne-fi (Cela a eu lieu 

ici); Da-na-am (C'est vrai). Closing—File lebe dorke tabi gheie (Ici 

s 22 
la fable est allee tomber dans la mer). Demaison's omission of these 

formulae one hundred and three years after Roger's recording of them is 

evidence that the formulae which Kane says are today optional,33 hacj 

already begun to be discarded. Demaison begins the tale without elabo

rate introduction and using words sparingly and then moves with dispatch 

to the point at which conflict begins in the story. The introductory 

matter says simply that the hyena was starving to death, that the lion 

took him in and fed him, that the hyena was required to dress the game 

which his host caught, and that the hyena became reluctant to do so once 

he was well-fed. Demaison then divides the body of the tale (separating 

dialogue from recitative in the European fashion) into three episodes 

which demonstrate Bouki's increasing displeasure with his assigned task. 

The story concludes with Gaynde's object lesson and verbal warning to 

Bouki, with the frightened hyena's retreat to the bush where he succumbs 

to starvation, and with an explanation for the tenuous relationship 

between hyena and lion today. 

32. Jacques H. Roger, Fables sen^galaises recueillies de 
l'oulof, (Paris, 1828),n.p. 

33. Kane, Du conte traditionnel, p. 150. 
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Exactly how close Demaison's version of this tale is to the 

original oral version can not be known; however, he at least preserved 

two qualities common to the African oral tale : the symmetry and rhythm 

which repetitious episodes bring. Three times the same action is 

depicted, yet each differs slightly from the other. On the first occa

sion that Bouki is called to perform his task, he states his annoyance 

at being called for every little thing. The second time, his insolence 

increases and he orders Gaynde' not to call him again, hinting that the 

lion can do the task himself. At the third calling, Bouki abandons all 

pretense of gratitude, refusing to come at all. He debates at length 

with his host. Finally, of course, he is made to come. Demaison uses 

these alterations in responses to depict the hyena's change in attitude. 

But he as well adds a technique which the oral tale in all probability 

did not have: he characterizes Bouki's moods at each reply. Bouki 

remains obstinate; he refuses to listen; he responds crossly; he 

grumbles; he rises slowly; he replies angrily. These brief remarks 

are sufficient to outline mood and character. The oral tale usually 

confines itself to a mere "he said" without qualification, leaving the 

audience to comprehend mood and meaning from action. The recurring 

dialogue establishes a pattern easy to follow and an outcome easy to 

anticipate; it also is important to the advancement of the plot. Each 

of the three conversations moves the protagonist and antagonist closer 

to confrontation and provides motivation for the confrontation. The 

fourth dialogue which occurs in the conclusion serves as vehicle for 

the climax and denouement. The dialogue expresses Bouki's recognition 
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of the prey, his consequent terror of the lion, Gaynde's warning, and 

Bouki's apology. Thus dialogue, in this tale, is functional and vital; 

it provides the symmetry which marks stages in the relationship between 

the lion and the hyena. 

Demaison keeps to tradition by not describing setting precisely. 

The tale is set in the bush. Whether or not there is drought, the 

reader is not told. There is no scene describing the hyena's domestic

ity. Descriptions of character are likewise absent. Alloting one 

A 
sentence each, Demaison informs the reader the Bouki is une bete de 

3 A 35 
malheur" and Gaynde, "un bon garcon." Most of what the reader 

learns of the two must come from judging their actions and the moods 

which Demaison interpolates throughout the dialogues. For example, 

Bouki responds in bad humor, he grumbles, he becomes angry. Despite 

this description of feelings, no sentiments are solicited of the reader. 

One does not feel joy or sorrow or sympathy in relationship to either 

character. What is evoked is laughter, for the tone of the tale is 

comic. 

A situation in which a hyena and a lion are household companions 

is inherently comic, for the former would ordinarily serve as a meal 

for the latter. The situation becomes ironically comic, then, when the 

hyena dares to defy his powerful host. And in yet another twist of 

that irony, Bouki, step by step, increases his defiance. At the moment 

34. Demaison, p. 93. 

35. Demaison, p. 94. 
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when the hyena feels most confident, most belligerent, most rebellious, 

there is the comic climax. Reality, in the corpse of a dead hyena, 

stares Bouki in the face. The sudden change from an almost boastful 

confidence to quaking terror and craven apology is the next incongruity 

which moves the reader to laughter. Gaynde's smile in face of Bouki's 

terror should be noted. The comedy ends in one more bitter twist as 

the terrorized Bouki flees from the uncertainty of life in the lion's 

den to certain starvation in the bush. 

Although the moral of this tale is not expressed, it is implied 

that one must acquire social virtue and the ability to demonstrate 

gratitude for favors received. Since the moral is not stated, what is 

of interest here is the game of wits of which Africans are so fond. 

By comparing the Ashanti text with the Demaison text, one can 

see that the latter's work is a refined version of an oral tale. Yet 

it is an honest and, I believe, successful attempt to reproduce the 

African oral tale without distortion. Written when colonialism was still 

firmly entrenched, it is noteworthy for the absence of exoticism and 

the colonial mentality. It is sufficiently different from Diop's rendi

tion for the reader to recognize the distinctive traits of the latter's 

style and the techniques he brought to African storytelling. 

One of Diop's techniques was to employ other than the formulaic 

Wolof openings and closings. Instead, Diop, knowing the use of proverbs 

to be a singularly African trait, constructs the beginning of "Bouki, 

pensionnaire" around one. "Pere, Bouki-l'hyene a essaye tes sandales 
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36 
et celles-ci lui vont irapeccablement." It is for the lion cubs, who 

have seen the diurnal change in their guest to issue the warning to 

their father that Bouki is about to become master of the household. 

Then, digressing from the chronological ordering of events found in 

Demaison's version, Diop has begun his narrative in the middle, after 

Bouki has been a guest in the lion's den for some time. The story is, 

consequently, a flashback. Diop proceeds, using words economically, 

to describe Gaynde's state of mind and the circumstances which brought 

Bouki to his household. This may be considered introductory material, 

and it is closed with another proverb. Continuing the construction of 

this story along the lines of the short story, the author refrains 

from establishing the rhythmical and symmetrical pattern of the oral 

tale by avoiding use of repetitious episodes, Diop describes Bouki's 

initial gratitude and fawning at some length, recounting his eagerness 

to respond and be of service. He describes a domestic scene in which 

the hyena has become almost a member of the family. The writer proceeds 

to his description of the slow change in a Bouki, now fat and content. 

Again no pattern is established. Diop does not relate the entire scene 

each time the lion returns with a kill. He merely tells us how the 

responses grew more abrupt and more audacious. The author does describe 

fully the final scene in which Bouki is taught an object lesson. It is 

at this point that Demaison ended his tale; however, Diop employs a 

technique of which he made extensive use in his first volume of tales: 

36. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 167. 
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the interpolation of two or more stories. He joins to this narrative 

another about the lion, hyena, and hare. I believe that there are two 

stories here because there is a slight shift in emphasis in the second 

half. The first portion, just described, teaches that it is stupid to 

repay kindness with ingratitude, especially when the object of that 

ingratitude is powerful and able to inflict injury. The second part 

of the narrative gives an object lesson in how to deal with the power

ful, but the element of gratitude is not present. Diop has united the 

two on the strength of the motif of Bouki's stupid agitation of the 

powerful which runs through both tales. 

In the second half of the story, it can be seen that there is 

no need for the hyena or the rabbit to be grateful to the lion. This 

portion of the story is a demonstration of sheer brute power while in 

the first half, Gaynde has rendered Bouki a service which requires at 

least gratitude. 

The end of "Bouki, pensionnaire" as Diop writes it, then, 

describes a final hunt from which the lion returns with Leuk. When 

asked to divide the kill, Bouki does so being careful to apportion 

/ * 
himself a healthy share. After Gaynde relieves him of an eye, Leuk 

fulfills the task by dividing the entire kill among the lions. The two 

halves of "Bouki, pensionnaire" are joined by Diop's explanation that 

Bouki's object lesson in the first half had not been thoroughly learned, 

precipitating the need for instruction. There is no symmetry in this 

second half of the story. Diop describes the homecoming of Leuk and 

/ 
Gaynde and the dividing of the kill as one scene. He terminates the 
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tale with an indirect recitation of its moral. In the closing dialogue 

Leuk demonstrates that, unlike Bouki, he is capable of learning from an 

object lesson. 

Even if Diop had ended his narrative at the same point at which 

Demaison ends his, "Bouki, pensionnaire" would still be considerably 

longer, for he appends descriptions of the characters, their activities, 

and the domestic scene which the earlier version did not have. While 

Diop's story has noticeable stages in the development of the plot, the 

stages are of unequal length, and the passage from one stage to the 

next is unmarked by refrains in song or in dialogue. Dialogue, however, 

is an integral part of Diop's narrative. It is interspersed with reci

tative. There seems to be no special kind of information which Diop 

reserves for relating through dialogue, rather it is interspersed to 

relieve the monotony of the recitative. Dialogue is a particularly 

effective comic vehicle for depicting the hyena's fawning use of the 

lion's praise name, "N'Diaye, N'Diaye." 

As well as for helping to move the action along, Diop uses the 

dialogue to depict attitudes of the speakers which he couches in terms 

such as "interroger," intimer," "acquiescer," "appeler," "rugir," 

"repondre," "s'informer," "ordonner," "nasiller," and "expliquer" 

rather than the "he said" so typical of the oral tale. By this method, 

the author skillfully assists the reader in interpreting the emotions 

which the performing griot would no doubt impart to his live audience. 

Diop keeps closer faith with tradition in the matter of setting. 

He does not indulge in a lengthy description. There is no date or time 
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of year given or name of site. He informs his reader only that Bouki 

was starving because of a severe famine. The reader knows he is in 

the bush because Bouki wanders into the den from the bush, because 

/ 

Gaynde is constantly off hunting there, and because the animals and 

vegetation of the bush are mentioned. More specific than that, Diop 

does not become. 

He is specific, however, in his delineation of the characters. 

It would be more accurate to say that Diop creates caricatures. Inci

sively, and with an economy that preserves the flavor of the terse oral 

tale, he draws the portrait of each animal, exaggerating some salient 

characteristic. The bat's large teeth are a natural target, and Diop 

invests them with significance linked to the bat's character. They 

become a mocking smile. Beye-la-chevre has a strong preference for 

gamboling about in a manner which suggests capriciousness and little 

serious thought. Diop accordingly sees the goat as one possessed with 

little common sense as his small, lightweight head and bounding gait 

suggest. The discussion of the chief protagonists revealed how the 

hyena's physical appearance and some erroneous ideas concerning his 

natural habits have led to his being scorned. Of course, Diop makes 

use of these traits to suggest the character of Bouki. The ungrateful 

guest's dragging hind quarters and nasal voice are shown to be attributes 

of his morality; they are visible signs of his timidity, cowardice, and 

meanness. Gaynde is the single animal not caricatured, as is fitting 

for one of the kings of the African bush. He is always "the master of 

the house," hunter, provider. The lion may be capricious and jealous 
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of his power, but he is to be made an object of ridicule only at one's 

peril. Thus Gaynde escapes Diop's graphite scalpel. In this story, 

Leuk the hare is described only by his actions. There are none of 

Diop's sallies about his "slipper" ears, his ready tongue, or nervous 

nose. However, Leuk's cleverness and wit are clearly to be seen in 

the adroit manner in which he divides the day's spoils. 

This observation is true of the leading characters in this 

narrative. They may—all of them—be studied through their actions. 

Notwithstanding Diop's caricatures, the actions of the animals are the 

leading indicators of their personalities. The reader witnesses Bouki's 

greed and stupidity in action as the hyena divides the lion's catch. 

The signs of Leuk's wisdom and self-control are no less apparent when 

he makes the division. 

Despite this similarity to Demaison—revelation of character 

through action—Diop's is far richer, for it is more subtle. There are 

not the hyena's outright refusals and defiance of Gaynde's authority 

found in Demaison, but rather the steady encroachments of insulting 

grumblings. Nor does Gaynde noisily flaunt the lesson he wishes to 

teach in the Diop version. It is instead his characteristic to let 

his actions speak to Bouki. 

Part of the effect of such subtlety is that it contributes to 

the comic tone of the story. The disparity between the division the 

lion implies he wants made of the game and the swift action he takes 

when the results are not prejudiced in his favor create the incongruity 

upon which laughter depends. Diop uses the technique repeatedly; he 
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assumes the reader's knowledge of Gaynde's power, the precarious posi

tion of Bouki in the lion's household, and the hyena's temerity. The 

reader is titillated because he knows the situation can not continue, 

and the anticipation of just when and how the lion will choose to 

reestablish order creates part of the comedy. In all cases—the divi

sion of the game and the killing of the larger hyena—Diop spares the 

reader any obvious commentary and pleasure is increased as all of the 

subtleties of the event reveal themselves. 

Diop's caricatures, as mentioned previously, are another source 

of humor. When Diop singles out characteristics of the animals, he 

does so that they might be ridiculed. The gross exaggeration of a single 

distinguishing feature provokes laughter precisely because it is 

exaggerated. 

Diop evokes more laughter by his compressed, proverbial use of 

language. "A large detour is indicated when one comes upon a lion's 

nest" is funny because of the image evoked by what is not written. The 

same may be said of the cubs' admonition to their father. The audacity 

of Bouki is ridiculous because he is engaged in a manifestly unequal 

contest, yet, he "tries Gaynde's sandals." In that image are conjured 

up the vagaries in Bouki's appearance and character as he struggles to 

assume the dignified posture of a king of the bush. The reader must 

laugh, for he knows Bouki's personality will forever fall short of the 

mark. 

The examination of this one story demonstrates how much Diop 

added and how he united the short story and the tale, "Bouki, 
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pensionnaire" opens in a manner reminiscent of the short story—the 

flashback. The symmetry of the traditional oral tale has been dissolved 

to duplicate the non-demarcated structure of the short story. Diop has 

individualized the animal characters through caricature and thereby 

given them a fuller dimension than that found in the oral tales; yet, 

they remain "flat"—that is without the complex personalities which 

give rise to contrary actions and reactions in the same figure. More 

space has been devoted to recitative than to dialogue, and this, too, 

is a mark of the short story. Such dialogue as Diop has chosen to write, 

he has skillfully interwoven with recitative to advance the plot, and 

he has avoided using dialogue as a rhythmic device in the manner of the 

Demaison tale and the oral tale. His antagonists remain African in 

significance but have been more clearly defined for the benefit of a 

foreign audience. The pithy sayings and proverbs surely retain their 

African pungency while giving the foreign audience insight into African 

thought. 

The two traditions, then, old and new, oral and written, have 

been artistically wedded. While making his appeal to the uninitiated, 

Diop has written a tale Wolofs can recognize as their own. Still, this 

examination of "Bouki, pensionnaire" does not provide a complete picture 

of the full range of the methods Diop uses in his effort to merge two 

literary traditions. It would be necessary to study in detail a large 

percentage of his fifty-three narratives to give a full accounting. 

However, from among the many techniques employed by him, the use of 

song, the changing of perspective, the proclivity for constructing 
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imaginative openings, the tendency to make his stories—however inob-

trusively—vehicles of the culture of Africa beyond the normal scope 

are deserving of some special mention. 

Some thirty-two of Diop's narratives are filled with songs, 

poems, or rhythmic refrains which serve as symmetric demarcations and 

37 
refrains. "Petit mari" is one example of the writer's skillful 

employment of the song. In it Diop destcoys the symmetry of the oral 

tale by writing episodes of differing lengths. Nonetheless, the sung 

taunt which precipitates the tragic deaths does recur three times. Each 

time it is initiated by a spoken refrain. Both spoken refrain and song 

are varied ever so slightly with each rendition in another effort to 

break the monotony which repetition produces on the Western ear while 

keeping within African tradition. The repetition of the song marks 

the completion of a stage of development in the plot. The first rendi

tion follows the explanation for the taunt "little husband"; the second 

follows the description of the rites of passage; and the third, 

N'Diongane's reception beneath the palaver tree. 

In the second portion of the narrative when the climax is 

imminent, Diop introduces a second song which pleads for N'Diongane's 

return from his proposed destination (the sea) and which the author 

interweaves with the taunt-song "petit mari." They are alternated as 

the love of the mother recalls her son and the incestuous love of the 

sister drives him away. The dichotomous use of the two creates dramatic 

tension and rhythnwhich propel the narrative toward its tragic climax. 

37. Diop, Contes, p. 119. 
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The final plea of Koumba, the mother, is carried still upon the waves, 

so Diop says, in a note reminiscent of the bond between water and the 

word which has been noted earlier. 

38 
Just as there are other examples, notably "Le boli" which 

give evidence of Diop's very effective use of song, there are several 

examples of his efficacious change of perspective. Assuming the iden

tity of Amadou Koumba as a rhetorical disguise is a clever device which 

, 39 
permits Diop to alter point of view as he chooses. In "Fari, I'dnesse" 

he accompanies the old griot and is told the story of Fari. "Le pre-

texte,11̂ ® "V^rites inutiles,"^ and "Maman caiman"^ depict Diop as one 

of Amadou Koumba"s audience at story-telling sessions. In "Liguidi-

Malgam,"^ "Sarzan,'"^ and "Les mamelles"^^ j)iop abandons the disguise 

and becomes the obvious narrator-participaiit. On these occasions the 

narratives become more short story than folktale. In numerous other 

narratives ("Bouki, herbivore,"Bouki, pensionnaire,"^ "Dof-Diop, 

38. Diop,Nouveaux contes, p. 61. 

39. Diop, Contes, p. 13. 

40. Diop, Nouveaux contes, P- 34. 

41. Diop, Lavanes, p. 11. 
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46. Diop, Lavanes, p. 72. 
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"Le boli"), Diop does not name the narrator. 

At times, this altering of the perspective affords Diop the 

opportunity to recount stories in other than a strict chronological 

/ / 
order. When Amadou Koumba speaks directly to the reader ( Verites 

inutiles," "Maman caiman," "Le pretexte") the tale begins with this 

introductory matter and the actual events of the narratives follow. 

This altering of point of view and of the chronology of a story gives 

relief from monotony while compromising African oral tradition in only 

an inconsequential manner. The foreign reader is accustomed to narra

tives presented from a variety of perspectives perhaps even within the 

same story. The sameness in presentation so dear to the African, and 

which, indeed, forms a part of the African esthetic, is not always 

appreciated by others. 

Introducing the physical person Amadou Koumba into the narrative 

not only enables Diop to vary the perspective, but enables him to vary 

his method of opening his stories as well. Diop used his imagination 

freely in this matter; as the reader knows, "Bouki, pensionnaire" is 

structured as a flashback. "Liguidi Malgam," "Fari, l'anesse," and 

"Les mamelles" are narratives related during a journey. "Un jugement" 

begins with a description of the mischievous activities of Golo, the 

monkey, and his tribe. "N'Gor Niebe" opens with the intertwining of 

two stories whose protagonists have in common excessive pride. Such an 

opening has the earmarks of a digression, for the reader does not 

49. Diop, Contes, p. A3. 
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immediately discern the relationship between N'Gor Niebe and N Gor Sene. 

"Un jugement""^ offers a more vivid example of an opening digression. 

The extensive recounting of the antics of Golo and his tribe is finally 

revealed to be an explanation for Demba's bad temper. Diop, in these 

attempts, appears to be borrowing the methodology of Amadou Koumba— 

that method having been as Diop discloses in his opening remarks of 

A. N A • 

"Fari, l'anesse—"Sortir de son propos—souvent a peine y etre entre— 

pour mieux y revenir." Diop may proceed to unfold his tale via the 

51 52 
proverb ("L'os," "Les mamelles," "Khary Gaye"), or he may proceed 

(and often does) with a description of the problem from which his story 

will grow. In no case does he begin with the familiar "il y avait une 

fois." Diop seems to have recognized the appeal which a variety of 

creative introductions would have for those steeped in Western culture, 

and, as the types of openings suggest, he exploited all possibilities. 

Another avenue of exploitation available to Diop was the use of 

the tale as a vehicle to explicate some aspects of African culture. The 

children of Africa have long been taught precepts of life, histories 

of their tribes, exploits of their great leaders, behavior toward the 

ancestors and their kinsmen through the oral folktale. Diop extends 

this teaching function to include explications of some of the more 

obvious practices and an initiation into some of the languages of Africa 

for the benefit of his foreign audience. In "Petit inari" the mere 

50. Diop, Contes, p. 21. 

51. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 25. 

52. Diop, Nouveaux contes, p. 83. 
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mention of N'Diagone's puberty rites becomes a pretext for a brief 

v / 
description of those ceremonies. When N'Dene prepares beans for 

N'Gor Niebe ("N'Gor Niebe"), Diop pauses to list the condiments which 

are part of the recipe, and the reader catches a glimpse of the culinary 

art in Africa. "Maman caiman" provides an opportunity to discuss part 

of the history of the Wolof states while the relationship between "hut 

brothers" is explained in "L'os." 

In every volume of narratives, Diop has written some tales 

which contain examples of Wolof vocabulary. Diop simply translates a 

Wolof term or a poem in parentheses and then proceeds to alternate 

between the two languages as the term or line of poetry subsequently 

appears. In one story, "Le pretexte," the reader is even initiated 

into some of the perplexities of African languages as he learns that 

the same word may have different significance in another language. 

These differences may generate problems in communication, as the starv

ing Serigne Fall learns. 

In some instances the cultural explanations are more pertinent 

than in others. For example, "L'os" would be misunderstood unless the 

"hut brother" bond was clarified. On the other hand, the sketch of the 

rites of passage is not vital to the interpretation of "Petit mari." 

The savory dish of beans is a part of the seduction of N'Gor Niebe but 

knowledge of the merchants and warriors of ancient Ghana and the 

Toucouleurs is not essential for an understanding of the relationship 

between Mama crocodile and her children. 
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While the interspersion of the Wolof language throughout the 

story is a definite aid to local color and has instructional value for 

readers, it is surely not vital for the reader to comprehend Wolof 

(with the exception of "Le pretexte") in order to appreciate the 

narratives. 

These features, then, changing perspective, varying openings, 

cultural instruction, using song and poetry, are some of the more sa

lient characteristics of Diop's writing. Together with the examination 

in depth of "Bouki, pensionnaire," they give some idea of how Diop 

fused what he had learned of writing and literature from his European 

education with what he knew of his indigenous culture. He appears to 

have labored with the same singularity of purpose as did Dadie' in the 

matter of retaining African specificity in all that is essential to the 

significance of the African tale. With Dadie'', Diop refrained from dis

torting African culture to satisfy the foreign taste for exoticism. 

The everyday life of Africa is on his pages—what his people think, feel, 

believe, eat, wear—is all placed before the reader. With Dadie, Diop 

depicts the African perception of life which shapes the African person

ality. The hard realities of survival in the bush require a goodly 

amount of common sense, and that is a trait much revered in the narra-

/ 
tives recounted by Diop, as well as by Dadie. The exigencies of close 

tribal living are such that a shrewd knowledge of people is a necessity. 

The stories of both writers are replete with such knowledge. The close 

communion between man and the universe which reflects the religious 

outlook of Africans and must, therefore, influence their daily behavior 
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is evident in the works of both men. Along with Dadie, Diop had bowed 

to the necessity for a limited delineation of the tricksters and their 

foils, yet the nature of these characters has not been altered. 

Together, then, and yet as this research proves, in an individualistic 

manner, these two talented writers forged a new tradition in the Afri

can tale. 



CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

In the course of this inquiry into the narratives of Diop and 

Dadie, much has been learned about Africa—its cosmological outlook, 

its daily customs, and its people. A view of life has been exposed 

which in some respects is similar to that of the technological cultures 

and which in other respects offers a unique conception of life. 

In this special conception, the world is seen by the African 

to be composed of forces which are ceaselessly interacting. Every 

thing and being is a force—a stone, a plant, an animal, a man. As can be 

surmised from this brief enumeration, the difference among these divers 

forces is unrelated to the possession of life or the lack of it. No 

division between the animate and inanimate exists in the African mind. 

Some forces are simply perceived to be greater than others. Of the 

earthly forces, man is the strongest. Animals, plants, and minerals, 

in that order, are lesser forces and are held to be at the service of 

man. 

This concept is illustrated in the narratives of Dadie and of 

Diop in the roles played by the tree and by water. Throughout the 

stories, these "lesser forces" provide service to man. The 

phenomenon of birth in the narratives and all the mystery surrounding 

the incipience of life—the seminal fluids, the fluids of the womb 

which nurture the human embryo—depend on water. The rains fall in 

order to render the earth fertile and capable of bringing forth the 

22 h 
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sustenance required by man. Potable water from the wells and the clear 

springs provides more immediate sustenance to man and to the animals 

upon which man depends. In the stories, the cleansing sea helps rid 

the earth of impurities which might affect harmonious relationships 

among men. From the water which is inseparable from the word comes 

the code for living prescribed for man. The stories depict water as 

a regenerative force encompassing life, death, and purification. Such 

are the services rendered by water. 

As for the tree, it is no less generous in its service—now 

pouring forth "treasures" from its hollows in the form of shelter, 

potable water, and food. Guardian of justice, the evil perish in is 

environs. Stretching its crown towards the firmament and its roots 

to the world beneath, the tree connects the various worlds with which 

man keeps communion, for the African society is one in which every thing 

is a living force forever and must forever share in that interaction 

necessary to man's harmonious union with the cosmos. 

The remaining three themes—death, strange lands, impossible 

restitution—have all to do with human mortality, at least in part. 

The dead, as Diop tells the reader, are not really dead. Their souls 

' ' x53 
live on in the land of the dead (bolo in Baoule, eblolo in Agni) whence 

they are able to influence the affairs of living man—affairs such as 

plagues, pestilence, drought, craftsmanship, fecundity, fertility of 

fields—for good or ill. Death, then, is but a change in the physical 

state, a change through which man must pass. In the narratives which 

53. D'Aby, n. p. 
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have been discussed, the great African bafflement before this necessary 

change is reflected in those tales which seek to explain the events 

which made death inevitable. It is also reflected in the African's 

need (so very akin to the need in most men) to believe in his own 

immortality. Those strange lands which function as dwelling places of 

the dead establish a residence for immortality and thus deny death its 

finality. Heroes journey to these places co meet ancestors who, by 

restoring lost objects, help the heroes to solve their problems with 

the living. Thus stories dealing with the origin of death and the lands 

wherein the dead dwell are a direct manifestation of a belief funda

mental to the African—the belief in a vital force hierarchy as described 

by Tempels in which the ancestors possess "force" superior to that of 

living man. Originating with the supreme being, the vital force passes 

down through the ancestors and genies who have the power to influence 

the business of living men. 

The strange land and impossible restitution themes have yet 

another significance as reflectors of African thought: that of initia-

54 
tion. The practice of age-grouping (now abandoned by the Wolof) means 

progression from one stage in life to another, from one level of refine

ment to another. The initiation may, therefore, be viewed as an instru

ment for the perfecting of human nature. The right to passage from one 

level to another is earned by satisfactorily completing the initiation. 

The most famous initiations are those surrounding circumcision and 

5 4. David Gamble, "The Wolof or Senegambia," Ethnic Survey 
of Africa, 14 (1957), 53. 
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excision. Each initiation has its ritual involving esoteric knowledge 

and mortification of the flesh which result in a "new" person—a more 

refined, more perfected human being—emerging. 

The chief importance of the quest for an irreplaceable object, 

the completion of an impossible task, or the journey to strange lands— 

be they abodes of the dead, the dominions of Death, or fantastic lands— 

is that these journeys are initiatory. They introduce the candidate to 

life in a new and richer context and grant him the right to this new 

life if he can earn it. The successful initiate proves his fitness and 

gains access to life's fullness in all important senses of that word. 

The reader knows that Bernard Dadie and Birago Diop have faith

fully revealed African thought to him, for they have refrained from 

altering these basic symbols in their stories. Nature and me:, form the 

substance of these symbols, and this union is evidence of that universal 

integration characteristic of African thinking. All "forces" are inter

dependent and have contributions to make to the harmony of the cosmos. 

While the "lesser forces" are placed at man's disposal, the African of 

the Diop and Dadie narratives illustrates clearly in the themes studied 

that he respects these "lesser forces" with which he shares the universe. 

It should be clear, then, that despite the doubt cast upon their 

authenticity by their omission from ethnological studies, these two authors 

have not obliterated original mythological and cosmological concepts in 

making the concession inherently necessary in any effort to translate 

the African folktale into writing. Basic African thought has been in 
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no way diminished while the skill and artistry of the Dadie and Diop 

presentations have added a new dimension to the African folktale. 

Besides the dissemination of African culture, the contributions 

of these two writers have helped sponsor an ecumenical appreciation for 

African traditions and values. The .world community has at last been 

given a view of the daily life, customs, and cosmology of Africa which 

has helped to initiate the dissolution of the misconception that Africa 

has no values worthy of esteem. 

/ 
Moreover, Diop and Dadie have moved the African folktale beyond 

the narrow confines of the specialist's interest into the vast domain 

open to students of literature and to the general reading public. The 

literary skill with which the two authors accomplished the blending of 

the oral and written traditions has enabled students of literature to 

take a legitimate interest in the African folktale. The tales contained 

in anthropological editions could not record the griot's artistry—the 

gestures, vocal inflections, facial expressions. Such tales were there

fore "incomplete" for purposes of literary analysis. With the publica

tion of the Diop and Dadie narratives, literary analysis of Africa's 

folktales became possible. These analyses led to written articles which 

promoted understanding of the culture of Africa and proved that Africa 

had a literature capable of winning a place for itself among the liter

atures of the world. 

This change in thinking was not so easily induced, for there 

were detractors. Owing to the similarity between some of Diop's stories 

and European narratives and to Diop's use of Western techniques of 
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writing, this author has been seen by some commentators as a mere 

copyist of foreign folktales. However, similarities in the themes of 

folktales the world over are common. Essentially the same tales are 

to be found in the East, in the Americas, in Africa, and in Europe, so 

that mere similarity is no proof of copying. 

One school of thought holds that people of traditional cultures 

developed like explanations of the phenomena of nature and human 

behavior. Another advocates the dissemination of tales over the globe 

from a single common origin. The status of research is that no one 

knows the origin of the folktales. Assuredly, there is evidence of 

influence from one culture to another, but this borrowing does not 

prove origin. When foreign elements are employed in a folktale, they 

reflect contact with and acceptance of aspects of foreign cultures. 

This is evidence of vitality of the.folktale which, being a part of 

/ 
folklore, may renew itself. Certainly, in the case of Dadie and Diop, 

the earlier existence of oral tales gathered from Africa's unlettered 

which are similar to those written by them seems added proof that the 

authors' basic source was their own Africa, and that whera there is 

evidence of foreign influences those influences had been absorbed into 

African culture long before either writer studied European literature. 

In Diop's own words, "A quelles autres sources? Pour trouver quoi 

»»55 
d'autre que les recits et mythes de mon 'biotope' ouest-africain?" 

55. Mohamadou Kane, Birago _Dio_p_: 1'homrae et 1'oeuvre (Paris: 
Presence Africaine, 1970), p. 209. The 1976 Larousse defines "biotopd' 
as "a geographic area corresponding to a group of human beings who live 
under dominant homogeneous conditions." 
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/ 
Moreover, the comparison made between Diop and Dadie and the 

oral tales demonstrate rather clearly that the elements which they 

added to the African folktale are to be found in no other folk liter

ature. Their contribution is in the originality of their approach to 

the problem of welding elements of two disparate cultures into a new 

literary tradition. 

Like Kakatar-the-chameleon whose skin has the ability to so 

perfectly reflect the hues and shades of his surroundings, Diop and 

Dadie have seen able to absorb and distill the essence of African life, 

African thought, and literary techniques of modern short-story writing 

gleaned from that part of their heritage which is European in order to 

produce their unique narratives. The result, for the reader, is fuller 

understanding and appreciation of their countries' folklore. 

This three dimensional comparison of the written folktale, oral 

folktale, and ethnological studies is meant to suggest that the study 

of the written African tale as a legitimate literary interest is depen

dent upon an examination of the other two if it is to be more thoroughly 

comprehended and enjoyed. The ethnologists, by being willing to perform 

the lengthy and meticulous research which a tracing of African mythology 

and a gathering of oral folktales require, have made such study possible; 

the artistry and talent of Bernard Dadie and Birago Diop have made such 

study challenging and pleasurable. 



APPENDIX A 

NOTES ON PLACIDE TEMPELS' CONCEPT OF VITAL FORCE1 

Since there still exist considerable misunderstanding and mis

conceptions concerning African beliefs, it seems advisable to include 

here a brief outline of African cosmology as found in Placide Tempels' 

essay on Bantu philosophy in order to furnish and clarify background 

information necessary to fully understand material presented in this 

dissertation. 

Placide Tempels, in his essay Bantu Philosophy, likens the 

system of African ontology to the spider's web. It is a happy analogy. 

God is the force who created himself. He must be envisioned as the 

center of the web from which pulsates that vital force which is the 

source of life for all of creation. Participatory strength in the vital 

force weakens gradually as it radiates from the center of the outer 

expanses of the web. 

This African concept of a god capable of creating himself implies 

bisexuality; there are numerous androgynous statues in Africa reputed to 

be symbols of the first ancestors. However, whether or not the nature 

of the African god is androgynous remains a matter of some speculation 

in the community of Africanists. 

1. These notes are a summary of Placide Tempels' famous essay 
The Bantu Philosophy, trans. Colin King (Paris: Presence Africaine, 
1959). 
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Next to God are the primordial ancestors who have themselves 

become almost divine. Their vital force is strong. It has been 

received directly from God. Intercessors between living man and God, 

these first ancestors can influence the harvests, posterity, the talent 

of artisans, epidemics, natural disasters—in short they influence the 

entire spectrum of human affairs. 

Next, vital force extends through the more recently dead. They, 

too, are intercessors, but without divinity. The dead of a clan are 

worshipped by the entire clan; however, an African asks their assistance 

in individual matters as well. A woman, for example, petitions the 

spirit of her dead progenitor (the dead retain their individuality) on 

the question of her own fertility. When calamities such as drought, 

floods, epidemics, and diminution of tribal procreativity are visited 

on the community, all the ancestors must be propitiated by all the mem

bers of the clan. 

The discontented dead are next in force-rank. These spirits 

include those poisoned, drowned, or dishonorably interred. The murdered 

seek redress and a diviner must be consulted so that the proper 

remedies may be taken. This group may also include the despised dead 

who were judged malevolent. If such spirits persist in disturbing the 

tribal order, their corpses may be exhumed and committed to the flames, 

banishing them forever from participation in the life of the community. 

The spirits of those not entitled to funerals will return to be reborn 

in other members of the community. 
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Ogres, genies, midgets, and anthropomorphic creatures are next 

in rank. It is these spirits, whose origin is unknown, that the African 

petitions in matters of hunting or fishing, for example. These spirits 

are hostile or friendly toward man at will. Disturbed in their haunts, 

they may exact cruel revenge. They have the capacity to read man's 

mind. Creatures of the night, they roam the bush after sunset. Most 

Africans refrain from walking in the bush at night expressly to avoid 

genies. 

Living man takes his place next in the hierarchy. His is the 

most potent vital force on earth. It is man's business to maintain, 

strengthen, and perpetuate the vital force. To this end he procreates 

and he observes the ceremonial and social customs of his clan. 

Animals, plants, and minerals form the last level of the 

hierarchy, in that order. They are here solely to serve man. It should 

be noted that they partake of the same vital force—though more weakly— 

as does man. Perhaps this explains why the African conceives of no 

boundaries between himself and animals, and why metamorphosis between 

the two is plausible to him. According to these beliefs, no barriers 

exist which would prevent men and beasts from conversing, marrying, and 

producing children together. 

Such is the composition of the hierarchy of vital forces as 

perceived by Africans. Living man stands in the middle. It is neces

sary now to define his relationship with the remainder of the ontological 

structure. 
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The African makes no images of God because God is to him incon

ceivable, never having been seen. His remoteness and non-intervention 

in the affairs of his creatures preclude him as an object of direct 

worship. It is man's duty to accept this remoteness and whatever lot 

God has bestowed upon him. There can be no question of turning from 

him, of scorning him, for He is the source of the vital force. To 

separate oneself from God is, consequently, an act of suicide. Whether 

God confers blessing or bane, man's only recourse is propitiation 

through his intermediaries—the primordial ancestors. 

It is precisely to the first ancestors that living man addresses 

his petitions, for God has endowed them with complete knowledge, of all 

that man needs to know in order to live, as well as with knowledge of 

all the mysteries of the universe. Thus, the ancestors have set forth 

the rales for living for all time. These are to be followed if the link 

to the vital force is not to be weakened or destroyed. When faith with 

the ancestors is broken, they demonstrate their displeasure by allowing 

calamities to befall the tribe. They must be propitiated. Since they 

rank higher in the structure of vital force, it would avail man nothing 

to reject them. Such rejection would constitute a break in the chain, 

resulting in sure death for man. Man's relationship with them, like 

that with God, is not reciprocal. He has no right to expect anything. 

On the other hand, man's alliance with the newly deceased, whether 

they be the peaceful dead, discontented dead, or despised dead isatonce 

dependent and reciprocal. They are perceived as being more or less equal 

While the ancestors of the clan as a whole are propitiated and petitioned 
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to insure the welfare of the clan, taken individually, the relation

ship is more reciprocal. A reluctant ancestor who ignores the petition 

of his specific descendant may find himself rejected. 

This applies to the genies as well, for they must deliver the 

protection for which they are propitiated or be abandoned. 

Living man's kinship with the animals, plants, and minerals is 

direct. They are dependent upon him. He uses them directly to satisfy 

his needs. While man may respect the life-force within them sufficiently 

to beg pardon before assaulting that force, they are nonetheless at man's 

disposal. 

Among living men there is yet another hierarchy. The ch~'.ef is 

the highest human vital force. He represents the direct link with the 

ancestors. Tempels recalls that when the colonial administrators 

appointed chiefs who were willing to serve colonial policies, there was 

this complaint from the people: "Such an Isic ] one can not be chief. 

It is impossible. Nothing would grow in our soil, our women would bear 

2 
no children, and everything would be struck Isic] sterile." Chiefs 

are descended from specific families with strong connections to the 

higher vital forces. To the African mind, the severing of that bond 

bodes disaster and plays havoc with the very foundations of religious 

beliefs and with the structure of the community. 

After the chief come the elders. Now vital force is once again 

a matter of primogeniture. All Africans rely upon their progenitors 

2. Tempels, p. 42. 
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for their vital force. A man may be sixty, but if his parents are still 

living, he draws his vital force from them. He may not turn against 

them without jeopardizing his own source of life. He will never de

clare independence and dominate his elderly parents. 

Animals are perceived to have a similar hierarchy. This may 

expl;in the nomination of the lion as king in many of the folktales. 

Tempels sees in this a possible explanation of totemism. A 

human king may accept the king of the animal realm as his totem, while 

other members of the clan may accept other members of the animal king

dom as totems if their ranks correspond. 

There is, of course, a noticeable lack of unanimity on the 

subject of totemism. African legends explain it as a bond between an 

animal and a clan established at the moment that animal rendered the 

assistance needed to save their lives. In gratitude that animal was 

banned from the diets of the clan involved. The totem, which may also 

be a plant, can apply to a single individual. 

Still other theories allege that totems are selected by men 

with the hope of acquiring that totem's salient good qualities (i,e.} 

strength, agility), or that a clan is descended from its totem. 

A bit more is known about the African conception of the soul. 

There is general agreement that Africans make a distinction between 

the body, the shadow, and the breath. These latter, the shadow and 

the breath, have often been described as two "souls." Since they are 

mortal, they are not "souls" in the Western sense of the word. The 

"soul" that Westerners equate with the shadow is ambulatory, its adventures 

being recorded in the dreams experienced during sleep. The "soul" 
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Westerners construe to be the breath is the sign to the African of the 

presence of vital force in a man. A man is dead when this "soul" 

leaves his body. Neither of these "souls" lives on among the ancestors; 

they simply disappear. A third entity—the. self—escapes from the 

corpse to take its place in the land of the dead. Errant "selves" not 

admitted to the company of the ancestors may finally find rest when 

reborn or completely cast out by their living kinsmen. 

It is probably clear by now that the essence of being to an 

African is to have force. To be is to have force. Each man shares in 

the force emanating from God. The nature of that force is that it "is." 

It is extant and indestructible. However, it may be manipulated by 

man, living or dead. It can be increased or diminished. From this 

capacity proceeds the whole of African religious and social dynamics. 

The immediate implication here is that absolutely nothing can 

occur by chance. In strange ways African and Western philosophies touch 

briefly. For Africans, too, effects have causes, but for them those 

causes have always as agents human beings (dead or living) or the enig

matic genies. A Westerner may explain rain as a condensation of vapor 

in the atmosphere; the African will accept this explanation, but he will 

further want to know who caused the moisture to condense in a certain 

place at a given moment so that his crop was watered and not a field 

miles away. 

The truth ordeals are an indirect manifestation of this same 

principle. When a person dies, the diviner is consulted to ascertain 

the agent of death. The reason is not pneumonia, but rather who induced 

the pneumonia. The man finding himself accused in such an instance, 
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may be forced to undergo a truth ordeal. Poison will be administered 

to him and should he die, his guilt is affirmed. If he regurgitates 

the substance, his innocence is proclaimed. 

The primordial ancestors have shown how the vital force must be 

preserved. The earthly dependants may not deviate. Astute observers 

will see in this factor the reason for the historical conservatism of 

Africa, why new ideas, new technology could be shut out for so long. 

When one is reared to believe that in rejecting the pattern of life 

established by ancestors the link with the source of all life is de

stroyed, then one is extremely hesitant to deviate from that pattern. 

The African obeys the imperatives received from God by the first 

ancestors and passed down to him from generation to generation. His whole 

existence is a matter of perpetuating and strengthening the vital force 

entrusted to him. What is acceptable or "good," then, is that which 

strengthens this force. What is "evil" is that which diminishes it. 

The reader has seen that the vital force operates vertically, 

downward. One has no power over a superior force. The force also 

operates horizontally. It emanates to one's peers, reaching out to 

affect those around him. A man may take advantage of this by seeking 

the aid of external forces to diminish the vital force of another. 

That is, he may have recourse to sorcery. Or he may, without realizing 

it, diminish the vital force of another. Therefore, a man must ever 

be engaged in living in such a way as to increase his force and the 

force of his community. It he fails, he disturbs the order, he plays 

perilously with the life force of his people and redress must be made. 
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Sickness and misfortune in a man's life are evidence that malev

olent influences have been unleased. At this point, a diviner must be 

consulted, a man who has more than common knowledge about the workings 

of the vital force. The diviner identifies the agent and prescribes 

what must be done. 

A man makes redress to a more potent vital force through propi

tiatory sacrifices until that higher power is appeased. Such acts of 

faith demonstrate the man's acceptance of and submission to the hierarchy. 

Redress to a lesser force (i.e., a son) is made by public acknowledge

ment of fault, utterance of a blessing, and a literal "spitting" out 

of malevolence. If a dead equal be offended, a man acknowledges his 

dependency and makes offerings. When the equal is a living being, 

material reparation is required. 

Refusal to make reparation means that disorder will continue 

to be fomented in the community. The man who makes such a refusal is 

ostracized and can be put to death. Such a man is afflicted, possessed, 

or governed by an evil force (i.e., jealousy, hatred), and his presence 

in the community can only cause disequilibrium to persist. 

In instances such as these, rituals of exorcism may be used to 

re-establish order. Turner, in The Drums of Affliction, describes a 

ceremony of the Ndembu people of Zambia. Political problems associated 

with colonial authority had caused upheaval in one village and one man 

had been made the focal point. To rid the man of hidden, festering 

resentments which were infecting the entire community, the ceremony, 

"Ihamba" was performed. Turner describes the ritual of dances, the 

collecting and mixing of the prescribed herbs, the cups applied to the 

man's back to "draw out" and "catch" the ihamba (the afflicting spirit). 
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As the ritual proceeded, the man, in a state of possession, unburdened 

himself of his resentments against his kinsmen and order was restored. 

The object of that ceremony, as with reparation, is the restora

tion of order. The business of restoring order has appeared to be 

astonishingly materialistic to some Africanists. They have seen a 

man pay, and pay cheerfully, five times the value of an item borrowed 

and lost or pay damages which far exceed any harm he may have inflicted 

upon another's vital force. Tempels offers the explanation that payment 

is exacted until the offended man's inner equilibrium is restored, until 

he feels his vital force fully restored. 

A man's possessions in Africa share in that man's essence, in 

his vital force. Therefore, to deprive a man of any of his possessions 

is to diminish his vital force. The anxiety he suffers from this dim

inution must be considered in the reparation. Let us suppose that a 

plow has been borrowed and not returned. Three or four plows, or any 

combination of goods may have to be offered in repayment. The village 

chief may decide, if necessary, that grounds for reparation exist; the 

parties will fix satisfactory restoration terms themselves. The offend

ing party will pay until the plaintiff's inner anxieties are quelled. 

The practice is not unlike Western lawsuits which compensate not only 

for medical expense, but for suffering and anguish as well. 

High repayment may also be exacted for a loan if what is bor

rowed had "time utility" and saved the borrower from imminent disgrace 

or severe hardship. 
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Sustaining harmony is the constant objective. Equilibrium must 

be maintained. Anything which disturbs it, all exceptions to the norm, 

must be cast out. Equilibrium permits the maintenance and strengthen

ing of the vital force, which is man's principal business here on earth. 

This attitude requires that life and life-giving practices must 

be respected. This perhaps accounts for the many sexual symbols to be 

found in African sculpture and the sexual references found in some 

stories. Many folktales which contain sexual allusions are left un

recorded because some Western collectors and some Africans writing for 

Western audiences know that they would be thought licentious. More 

recently, the poets of Negritude have resurrected the themes of sexual

ity. Sartre, reviewing their work in "Orphe'e noir" took note of this 

element: "De nos jours, je ne vois guere que Lawrence pour avoir eu un 

/ 3 
sentiment cosmique de la sexualite." 

Black poets have seen the significance behind the recurrence of 

sexual themes. It is more a celebration of life than of sex which is 

manifesting itself. There is a notable difference in the treatment of 

the theme, naturally. The folktales are popular literature and refer

ences to sex as found in them are clothed in the popular idiom, refer

ences which seem scatological to many. They lack the figurative 

language and romantic imagery with which many poets invest their writ

ings. However, this writer is persuaded that both mystical sexual 

allusions and scabrous humor proceed from the same celebration, 

3. Jean-Paul Sartre, "Orphee noir," Presence Africaine, 10-11 
(1951), 219-247. 
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African thought is integrated; Africans do not "compartmentalize" 

their thinking. It would seem an impoverished logic to them which re

quired that they rejoice at the birth of a child and then consign them

selves to silence about the act of procreation which brought that child 

into being. If Africans appear to be preoccupied with sex it is because 

"La sexualite est perdue normativement sous 1'aspect de la fecondit/. 

A logical outgrowth of the integration of thinking in Africa is 

the integration of all facets of life. This means that beliefs, actions, 

and relationships with people and nature must be kept in tune. In 

Africa rhythm helps to keep this union strong, hence the importance of 

the usage of drums which remind its people of their tasks and duties. 

In tale after tale are reminders of the importance of this aspect of 

African life. Be it the harvest ritual, the funeral dance, or the 

initiation dance, the rhythms beaten on the tom-tom are synonymous 

with the pulse of life, with life's vitality. Through the rhythm set 

by the beat of the tom-tom, the African communicates with himself, with 

those around him, and with the cosmos. 

These brief notes only indicate the complexity of the structure 

of African beliefs and they are intended to serve only as a guide to 

help the reader enter a little into African thinking. The beliefs 

described are general and shades of difference may be found from clan 

to clan. 

4. Ortigues, p. 99. 



APPENDIX B 

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF BIRAGO DIOP1 

On December 12, 1906, it was the turn of Sokhna Diawara to carry 

the mid-day meal to her husband who was employed at the military con

struction camp at Ouaka, a suburb of Dakar. It was during this trip 

that Birago Diop was born to her and to the Wolof, Ismail Diop, a master 

mason. 

By all practical standards, however, Birago Diop is adjudged to 

be from Dakar, for it is there that he lived and was reared in the 

warmth of the family compound. He was, however, to be denied the in

fluence of his father, who died just two months after the birth of this 

son. It was to his older brothers, Massyla and Youssoupha, that the 

growing Birago was to look for guidance. 

African tradition requires that a widow send her children to 

live with relatives. Such was the case with Sokhna Diawara. Only the 

unweaned Birago remained with his mother, and after he was weaned he 

made frequent extended visits to the home of an aunt in M'Bao. 

Birago Diop began his education in a cluster of homes and profu

sion of peoples: Wolofs, Capeverdians, Soussous, Foulahs, and French, 

He imbibed the moral and social values of his people during the dinner 

hours and the long evenings of storytelling. School in traditional 

Africa was not a matter of nurseries, pre-schools, or public schools. 

Education consisted primarily of accompanying one's mother and father 

1. Most of the information in this section is gleaned from 
Mohamadou Kane's study, Birago Diop; L'homnie et l'oeuvre. 
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as they performed their daily tasks and thereby coming early to appre

ciate how difficult a thing it was to support a family. 

However, drinking at the fount of tradition was not all there 

was to be for Birago Diop. Ismail Diop had expressed the desire that 

his children attend the French school. At the age of ten, after a short 

and non-productive sojourn in a Koranic school, Diop took matters into 

his own hands and presented himself to the authorities of the primary 

school in Dakar. With the assistance of an influential man he was 

admitted. 

In 1920 Diop's courses in the Rue Thiong were completed. He 

had in mind to begin preparation at the Ecole William Ponty for a career 

in medicine or teaching; however, that route was barred by his failure 

to pass the entrance examination. As one door closed to him, another 

/ 

opened. Diop succeeded in earning a scholarship to the Lycee Faidherbe 

in St. Louis. It was perhaps just as well. The Ecole William Ponty, 

2 
as Kane reports was a praiseworthy institution, but it taught a confor

mity compatible with France's colonial designs. And Diop was not a 

conformist by nature. 

His thinking followed very much the patterns set by his brothers 

Massyla and Youssoupha, The former had edited a journal—La Revue 

/ / 
Africaine, published a novel—I*i senegalaise, written a short story— 

"Le chemin du salut," and composed some sonnets entitled "Thiaga," In 

an interview granted M. Kane, Diop avowed that one of the events which 

2. Kane, Birago Diop, p. 28. 
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persuaded him to pursue a career in literature was the demise of 

Massyla in 1932. He was, in his way, "picking up the torch." 

Youssoupha, a lover of history and folklore, was a doctor 

acquainted with and seduced by Western ideas. Youssoupha made himself 

independent of family traditions by being mobile. Birago Diop was to 

seek the same freedom. 

The cosmopolitan atmosphere of St. Louis and the multiracial 

Lycee Faidherbe was, then, a good place for Diop to be. He was talented 

in science and surprised his instructors when he decided to take the 

baccalaureate in philosophy. Throughout his career at Faidherbe (1921-

1928), Diop had displayed an inclination for literature. He was 

/ 

later to reveal to Kane that he had been influenced by Valery as well 

as Rabelais, Musset, the classics, and surrealism. Vacations found 

Diop reading avidly anything that was not a sanctioned part of the 

school curriculum. His interests ranged from novels of adventure to 

studies made by the Africanists, although he was not to study these 

latter seriously until much later. Some of the poetry Diop later pub

lished was written in St. Louis. 

The baccalaureate won, military obligations had to be fulfilled. 

For nearly a year Diop served as a nurse in a military hospital. While 

in St. Louis, he came to realize that his coveted diploma marked him 

as one of the elite and enhanced his already active social life. 

When his tour of duty was completed (1929), Diop applied for a 

grant which would permit him to study at a university in France, Funds 
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were available for future veterinarians but Diop was unsuccessful in 

obtaining financial aid. He called upon his mother for the financing 

he sought and she did not disappoint him. Diop had only to quiet her 

fears that he would forget his own culture and his own people. He did 

not, of course, but it was never his intention to be dominated by his 

culture or his people either. By becoming a mobile veterinarian, 

dispatched from station to station, he would have the freedom for which 

he so admired his brother Youssoupha, 

So in 1929, Diop went to Toulouse to study veterinary medicine. 

Once he was there and had some scholastic success to his credit, Blaise 

Diagne, the deputy from Senegal, was able to secure the much-needed 

scholarship for him. 

The diploma in veterinary medicine was awarded Diop in 1933, 

He went immediately to Paris for the six-month course in his specialty— 

exotic veterinary studies. 

Events which were to prove momentous for the history of Black 

letters were occurring in Paris at the time. Leopold S, Senghor was 

there publishing his journal L'e^tudiant noir, It was a period of in

tellectual ferment for the Blacks. Students from the Caribbean, the 

United States, and Africa joined forces to proclaim African values and 

culture in an effort to promote respect for the Black man and to make 

clear his right to political freedom. 

The Caribbeans and the Africans, inspired by the literature of 

Black Americans, gave birth to the concept of Negritude, These students 
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attended the salons of Mile Nardel, Mme Lamine Gueye, and Rene 

Maran where Black issues were hotly debated. 

Birago Diop, in the midst of all this fermentation could 

not help but take part in the many activities. But despite his 

contributions to L'etudiant noir. he took only marginal part in the 

furor about him. He was not a man for "group causes," but rather one 

who chose to affirm his beliefs in an individual fashion. 

Returning to Dakar with his French wife, Marie-Louise Pradere, 

whom he had married in April, 1934, Birago Diop took up his profession 

of mobile veterinarian. His mother did not forgive him for his 

unorthodox marriage until the birth of his children—Renee and 

Andree. 

Now began the period so vital to the preparation of his 

excellent volumes. Diop traveled in Senegal, Mali, Mauretania, 

Upper Volta, and the Ivory Coast caring for animals and deepening his 

knowledge of his own sources. He made the acquaintance of Amadou, 

son of Koumba, who had been his maternal griot. Listening to the 

griot who now wandered from village to village, beguiled by his 

command of the "Word," Diop gathered and laid away these small 

treasures for future reference. 

Nineteen thirty-seven found Diop in Paris on vacation. His 

old university friends were active in Black causes and publishing. 

Still Diop was not ready. 
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His second tour in the bush lasted from 1937 until 1942. 

Now, more mature in judgement, traveled, better acquainted with 

Africa, Diop studied the Africanists Frogier, Lanrezac, Monteil, 

Dupuy-Yacouba, and Equilbec in earnest. 

He returned to Paris in 1942; his stay was to span two years 

owing to the German occupation of France. Diop had sufficient time 

now to begin writing. Most of the tales in his first volume were 

written in these two years. His friend Senghor tried unsuccessfully 

to find a publisher. 

The Editions du Seuil and the Editions italiennes reproached 

Diop for the small number of human beings in the tales and for choosing 

subject matter which the French could not appreciate. 

Sure of the value of Diop's work, friends published individual 

stories, as well as some of his poems, in anthologies. "L'os" 

appeared in the first issue of Alioune Diop s Presence Africaine. 

Senghor included "Les mamelles," !'Souffles," and "Viatique" in his 

anthology which was prefaced by Jean-Paul Sartre. With Sartre's 

blessing upon his work, Diop found a publisher. 

Renown followed with the Grand Prix Litteraire de l'Afrique 

Occidentale Francaise. There were stage adaptations of "Hainan caiman" 

and "Sarzan" in 1950 and 1955, respectively. More of Diop's works 

began to appear in anthologies and were translated into other languages 

including English, Italian, Swedish. Then came Les nouveaux contes 

d'Amadou Koumba in 1958. They, too, were acclaimed. Leurres et 
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lueurs followed in 1960. The same year Senegal's independence was 

won, and Birago Diop was called upon to serve as ambassador to 

Tunisia. He held the post until 1965 when he resigned to retire 

from public life and open a veterinary clinic in Dakar. The years 

of diplomatic service did not, however, mark a hiatus in Diop's 

literary production. Contes et lavanes appeared in 1963 and was 

applauded. 

Birago Diop has had a spectacular literary career which was 

crowned in 1964 by the award of the Grand Prix de l'Afrique Noire. 

It is fortunate for African letters that this man of veterinary 

science had also a literary vocation which he knew how to nurture 

to maturity. How ironic it is that he who was incapable of involving 

himself deeply in the circle of Negritude activists, perhaps more 

than they, helped the Western world to begin to know and respect 

the traditions of Africa. 



APPENDIX C 

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF BERNARD DADIE1 

The year 1949-1950 was a year that marked a change in the life 

of Bernard Dadie'. It was the year in which he emerged from the politi

cal martyrdom that had isolated him both physically and spiritually from 

those for whom he fought. It was the year he wed Rosalie Assaya Koutoua, 

who was to bear him six children. It was, finally, the year in which 

he began his literary career in earnest. 

To understand what factors contributed to this momentous year, 

one must journey back in time to Assinie, Ivory Coast to 1916, when the 

Agni Bernard Dadie'was born. 

His father, Gabriel Binlin-Dadief, worked for the telegraph lines, 

served in the military, and later worked in the forestry service. 

The early years of Dadie's life were spent collecting images and 

impressions which he stored within himself. He observed his mother in 

the diurnal performance of her duties, he strolled the beach evenings 

observing nature and the fishermen at work, he observed the water and 

pondered the immensity of the ocean as he journeyed by canoe to visit 

a doting grandmother. The world had so much knowledge to give him, 

He continued watching and learning after he was separated from 

his mother in 1922. Living with his Uncle Melantchi on a Bingerville 

plantation, he learned about agriculture and net-making, but he showed 

1. Claude Quillateau's volume, Bernard Binlin Dadi/ is the main 
source of information for these notes on Dadie' 
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his greatest curiosity while listening to discussions about books. He 

began to understand then the authority to be garnered by a knowledge of 

the contents of books. 

/ 

Dadie was enrolled in the Ecole du Quartier-de-France in Grand 

Bassam the following year, 1923. Seldom have hopes and expectations 

been more bruised than were his. When one remembers the unburdened 

existence he had led, his disillusionment in this impersonal and harsh 

formalized learning situation is understandable. His indignation and 

inner rage over the injustices he suffered at the hands of administrators 

and older students date from this time. He left the school and remained 

at home with his father for the next two years. Dadie enjoyed working 

with his father, but he still yearned for a formal education. Gabriel 

/ 
Dadie was quick to recognize in the inquisitive child an intelligence 

that wanted guidance. 

In 1925, Dadie was sent to a school at Dabou where a friend of 

the family was an instructor, and this time he was determined that no 

obstacles would prevent him from completing the course of study. 

Disappointed again, his unhappiness may well have affected his 

performance. He was out of school for a year (1926-1927) and studied 

/ 
alone. He was also baptized during this year. Ever determined, Dadie 

re-entered school in 1928. Still unable to reconcile himself to what 

he considered to be the brutalization of the spirit that accompanied 

the obtaining of a diploma, he began reading the writings of Marcus 

Garvey. 

Two years later, Dadie' transferred to the Ecole Primaire 

Superieure in Bingerville where he felt as tyrannized as ever before. 
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The term was made bearable only by the forming of friendships. When 

he at last entered the Ecole William Ponty in 1933, he had learned 

firmness of purpose in the face of the many injustices he witnessed 

and suffered. This perseverance at William Ponty was rewarded in 1935 

with a diploma in administration, and Dadie was on his way. 

/ 

If he carried with him the inner scars of his ordeal, Dadie also 

carried his idealism and his innate love of mankind. Quillateau repeat

edly records Dadie's desire to rid the world of abuses and to help his 

/ 

fellowman. Dadie drew inspiration from the utterances of men such as 

the Reverend Father Forestier who proclaimed the only true revolution 

2 
to be internal and motivated by love, and Marechal Lyautey who affirmed 

that: 

...celui qui ri'est qu'un professeur n'est qu'un mauvais 
professeur...L'homme complet doit avoir ses lanternes ouvertes 
sur tout ce qui fait l'homme de l'humanite.3 

The combination of these two aspects—hatred of injustice and 

/ 

love of mankind—is what helps to explain Dadie and the activities in 

which he involved himself. 

His work in the colonial administration of Dakar was very highly 

valued, and it won him the respect of the French officials. However, he 

was searching for a better way to serve his fellow Africans, During his 

school days he had written a skit, "Les villes," which had been performed 

by the students at Bingerville; he took up his pen once again. In 1936, 

As semi en Dehyle^, an historical play about the Agni, was performed before 

the Chamber of Commerce in Dakar. It was given another staging during 

2. Quillateau, p. 18. 

3. Quillateau, p. 18. 
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the Paris Exposition of 1937 at the Theatre des Champs Elysees. 

/ / 
Assemien Dehyle was finally adapted for film. 

This was the period (1936-1947) when Negritude was being born 

in Paris. Journals concerned with Africans flourished. Lamine Gueye 

published the A.O.F., Louis Martin, the Periscope Africain. Inspired 

by the Parisian activity, Bernard sought to bring the graduates of the 

Ecole William Ponty together. It was only later, with the support of 

influential friends, that the association was formed. Naturally it 

published its own journal, Genese in which stories and poems by Badie/ 

appeared. He made contributions to Dakar Jeunes when it appeared. 

"Nenuphar, reine des eaux" and "Araignee, mauvais pere" received favor-

/ 
able attention and Dadie followed his success with five collections of 

thoughts (Voix d'enfance, Lueurs d'automne, Feuilles mortes, Principes 

de combat, Fragments) and two of poetry (Ballade de crise, Maquettes). 

/ 

In 1942, Bernard Dadie began to raise the issue of African 

independence. However, France being occupied, not much could be done 

at the time. He deferred action until his return from Dakar to the 

Ivory Coast in 1947 and then, with the support of his father, dedicated 

himself to the struggle for independence. He was convinced that France 

was unaware of the abuses to which the colonies were subjected and would 

not sanction them once informed, but he encountered resistance to 

African demands for self-determination. He became responsible for the 

publication of the political review of the Parti Democratique de la 

Cote d'lvoire and wrote articles and gave speeches which influenced many 

of the hesitant to join the crusade. On February 9, 1949, the French 
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/ 
reacted; Dadie was arrested and condemned to three years in prison. 

Nineteen forty-nine! That year of change! Quillateau discloses 

that Dadie found the isolation a great burden. It was perhaps the love 

of Rosalie Assamla Koutoua which made it bearable. 

Emerging from his confinement after sixteen months, Dadie took 

his place in the party once again. This time his articles were un

signed. Seghers published his Afrique debout! in 1950; they were Dadie's 

last spasm of anger. The tone of his writings became more conciliatory. 

/ 

Bernard Dadie was finding peace. From his new equilibrium he was to 

/ 

give us Les legendes africaines in 1954. This affirmation of Africa 

and Africans was followed in 1955 by Le pagne noir, a collection of tales 

from the spider cycle. La ronde des jours in 1956 was a celebration of 

Africa in all her seductive beauty and of Dadie's Negritude. 

In 1956 Dadie published the autobiographic (and Quillateau 

/ 4 
believes cathartic) Climbie. This is the only one of his works which 

has been translated (Russian, English). Un negre a Paris (1959), which 

captures the humorous aspects of his impressions of the City of Light 

was a result of his trip there in 1956. 

From 1947 to 1960, in addition to his literary activity, Dadie 

directed the Information Service of the Ivory Coast. Once independence 

was won in 1960, he was named Director of Fine Arts and Research. His 

responsibilities took him to the Americas, Of this travel was born 

Patron de New York (1964). A similar account about Rome was published 

in 1968. 

4. Quillateau, p. 24. 
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/ 
It had been a long journey for Bernard Dadie from the disillu

sioned youth to the conciliatory adult. Through it all, the faith in 

Africans remained unchanged. It was broadened to include a confidence 

that all men of all races can find within themselves the love and the 

will to eliminate the differences which separate them. 
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